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Foreword

“... any engineer or architect with some formation in

structural theory feels more comfortable within the frame of

the strength approach of Galileo and the classical theory of

structures. It requires an effort, and some study, to

overcome our own prejudices and to accept that, for

example, the medieval master masons, knowing nothing of

mathematics, elastic theory and strength of materials, had a

deeper understanding of masonry architecture than we

engineers and architects of the twenty-first century do [10].”

Santiago Huerta

Historically, masonry structures have exhibited, despite the intrinsic fragility

of the material, extraordinary stability withstanding the effects of aging, human

settlements, and natural elements (e.g., strong winds and earthquakes) over the

centuries. This has led to the thinking that such structures would be eternal.

However, most architectural and artistic heritage, such as castles, churches, monu-

ments, lighthouses, mosques, arch bridges, vaults, and domes have been destroyed.

Each year, we witness the further collapse of remaining historic masonry struc-

tures.

In the last decade, there has been a growing demand for protecting heritage

structures around the world. This demand reflects humanity’s deep awareness,

responsibility, and necessity to maintain the existing architectural heritage and

to pass it on to future generations. Furthermore, restoration initiatives have in-

creased, in part, because of new technologies that produce new materials and

strengthening systems. The disproportionate use of reinforced concrete, which

was considered one of the best materials for the reinforcement of historic masonry

buildings during the 1970s, has proven an inappropriate solution, as highlighted

in recent earthquakes.

The development of a fiber-based strengthening system began in the 1960s,

when the potential for adding steel fibers to enhance the ductility of concrete
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material was recognized. However, this technology has been commonly adopted

for the reinforcement of masonry structures only in the last decade as an alternative

to traditional systems, such as mortar injections, reinforced drilling, and reinforced

concrete plaster. Indeed, because of the strict rules for the preservation of historic

structures, conservation committees usually request structurally efficient but less

intrusive techniques to protect the original aesthetic and architectural functions.

Nowadays new and less invasive strengthening techniques are preferred; among

them a fiber-based reinforced system with lime-based mortar, which is considered

to be more compatible with the intrinsic properties of these ancient structures as

compared to cement-based mortar.

The study of historic masonry structures, especially if coupled with a sophis-

ticated strengthening system, is a challenging task because of the difficulties en-

countered in the description of the complex geometry, morphology, material het-

erogeneity, material properties characterization, and material variation. Despite

its simple composition, masonry is characterized by a composite material that

leads to a complex prediction of its mechanical behavior.

Usually, the failure of historic masonry is caused by an unknown alteration of

its natural equilibrium, which is based on the so-called strength by shape. This is

also typical of other structures carrying axial forces, such as a cord or a membrane,

that are unilateral structures.

The unilateral model, which appears as the key of structural interpretation

behind the design of the great Architecture masterpieces of the past, was first

rationally introduced in the scientific community by Heyman in 1966, with his

book “The Stone Skeleton: Structural Engineering of Masonry Architecture”. In

this book, the author explains the stone behavior by using only a few equations.

The unilateral model can be useful to practitioners and applied engineers since

it captures the essence of masonry mechanics. However, such a simple model

presents strong limitations in many aspects of masonry behavior that need to be

understood, such as damage, degradation, friction, heterogeneity, and particularly

the role of the interface behavior in the overall response of masonry.

To appreciate the validity limits of the simplified approach, it is important to

study and interpret the experimental results with the “eyes” of more sophisticated

models.
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The proposed research is entitled: “Development of new materials, models and

techniques for the conservation and seismic reinforcement of the historical her-

itage”. The theme is in line with the priorities of the Beni Culturali as defined in

the (Italian) document “Accompagnamento all’Attuazione delle Politiche Nazion-

ali e Regionali di Ricerca e Innovazione (Area di specializzazione Beni culturali)”.
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tween the University of L’Aquila (Italy), the industrial partner “Aquilaprem s.r.l.”

(L’Aquila, Italy), and the research partner “Northwestern University” (Evanston,

U.S.A.).

The present project aimed to characterize the existing innovative technologies

as well as to identify new material for the conservation and development of the

vast historical and architectural heritage, such as churches, palaces, castles en-

tirely historical centers, and villages that nowadays are particularly vulnerable to

the environmental actions. In particular, the main purpose of the present research

regards the development of a new type of natural hydraulic lime mortar, reinforced

by short fibers randomly arranged in the mortar matrix, that can ensure compres-

sive and tensile strengths as well as good bond properties to the wall support.

These properties are necessary to ensure proper mechanical behavior of the ma-

sonry structures, especially in case of a seismic event. This new composite material

was developed by using natural hydraulic lime (NHL) -based mortar to ensure the

compatibility with the original feature of the historical masonry structures (mostly

in stone and clay) aiming to pursue both the effectiveness and durability of the

intervention.

On the other hand, the project aimed to validate a sophisticated numerical

framework, the so-so called Lattice Discrete Particle Model, for a reliable predic-

tion of the mechanical behavior of this masonry construction, especially when it is

coupled with complex strengthening system. Indeed, the heterogeneous character
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of stone masonry, the chaotic distribution of stone units into the mortar matrix,

and the variability of their mechanical proprieties contribute to a substantial scat-

ter in their response. An experimental analysis of this scatter requires performing

a large number of experimental tests, which is prohibitive in practice due to time

and cost considerations. For this reason, a dedicated numerical approach was

essential to support the experiments.
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State of the art

In the last two decades, strengthening solutions based on composite materials, such

as the Fiber Reinforced Polymers (FRP) or the Fiber Reinforced Cementitious

Matrix (FRCM), have been increasingly considered for strengthening and repair

of both modern and historic masonry constructions (buildings, bridges, towers)

and structural components (walls, arches and vaults, piers, and columns). As far

as the FRP is concerned, several disadvantages can be detected mainly related

to the epoxy matrix used to embed and bond the fibers, such as: (i) low fire

resistance; (ii) high sensitivity to ultraviolet radiation when exposed to the open

air; (iii) high toxicity; (iv) low vapor diffusion; (iv) needs of completely dry surfaces

to ensure the adherence to the substratum. Moreover, the FRP installation is

localized and, particularly in case of very brittle and heterogeneous material, such

as the irregular stone masonry, the fracture may be caused in some areas where

the wall is not strengthened. For all these reasons, the FRCM (based on the

use of fibrous reinforcements embedded in a mortar matrix) represents a better

solution as compared to the FRP. However, it is characterized by a long application

procedure consisted in three phases: (i) application of the first layer of mortar on

the panel surfaces; (ii) application of the fiber grids to fresh mortar layer; (iii)

application of a second finishing layer of mortar to cover the fiber fabric while

the previous mortar layer was still fresh. This procedure may represent a strong

limitation for an extensive application of the technology. Besides, although the

FRCM began to be widely applied to the masonry construction, its mechanical

behavior is still not completely characterized due to a lack of both exhaustive

experimental data and reliable mathematical models for the investigation of the

mechanics behind the complex coupled resistance system of the masonry with

fiber-based reinforced mortar.

A common disadvantage between the FRCMs and FRPs concerns the orien-

tation of the fiber in specific directions: the FRCMs are characterized by fiber

oriented in bi-directional (horizontal and vertical) strands; the FRPs are charac-

terized by the prior design of the fiber direction. Since fibers are characterized

by high resistance in their axial direction and negligible resistance in the other

directions, uni- or bi-directional fibers cannot ensure proper performance in case

of seismic loads that do no act in a single and defined direction.

Furthermore, the low compatibility of the cement-based mortar (or polymeric

matrix) of both the classical and innovative strengthening systems with the lime-

based mortar of the ancient masonry joints yet represents an issue. In several cases,

extensive damage occurred to the ancient masonry due to the incompatibility of the

cement-based mortars. This compatibility must be reflected in several aspects: (i)
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chemical compatibility between the reinforcing mortar and the old material (stone

or brick and its bedding mortar); (ii) physical compatibility, with special reference

to processes of solubility and of water transport; (iii) structural and mechanical

compatibility (strength of repair mortar needs to be similar to the old material).

In the conservation perspective, an increasing sensitivity is nowadays directed

to the choice of consolidation materials mechanically, physically, and chemically

compatible with the nature of the old masonry materials. In such ambit, natural

hydraulic lime (NHL)-based mortars are more and more considered (rather than

cement or resin) to pursue both the effectiveness and durability of the intervention.

The NHL-based mortar is considered a promising alternative to cement materials

when high compatibility with historical substrates is strictly required.

In addition to the issue related to the features of the fiber-based reinforcing

systems, modeling the fracture process in irregular stone masonry is challenging

due to the heterogeneous character and quasi-brittle behavior of the material.

Indeed, numerical modeling of this masonry type is one of the most complicated

problems in structural engineering research.

Numerical continuum-based models, which homogenize material behavior, are

inherently limited in capturing the mesoscale interactions, fracture propagation,

and damage evolution of quasi-brittle materials. Indeed, the failure of quasi-brittle

materials, such as stone masonry, is often caused by nonlinear phenomena, namely

fracture, damage localization, and frictional shearing, occurring at weak locations

in the internal material structure. These weak locations coincide, for example,

with interfaces among particles, weak matrix layers, and compliant interfaces be-

tween stiff material grains. Due to this peculiarity, classical constitutive equations

typically fail to provide a satisfactory representation of the mechanical behavior of

these materials especially if failure mechanisms are associate with strain-softening.

Furthermore, for a reliable prediction of the mechanical response of mortar

reinforced by short fibers, the numerical modeling capabilities should be charac-

terized by realistic three-dimensional modeling of mortar mesostructure, including

a discrete representation of individual fibers randomly distributed therein as well

as a multiscale approach in which the effect of embedded fibers on the structural

response is based directly on the micromechanics of the fiber-matrix interaction.

Most of the existing numerical models for the analyses of fiber-reinforced material

consist of modifying the mechanical behavior of inelastic constitutive models to

represent the enhanced properties of fibrous material. The increase in the mechan-

ical properties of fibrous material must be determined a priori from experiments

resulting in loss of the capacity to predict the effect of specific fiber properties

on the macroscopic behavior of composite material. The Lattice Discrete Particle

Model offers the possibility to simulate all these aspects.
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Degree of innovation

Though reinforcement made of short-fibers is a topic that is being studied for

several years from different researchers, the use of lime-mortar reinforced with

short-fibers for the retrofitting of the historical masonry wall can be considered

an innovative technology. Indeed, nowadays there is a lack of information about

the mechanical behavior of this particular composite material, especially when

coupled to the stone masonry. Currently, short fibers are especially used in the

mix design of concrete elements, aiming to improve their mechanical properties,

for the realization of industrial concrete slabs, structural or nonstructural precast

elements and tunnel coatings. For the restoration of the masonry construction,

short fibers are used in small content only to reduce the plastic shrinkage crack-

ing. In this research, the “structural” function of the fibers not merely consists

of reducing shrinkage cracking but allows for the enhancement of the shear and

ductility capacities of the masonry walls.

Hence, the degree of innovation of the present research consists in a develop-

ment of new material and technology perfectly compatible with the nature of the

existing historical constructions leading, at the same time, higher structural per-

formance as compared to the other strengthening solutions. Innovative elements

also concern the simplification of the implementation of the reinforcement and

the possibility of also practice eco-friendly choices using recycled materials coming

from other industrial processes (glass, steel, plastic, basalt, etc.).

The use of the new composite material, which is characterized by short fiber

randomly embedded in a lime-mortar matrix, to the masonry structures, aims

to replace the use of the cementitious mortar material reinforced by uni- or bi-

directional long fiber fabrics of the classic fiber-based strengthening systems.

In addition to the physical-chemical compatibility issue, the adoption of the

discontinuous-fiber-reinforced composites overcome all the other disadvantages ob-

served for the other fiber-based strengthening systems. Indeed, the use of diffuse

reinforcement, namely the short fibers randomly oriented in the mortar matrix,

ensure proper resistance in any directions. This is an important aspect to be con-

sidered especially in case of seismic events that do not act in a single and defined

direction. As commented in the state of the art, the classic fiber-based reinforcing

systems are instead characterized by the specific orientation of the fiber.

The new composite material presents high flexibility in its application method-

ologies to the historical masonry structures. Indeed, it can be used as a coating

to the masonry surfaces and also in the structural repointing technique. As far as

the coating technique is concerned, the use of the newly fibrous lime-mortar would

lead to a unique application phase, consisting of the application of a single layer of
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the product to the masonry surfaces. This represents a substantial advantage in

terms of reduction in both cost and application time, as compared to the existing

fiber-based reinforcing system, namely the FRCM system. As far as the repointing

technique is concerned, it consists of replacing the deteriorated mortar or filling the

missing mortar in the joints by employing the newly composite material, allowing

both to enhance the shear capacity of walls and preserve the original aesthetic of

the masonry texture. This application may be suggested to solve the important

aesthetics issue related to the retrofitting method.

On the other hand, a sophisticated numerical framework, based on the Lat-

tice Discrete Particle Model, was originally formulated and validated for concrete

material and has been proposed here, for the first time, for the simulation of irreg-

ular stone masonry. That model has been proposed in this research for a reliable

investigation of both the historical stone masonry and the fibrous mortar as well

as their coupling. The intrinsic stochastic feature of the LDPM, which simulate

units randomly placed into a considered volume as irregular particles interacting

with each other, allows quantifying the variation of the mechanical properties of

both the stone masonry and mortar materials due to the random particle size and

distribution.

The adoption of a numerical framework developed for concrete to stone mason-

ries was possible since one can observe a strong similarity in geometrical features,

albeit at different observation scales, as well as similarity in the brittle-failure mode

between such materials. The idea of using LDPM for stone masonries is coherent

with the fact that the failure is often caused by fracture, damage localization,

and frictional shearing occurring at the weak matrix layers around aggregates and

stones in the cases of concrete and masonry, respectively.

In short, the innovative elements of the present research regard the development

of the newly reinforcement composite material as well as the novel application of

the sophisticated numerical framework for the mechanical characterization of the

complex behavior of the coupled construction system, namely the masonry–fiber-

based reinforcing mortar.
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Interdisciplinarity of the research

Given the wide range of disciplines represented in the Member of the Scientific

Board for the PhD program, the present research project aims to reconcile the

different views on the preservation of existing historical buildings, combining the

needs of conservation of the old materials with the seismic retrofitting of the his-

torical constructions.

This research has set itself the goal to collect, in a transversal way, the con-

tribution of different disciplines all represented in the Member of the Scientific

Board for the PhD program belonging to the sectors of restoration, conservation

of architectural history, materials technology, computational mechanics and seis-

mic structural engineering.

The objective of developing an innovative material, consisting of fibrous lime-

based mortars for the recovery and strengthening of ancient masonry walls, as

well as the development of a new sophisticated numerical framework for the eval-

uation and the prediction of both the unreinforced and fiber-reinforced masonry,

represents a great interdisciplinary theme.

This research tried to capture the different key aspects of both the recovery

and enhancement of cultural heritage by using the most advanced principles of

structural engineering and the most advanced analytical framework for numerical

modeling for the problem.

It is worth noting that the lack of an interdisciplinarity approach in the choice

of a technical solution for the preservation of historical structures of the past has

led to disastrous mistake, just think of the insertion of concrete curbs in ancient

masonry buildings.

Preservation had mainly relied on an entirely forced (and damaging) distinc-

tion between consolidation and restoration, which must be resolved through the

application of the art and science of building.
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Methodology

The idea of the present research comes from the correspondence of interests be-

tween the University of L’Aquila (Italy), the research partner “Northwestern Uni-

versity” (Evanston, U.S.), and the industrial partner “Aquilaprem s.r.l.” (L’Aquila,

Italy). Hence, the project followed a shared path, intending to reconcile the di-

verse needs of the partners. On the one hand, the propensity of the Universities

to investigate the problem in a merely theoretical manner, through the analysis of

the complex mechanics of the composite construction system. On the other hand,

the propensity of the company to analyze the theoretical problem through an ex-

perimental approach with the ultimate goal to obtain a final result expendable for

the world of work and an innovative product for construction.

Prof. G. Cusatis, in charge of the mechanics, materials, and structures group

at Northwestern University, was strongly interested in addressing the proposed

research topic by providing a sophisticated numerical model to characterize the

mechanical behavior of the reinforcement mortars and wall panels. The research

group of the Northwestern University has been engaged for years in extensive re-

search with the overall objective to understand, simulate, and predict the behavior

of brittle materials. For this reason, they were available to support and address the

analyses of the retrofitting system of the masonry walls. This analysis also allowed

the refinement of a numerical model on the basis of a constructive type, namely

the stone masonry, which was never investigated before then by that research

group. The project included the development and validation of a computational

framework, the so-called Lattice Discrete Particle Model, originally developed and

validated for concrete material, to simulate the mechanical behavior of irregular

stone masonry as well as the coupled construction system (masonry-fiber reinforce-

ment).

On the other hand, the Aquilaprem company represents a new and promising

company operating in the premixed material for the building industry. Aquilaprem

had a significant development in the area of L’Aquila, and is gradually expanding

its market in the rest of the Italian territory in the field of conservation and en-

hancement of historical buildings. It has long been engaged in the development

of innovative materials for the restoration of historic masonry and has shown high

interest in the subject of the research by providing operational support to the

experimental activity in terms of staff, materials, equipment, and know-how. The

purpose of the research carried out at the company headquarter was to develop

innovative technology for the conservation and restoration of the Italian cultural

heritage. As mentioned above, such technology involves the use of a special re-

inforcement mortar (with tensile strength and ductility capacity) able to perform
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their function in a most compatible, less invasive, and more effective way with

respect to the materials and techniques of the past.

The first six months of the Ph.D. research focused on the state-of-the-art study

based on the knowledge of traditional materials and technologies for the interven-

tion on Cultural Heritage, investigating merits and limitations. Particular atten-

tion was also paid to the development of skills in the numerical simulations of

masonry construction by commercial software. Moreover, in that period, a first

experimental campaign was performed, also in collaboration with the Aquilaprem

company. The experiments focused on the mechanical characterization of stone

masonry panels, prepared at the laboratory LPMS of the University of L’Aquila,

in both the unreinforced and reinforced condition.

Then, during the 12 months stay at Northwestern University, the Lattice Dis-

crete Particle Model was first validated and improved for the stone masonry with

experimental tests conducted in the first part of the Ph.D. research. The behavior

of the Fiber Reinforced Cementitious Matrix (FRCM) strengthening system ap-

plied to masonry panels was deeply investigated. The main focus concerned the

investigation of different variables affecting the mechanical behavior and damage

evolution of stone masonry panels reinforced by FRCM systems, namely the thick-

ness of the reinforcement, the bond behavior at the FRCM-masonry interface, the

presence or not of fiber anchors and fiber grids in the strengthening system. This

part was fundamental to understand the mechanics behind the complex coupled

resistance system of the masonry reinforced by fiber-based reinforcing mortar.

During the one-year collaboration with the Aquilaprem company, the experi-

mental characterization of the FRCM system on the irregular stone masonry was

performed in situ, on masonry specimens isolated from the walls of the historical

building “Palazzo Margherita” of L’Aquila. This experimental campaign validated

the first experiments carried out on the masonry specimens reproduced in the lab-

oratory and, therefore, also validated the numerical framework calibrated on them.

Later, the newly fibrous lime mortar was developed at the laboratory of the com-

pany. This phase regarded the optimization of the mix design of the product as a

function of the nature, geometry, and content of the fibers as well as the content of

additives and the sieve curve of the mortar matrix. In particular, several mechan-

ical characterization tests and workability tests were carried out on the fibrous

mortar. During this phase, the computational framework was adopted to support

the experimental data showing exceptional prediction capacity. After the opti-

mization process, the newly mortar applied as a coating to the stone masonry was

simulated by the LDPM. This simulation allowed the prediction of the mechanical

behavior of the strengthening system, further highlighting the main feature of the

new technique proposed for the retrofitting of the historical construction.
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Structure of the thesis

In the framework of the seismic vulnerability assessment of existing stone masonry

structures, which constitute a great and valuable portion of the Italian cultural

heritage, the present thesis focuses on the mechanical characterization of the shear

behavior of masonry structural elements at the unreinforced and reinforced con-

figurations as well as the development of a new strengthening system intending to

increase its chemical-fiscal compatibility with the original feature of the historical

masonries and also increasing the ductility of the reinforcement system.

Chapter 1 introduces the issues related to the preservation of the historical

masonries, focusing on their main features. In particular, Chapter focuses partic-

ularly on the description of stone masonry structure typical of the territories of

the central Apennines in Italy, where the use of limestone for the buildings is pre-

dominant. However, the considerations may not differ greatly from those for the

historic stone masonry construction common throughout North and Latin Amer-

ica, the Himalayan region, Eastern and Western Europe, the Indian subcontinent,

and Asia. Furthermore, an analysis of the feature of the retrofitting systems, from

the classics to the innovative ones, is carried out.

Then, the main scope of the thesis is pursued on two different levels: experi-

mental investigations and numerical simulations.

Chapter 2 regards the identification of the shear parameters of the masonry

walls at the reinforced and unreinforced configurations. These tests concerned

both the in situ and at the laboratory experimental campaign. In particular, the

in situ tests were performed on four stone masonry samples, two unreinforced and

two reinforced with FRCM, by isolating them from the walls of the municipal

office “Margherita Palace” of L’Aquila. Instead, the tests performed at the lab-

oratory LPMS (Laboratorio di Prove Materiali e Strutture) of the University of

L’Aquila, concerned the evaluation of the fiber-based strengthening system on six

stone masonry samples. The latter were prepared according to the ancient con-

structive technique featured in most of the historic buildings of the city of L’Aquila

by using stone elements taken from the debris of buildings collapsed during 2009

earthquake and poor lime-mortar having similar features to the original one (char-
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acterized by a very friable behavior and a low compressive strength). Furthermore,

the experimental characterization of the mechanical properties of the newly lime-

based mortar reinforced by short fibers randomly embedded therein the matrix is

described in the last part of the Chapter.

Chapter 3 first introduces a general overview of the numerical models employed

for the stone masonry. Then, a sophisticated numerical modeling, based on the

Lattice Discrete Particle Model, is described. The results of the experimental study

are numerically investigated. On the first hand, Chapter presents the simulation

of diagonal compression tests performed on stone masonry specimens strengthened

by the FRCM system. The fracture behavior and the damage evolution in ma-

sonry panels are investigated under different assumptions on the FRCM features

(the bond behavior, mortar thickness, fiber anchors, and fiber grid). Moreover,

Chapter also presents the numerical investigation on the variation of the mechan-

ical properties of unreinforced stone masonry, namely the maximum shear stress,

the shear modulus, and the ductility, due to the random particle size and distri-

bution as well as the size effect of the stone panels. On the second hand, Chapter

presents simulation of the experimental tests carried out for the mechanical char-

acterization of the newly fibrous lime-mortar. A final numerical prediction of the

shear enhancement of the new composite material applied as a coating to the

stone masonry is presented intending to highlight the benefit of the new system,

as compared to the classic FRCM.

Chapter 4 provides technical information for the characterization of the shear

strength of the masonry walls reinforced by coating systems, such as the FRCM or

any fibrous mortar layer applied to masonry surfaces. In particular, a simplified

analytical formulation is proposed to predict the shear strength of reinforced ma-

sonry merely based on the geometry and tensile strength of both the unreinforced

masonry and coating mortar.

Finally, the conclusions gather critical observations of the main results obtained

by experiments and numerical investigation. The second part of the conclusions

focuses on further research developments, articulated in different scenarios.
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Abstract in italian

La tematica principale di questo lavoro si allinea con le priorità di intervento

nell’ambito dei Beni Culturali, proponendo lo sviluppo di tecnologie e l’uso di

nuovi materiali che possano favorire il recupero e la valorizzazione del vasto pat-

rimonio storico-architettonico italiano in riferimento sia ai Beni monumentali che

ai numerosi borghi antichi, di inestimabile valore artistico e di grande interesse

culturale e turistico.

Questa tesi è incentrata sulle strutture murarie di pietrame ed in particolare

quella riscontrata nei territori dell’Appennino centrale. Nel corso dei secoli la

natura prettamente calcarea di tali territori ha favorito lo sviluppo di agglomerati

urbani di media e piccola entità in cui era predominante l’uso della pietra calcarea

non lavorata proveniente da cave locali, diversamente della pietra squadrata in

conci, tipologia utilizzata solo per gli edifici più prestigiosi. Unitamente al cal-

care, era spesso utilizzato materiale erratico e alluvionale sia per le murature che

per la realizzazione delle malte. Nella tipologia muraria analizzata, l’utilizzo del

laterizio era piuttosto raro, essendo, quasi sempre, usato come materiale di recu-

pero all’interno del paramento murario e, comunque, in quantità modesta. Tale

tipologia muraria è ampiamente diffusa, con forti similarità, anche in tutto il Nord

America, America Latina, la regione Himalayana, Europa orientale e occidentale,

il subcontinente indiano e l’Asia. Purtroppo, molte di queste aree sono carat-

terizzate da un elevato rischio sismico, che, abbinato alla natura eterogenea, alla

scarsa resistenza dei materiali costituenti e al comportamento strutturale di tipo

disgregativo determina una estrema vulnerabilità di tali edifici fortemente provata

dagli effetti disastrosi causati dai terremoti che hanno colpito tali aree, anche negli

ultimi anni.

Lo stato di degrado, in cui talvolta si trovano tali edifici, rende spesso neces-

sari interventi strutturali volti a garantirne l’integrità. In tale senso, negli ultimi

decenni sono state sviluppate nuove metodologie d’intervento, sfruttando sia ma-

teriali tradizionali che innovativi, per preservare tali strutture da ulteriori danni,

in particolare quelli indotti da eventi sismici. Tuttavia, nuovi materiali e tecniche

d’intervento vengono spesso commercializzati ed applicati senza l’esecuzione di un
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esaustivo studio preliminare che ne verifichi l’applicabilità e l’efficacia.

Lo studio, finanziato dalla Borsa di Studi PON, nasce dalla corrispondenza di

interessi tra l’Università degli Studi dell’Aquila, il partener industriale Aquilaprem

srl (AQ) e il partner di ricerca estero Northwestern University (USA). Le attività di

ricerca sono nate con l’obiettivo di sviluppare un innovativo prodotto commerciale

per il rinforzo delle murature storiche di pietrame irregolare, una delle tipologie

costruttive maggiormente impiegate nell’edilizia storica. In questa ricerca è stato

infatti validato l’impiego di questa metodologia d’intervento mediante la realiz-

zazione di un’ampia campagna di prove sperimentali combinata ad una sofisticata

modellazione numerica.

L’obiettivo principale della ricerca è stato quello di creare un sistema di rin-

forzo capace di mantenere i vantaggi dei sistemi classici basati sull’utilizzo di ma-

teriali compositi (Fiber Reinforced Polymers - FRPs o Fiber Reinforced Cemen-

titous Matrixs - FRCMs), migliorandone le proprietà meccaniche e semplifican-

done l’applicazione in situ. L’innovativo materiale composito sviluppato in questa

ricerca è caratterizzato da una malta a base di calce idraulica naturale con fibre

corte distribuite caoticamente all’interno della matrice della malta. Tale materi-

ale innovativo presenta svariate possibilità di applicazione sugli edifici esistenti in

muratura. Nella presente tesi, il materiale innovativo è stato studiato all’interno

della tecnica dell’“intonaco armato’”, che consiste nell’applicazione di uno strato

di materiale composito sulle superfici murarie. Si può anche pensare di applicare

il materiale innovativo nella tradizionale tecnica di stilatura dei giunti, che con-

siste nel sostituire la malta deteriorata o di inserire all’interno di essa la malta

mancante impiegando il nuovo materiale composito, consentendo il miglioramento

della resistenza a taglio delle pareti e di preservare l’estetica originale della tessi-

tura muraria. In aggiunta, l’innovativo materiale composito presenta la possibilità

di essere applicato in combinazione con sistemi di rinforzo esistenti: si pensi ad

esempio all’utilizzo della malta fibrosa per la realizzazione del sistema FRCM.

I vantaggi forniti dall’aggiunta di fibre, di qualsiasi natura, a materiali quasi-

fragili, ad esempio le malte, consentono di migliorare il comportamento strutturale

del composito, dando vita ad un nuovo materiale capace di lavorare non solo

a compressione ma anche a trazione. Inoltre, le fibre incrementano la duttilità

del sistema di rinforzo, aumentando l’assorbimento di energia durante un evento

sismico e limitando il danneggiamento della struttura muraria.

La disposizione delle fibre lungo direttrici obbligate (FRCM) o studiate a priori

(FRP) non sempre riesce a prevenire e, soprattutto, a limitare l’ampiezza delle le-

sioni. È ben noto, infatti, che i compositi unidirezionali a fibre lunghe, quali i clas-

sici FRCM o FRP, sono caratterizzati da una elevata resistenza nella direzione delle

fibre e da una pressoché nulla resistenza in direzione trasversale. Noto quindi lo
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stato tensionale nel componente in progetto, l’uso corretto di tali compositi prevede

di orientare opportunamente le fibre nella direzione della massima tensione in modo

da ottimizzare lo sfruttamento del materiale. Tuttavia, gli stati tensionali indotti

dagli eventi sismici non sempre agiscono in una sola e ben definita direzione. Per

le motivazioni sopraesposte, si è pensato di introdurre, nella matrice della malta,

un rinforzo costituito da fibre corte disposte caoticamente in modo da assorbire

gli sforzi di trazione agenti in qualsiasi direzione, garantendo un’azione di cucitura

puntuale che impedisce alle cricche di propagarsi rapidamente e conseguentemente

di raggiungere ampiezze elevate. I laminati rinforzati con fibre corte orientate in

modo pressoché casuale sono caratterizzati da un comportamento meccanico, che

differisce da quello a fibre lunghe, legato principalmente al rapporto geometrico tra

lunghezza e diametro caratteristico delle fibre da cui dipende sia la distribuzione

delle tensioni e sia il meccanismo di trasferimento del carico dalla matrice alla

fibra. Il prodotto innovativo sviluppato nella presente ricerca garantisce, quindi,

prestazioni meccaniche che, a parità di costo totale dell’intervento realizzato con

i classici sistemi di rinforzo con materiali compositi, sono maggiori sia in termini

di massima resistenza (sia di compressione che, soprattutto, di trazione) che di

capacità di mantenimento del carico per grandi spostamenti (duttilità). Questo è

dovuto all’effetto di confinamento conferito dalle fibre corte presenti nella matrice

cementizia che, come già spiegato, forniscono eccellenti prestazioni per forzanti

agenti in qualsiasi direzione sia nel piano e sia fuori dal piano dei pannelli di

muratura. Gli FRCM, inoltre, presentano alcune modalità di rottura di difficile

caratterizzazione come il distacco della rete rispetto alla malta e la rottura delle

fibre. Queste due modalità di rottura non sono invece presenti per i sistemi di rin-

forzo con fibre corte disperse all’interno della matrice. Inoltre, anche la modalità

di rottura caratterizzata dal distacco dello strato di malta di rinforzo dalle super-

fici murarie (problema di deaminazione) risulterà di entità minore con l’utilizzo

di materiali compositi a fibre corte. Infatti, a seguito dell’introduzione massiva di

fibre corte nella matrice di malta, è inevitabile l’utilizzo di additivi che migliorino

la lavorabilità del prodotto. Tali additivi incrementano, inoltre, anche la capacità

di adesione del sistema di rinforzo alle superfici murarie. Infine, un altro notevole

vantaggio che il nuovo sistema di rinforzo può apportare riguarda la tempistica

di applicazione in situ, che risulterà drasticamente più bassa rispetto agli FRCM.

Infatti, l’applicazione del rinforzo FRCM è strutturata in tre fasi: i) applicazione

di un primo strato di malta sulla superficie muraria, di norma applicato a mano,

ii) applicazione di un telo in fibra e iii) applicazione fresco su fresco del secondo

strato di malta strutturale. Al contrario, il nuovo materiale composito consente

di rinforzare i paramenti murari attraverso l’applicazione di un unico strato di

prodotto. Inoltre, il prodotto è stato studiato per garantire un’applicazione a
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“spruzzo” sul paramento murario, con ulteriore riduzione della tempistica di ap-

plicazione in cantiere.

Come anzi detto, la ricerca deriva dalla corrispondenza di interessi tra l’Università

degli Studi dell’Aquila, il partner di ricerca Northwestern University e il partner

industriale Aquilaprem. Quindi, il progetto ha seguito un percorso comune, con

l’obiettivo di conciliare le diverse esigenze dei partner. Da un lato, la propensione

delle Università all’indagare il problema in modo puramente teorico, attraverso

l’analisi dei complessi meccanismi del sistema costruzione composita. D’altra

parte, la propensione della società ad analizzare il problema teorico attraverso

un approccio sperimentale con un procedimento euristico e l’obiettivo finale di

ottenere un risultato spendibile per il mondo del lavoro.

L’impresa partner del progetto rappresenta una nuova e promettente realtà

operante nel settore dei premiscelati per l’edilizia che sta gradualmente espan-

dendo il proprio mercato in tutto il territorio italiano nel campo degli interventi di

conservazione e rafforzamento dei monumenti storici. Tale azienda si è mostrata

molto sensibile alla tematica di studio presentata, essendo da anni impegnata

nella ricerca e sviluppo di materiali innovativi per il risanamento delle murature

storiche. Essa ha garantito un supporto operativo in termini di disponibilità di

personale, materiali, attrezzature e know-how già a sua disposizione. Tutte queste

componenti hanno costituito un supporto fondamentale per lo svolgimento delle

attività di ricerca.

In parallelo, anche il partner estero di ricerca è stato fortemente interessato

ad affrontare la tematica di ricerca proposta, mettendo a disposizione un sofisti-

cato modello numerico per la caratterizzazione del comportamento meccanico delle

malte di rinforzo e dei pannelli murari. Il tutor accademico presso l’istituto di

ricerca estero (Prof. G. Cusatis) è da anni impegnato in approfondite ricerche

aventi come obiettivo generale quello di capire, simulare e prevedere il compor-

tamento dei materiali fragili. Per tale motivo, il tutor estero di ricerca si è reso

disponibile ad analizzare il fenomeno del risanamento delle murature, cogliendo

l’occasione di perfezionare alcuni modelli numerici sulla base di tipologie costrut-

tive non ampiamente diffuse all’Estero come in Italia.

Durante i 12 mesi di svolgimento delle attività di ricerca presso l’istituto estero

Northwestern University (USA), sono stati sviluppati gli aspetti di modellazione

analitica attraverso i quali, sono state indagate le variabili che maggiormente in-

fluenzano l’efficacia di un rinforzo esterno applicato alle murature. Per definire i

principali fattori che influenzano l’aderenza tra materiale di rinforzo e supporto

murario e quindi arrivare alla loro ottimizzazione, sono state effettuate simulazioni

numeriche, cercando di adattare i modelli analitici, già sviluppati con successo in

riferimento ad altri materiali (calcestruzzi), al caso di studio riguardante le malte
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fibro-rinforzate a base di calce idraulica naturale. In particolare, le simulazioni

numeriche sono state inizialmente rivolte allo studio dei pannelli di pietrame non

rinforzati. Poi, la modellazione è stata estesa ai sistemi murari accoppiati ai ma-

teriali di rinforzo a base di fibra. Inoltre, la caratterizzazione meccanica per via

numerica ha interessato anche la sola malta composita, cercando di indagarne la

variazione delle proprietà meccaniche, in funzione della composizione della miscela

e delle diverse lunghezze, tipologie e quantitativi di fibre introdotte all’interno della

malta.

Nel Capitolo 1 della tesi sono descritte le principali caratteristiche delle mura-

ture storiche di pietrame, focalizzando soprattutto la tipologia di pietrame irrego-

lare fortemente riscontrata nei territori dell’Appennino centrale. Inoltre, il capi-

tolo presenta un’analisi sulle caratteristiche dei sistemi di rinforzo, sia tradizionali

che innovativi, utilizzati per la conservazione delle strutture murarie storiche. Il

capitolo presenta poi un’ampia discussione sulle potenzialità del nuovo materiale

sviluppato.

Nel Capitolo 2 della tesi è stata descritta la campagna sperimentale condotta

sia sul sistema di rinforzo in fibra di tipo tradizionale, quale quello FRCM, sia

su quello innovativo. La prima parte sperimentale riguarda test eseguiti in situ,

su pannelli murari estratti dalle murature portanti della sede comunale “Palazzo

Margherita” dell’Aquila. Tale edificio è rappresentativo degli edifici storici in mu-

ratura di pietrame irregolare presenti nel territorio aquilano, fortemente danneg-

giato dal sisma del 2009. La seconda parte sperimentale riguarda test eseguiti

in laboratorio su pannelli murari preparati secondo la tecnica costruttiva storica,

riscontrata nei numerosi palazzi monumentali della città dell’Aquila. In partico-

lare, sono stati utilizzati elementi lapidei costituiti da pietre irregolari recuperate

dai crolli parziali degli edifici e una malta riprodotta in modo che fosse simile a

quella storica (caratterizzata da una resistenza a compressione inferiore a 2 MPa).

Sia i test in situ e sia quelli in laboratorio sono stati eseguiti nella configurazione

di compressione diagonale descritta dalla normativa ASTM E 519 2007. In parti-

colare, tali test sono stati eseguiti sia su pannelli rinforzati con sistema FRCM e

sia su quelli non rinforzati, con lo scopo di individuare l’efficacia prestazionale del

sistema di rinforzo. L’ultima parte del Capitolo 2, invece, riguarda la descrizione

delle prove sperimentali eseguite sull’innovativo materiale composito sviluppato.

Tale materiale di rinforzo è stato investigato attraverso prove di flessione su tre

punti, compressione e di trazione indiretta, eseguite su provini di malta rinforzati

con differenti quantitativi di fibre disperse nella matrice di malta. Fibre di diversa

geometria e materiale sono state analizzate con lo scopo di individuare la tipologia

più adatta da adottare per il sistema di rinforzo.

Il Capitolo 3 introduce una panoramica generale dei modelli numerici impiegati
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per le murature. Successivamente, un sofisticato modello numerico, denominato

Lattice Discrete Particle Model (LDPM) è descritto in dettaglio. Esso è formu-

lato nel framework dei modelli discreti ed è stato originariamente ideato, calibrato

e validato per il materiale calcestruzzo. In questa ricerca, tale modello è stato

applicato per la prima volta per la simulazione delle murature di pietrame irrego-

lare. Con diverse scale di osservazione, infatti, è possibile individuare una forte

somiglianza tra la rappresentazione particellare definita in LDPM per il materiale

calcestruzzo, con quella delle murature di pietrame caotiche, in cui le dimensioni

delle particelle sono maggiori (circa 50 mm – 250 mm). Inoltre, l’ipotesi alla

base di LDPM, in cui si considerano le particelle come dei corpi rigidi, può essere

considerata accettabile e ininfluente sulla qualità dei risultati ottenuti, anche per

le murature di pietrame. Tale considerazione trova fondamento nel fatto che le

principali modalità di rottura di una muratura di pietrame avvengono per lo slit-

tamento delle pietre sulla matrice di malta o per schiacciamento della sola malta.

LDPM può rappresentare le unità di pietra come celle irregolari che interagiscono

tra loro mediante opportune leggi costitutive. Nel Capitolo, i risultati sperimen-

tali che hanno riguardato la caratterizzazione meccanica del sistema di rinforzo a

base di fibre per le murature storiche di pietrame, sono stati simulati e interpre-

tati con LDPM. Infine, la predizione del comportamento meccanico di un pannello

murario rinforzato con la nuova malta fibrosa è stata proposta mettendo in luce

le peculiarità del nuovo sistema di rinforzo. Lo sforzo computazionale nell’utilizzo

di tale metodo è stato premiato dalla possibilità di catturare gli aspetti principali

della eterogeneità del materiale, sia in termini di propagazione della frattura, sia

in quelli del comportamento meccanico.

Il Capitolo 4 fornisce alcune indicazioni tecniche per la caratterizzazione mec-

canica dei sistemi FRCM o più in generale, sui sistemi di rinforzo caratterizzati

dall’applicazione di uno strato di malta (rinforzate con fibre lunghe o corte) sulle

superfici murarie. Una semplice formulazione analitica è stata proposta con lo

scopo di stimare qualitativamente l’efficienza dei sistemi di rinforzo ad intonaco

sulla resistenza di taglio delle murature cos̀ı rinforzate. Tale formulazione con-

sidera solamente le principali informazioni della muratura non rinforzata e della

malta di rinforzo applicata superficialmente ed è stata validata da un set di 60 test

sperimentali provenienti anche da altri studi presenti in letteratura.

Infine, le Conclusioni si concentrano sulla discussione generale dei risultati

più importanti ottenuti sia sperimentalmente che numericamente. Una dettagli-

ata analisi sul comportamento meccanico dei sistemi FRCM è estata presentata.

Inoltre, sono state esposte le principali caratteristiche osservate per l’innovativa

malta a base-calce. La seconda parte delle conclusioni si concentra su ulteriori

sviluppi di ricerca, articolati in diversi scenari.
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HISTORICAL MASONRIES

Abstract

Seismic events have highlighted the inherent fragility and vulnera-

bility of stone masonry buildings, which represent a large part of the

existing historical and artistic heritage. This study focuses particularly

on the masonry structure typical of the territories of the central Apen-

nines in Italy, though the considerations and conclusions may not differ

greatly from those for stone masonry in other territories. In such ar-

eas, the use of limestone for the buildings was predominant due to its

ease of supply and the calcareous nature of the surrounding territory.

Together with the limestone, erratic and alluvium materials were often

used for both the wall construction and the mortar production. In this

masonry type, the presence of clay is rare because it was nearly always

used as recycled material for the inner core of the masonry walls and,

even then, in modest quantities. The irregular stone masonries, have

been historically considered “poor” due to the nature of the materials

used. The degradation state of the historic buildings makes even more

necessary strengthening interventions to ensure their integrity. In the

last decades, new intervention methodologies have been developed to

preserve these structures, also exploiting materials of composite type,

which consists in the polymer (FRP) or hydraulic matrix (FRCM) re-

inforced with long fibers resistant to traction. Such systems are, nowa-

days, one of the most widely used techniques for the consolidation and

rehabilitation of existing masonry structures. They represent an effec-

tive solution in terms of low invasiveness and applicability, as compared

to the traditional techniques used in the past.

Recently, short-fiber reinforcement has gained wide importance due to

the advantages in processing and improvements the mechanical prop-

erties. With the aim of improving the main features of the traditional

composite materials (FRP and FRCM), a newly reinforcement system

based on the use of short fibers chaotically embedded in a lime-based

mortar matrix was analyzed in this Chapter.





The preservation issue for his-

torical masonries

Abstract in italiano

Il presente Capitolo descrive le strutture murarie di pietrame ed in

particolare quelle riscontrate nei territori dell’Appennino centrale. In

tali territori, si sono sviluppati, nei secoli, agglomerati urbani di media

e piccola entità in cui era predominante l’uso della pietra calcarea non

lavorata come principale elemento costruttivo. Unitamente al calcare,

era spesso utilizzato materiale erratico e alluvionale, sia come elemento

di riempimento dei vuoti delle murature, sia per la fattura delle malte.

L’utilizzo del laterizio era piuttosto raro, essendo quasi sempre usato

come materiale di recupero all’interno del paramento murario e, co-

munque, in quantità modesta. La tipologia muraria descritta presenta

forti similarità con strutture collocate anche in altre aree geografiche.

Questo capitolo mette in luce l’elevata fragilità della tipologia muraria

analizzata, dovuta alla natura eterogenea, alla scarsa resistenza dei ma-

teriali costituenti e al comportamento strutturale di tipo disgregativo

che, abbinato all’elevata sismicità delle aree su cui sorgono tali strut-

ture, determina una estrema vulnerabilità del costruito ivi esistente.

Tale aspetto è stato fortemente messo in luce dagli effetti disastrosi

causati dai terremoti che hanno colpito queste aree, anche negli ultimi

anni. Lo stato di degrado, in cui talvolta si trovano tali edifici, rende an-

cor più necessario interventi strutturali volti a garantirne l’integrità. In

tale senso, negli ultimi decenni sono state sviluppate nuove metodologie

d’intervento con lo scopo di preservare tali strutture, sfruttando an-

che materiali innovativi di tipo composito, a matrice polimerica (FRP)

o idraulica (FRCM), rinforzate con fibre lunghe resistenti a trazione.

Tali sistemi sono stati ampiamente discussi nel Capitolo, individuando

e analizzando i punti critici di tali sistemi che, oggi giorno, sono mag-

giormente impiegati per il ripristino e il miglioramento sismico degli

edifici murari in pietrame. Infine, il Capitolo presenta l’innovativo sis-

tema di rinforzo, basato sull’utilizzo di malta a base-calce, rinforzato

da fibre corte disposte caoticamente nella matrice. Nel Capitolo sono

descritti i vantaggi relativi all’utilizzo di tale materiale composito nel

campo dell’edilizia rivolta agli edifici storici, nonché alle sue diverse

possibilità di applicazione.
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1.1 Introduction

The use of masonry is very common in many historic constructions, both archi-

tectural monuments and whole urban centers all over the world. This masonry

is generally made of various and very poor materials, characterized by different

typologies.

This thesis is focused on the stone masonry, which is an old historic construction

common throughout North and Latin America, the Himalayan region, Eastern and

Western Europe, the Indian subcontinent, and Asia [11]. It is worth mentioning

that many of those areas are characterized by medium-high seismic hazard [1] as

observed in Figure 1.1.

Figure 1.1: Medium-high

seismic risk areas in the

world [1].

The long-documented seismic history reports many catastrophes to these struc-

tures due to earthquakes. Indeed, the extreme vulnerability of stone masonry

buildings was observed by recent seismic events, for example in Iran 2003 [12],

Pakistan 2005 [13], Italy 2009-2012-2016 [14, 15, 16, 17, 18], New Zealand 2011

[19, 20], Chile 2012 [21], Nepal 2015 [22] and Albania 2019. This was mainly due

to the mortar joints which represent the weak zone in masonry systems, especially

in case of strong units combined to weak mortar joints, as frequently found in an-

cient stone masonries [23, 24]. The mechanical properties of stone masonry highly

depend on the overall quality and mutual arrangement of both masonry units and

mortar layers. Historical constructions, both monumental complex and vernacular

architectures are often characterized by oversized structural components, mainly

due to the need to effectively deal with seismic events. Despite the technical

approach of stone masonry resulted in the realization of buildings having a consid-

erable endurance, on the other hand, it is possible to notice that some constructive

details negatively affected the seismic response of these constructions.

The constructive flaws, such as high percentage of voids in masonry panels

and lack of effective connections among structural components, as well as low-

quality stone units and mortar used in the building process, can lead to typical

local mechanisms affecting historical buildings, such as the out–of–plane failure of

masonry walls.
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The worst defect of a masonry wall concerns its not monolithic behavior that

is empathized when the wall is made of small pebbles arranged in two external

layers that are not mutually connected and containing a rubble infill. This causes

an increase in the brittle behavior of the masonry wall, particularly when external

forces act in the horizontal direction. The same problem can happen under vertical

loads if they act eccentrically [25].

The possible modes of vibration of a masonry building during an earthquake

are strictly related to the quality of connections/anchoring between walls and

horizontal structural elements.

The lack of transverse connection affects the vibrations mode of the walls in

such a way that they become uncoupled and collapse may occur, especially caused

by the out-of-plane forces. On the other hand, if walls are connected with rigid

horizontal floor diaphragm and tie beams, the building vibrates as a monolithic

box.

The low resistance of existing masonry buildings is often due to the lack of

proper horizontal diaphragm action of floor and roof structures. Indeed, if ade-

quately anchored to the walls, rigid floor diaphragms, and tie–beams prevent the

out–of–plane vibration and possible collapses of walls.

Definitely, the fragility of this heterogeneous material, namely the stone ma-

sonry, interferes with the ductility criteria based on energy dissipation, which

nowadays constitutes the safety principles of structural design for the safeguard-

ing of human lives.

Given the great number of existing cross-sections and the great influence of the

construction technique on masonry behavior, a systematic study of the mechanical

behavior of stonework masonry should begin from an extensive investigation of the

different geometry and building techniques, taking into account the different layers

constituting the wall and the kind of constraints which may or may not be present

between the layers themselves [26].

Recently, Borri [27] proposed a method for the characterization of the masonry

structures based on the “quality” of their constituent elements. In particular, the

quality of the masonry is quantified by an index value (the so-called Masonry

Quality Index - IQM), computed for the masonry panels based on the presence of

a series of construction devices which form the “rule of the art” in the building

processes. The study on the building types of the central part of Italy damaged

during the 2006 earthquake highlighted that the quality index of the masonries

significantly affects their structural behavior. One can see in Figure 1.2 that most

of the constructions made of irregular masonry suffered a total or partial collapse

due to the “disaggregation” phenomenon concerning the total loss of cohesion

between the stone elements. On the contrary, buildings with regular masonry
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texture responded better to the repeated stresses induced by seismic sequence.

Figure 1.2: Influence of

the masonry types on the

suitability of the buildings

set in Norcia after the 2016

earthquake.
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Obviously, the characterization of masonries is certainly complex and difficult

to perform and it can not only depend on the quality of the masonry. In many

cases, in addition to the poor quality of the masonry walls, the damage is also

associated with the lack of the transverse connection, the presence of pushing ele-

ments, and other vulnerabilities. However, the damage observation of the masonry

structures in the areas struck by recent earthquakes showed that the “masonry

quality” factor plays a significant role in the characterization of the masonries [28]

(see Figure 1.2).

Existing structures and buildings are subject to degradation with time, lead-

ing to a situation in which they become unable to fulfill the purpose for which

they were built. Degradation of heritage structures can occur in a myriad of ways.

Earthquakes constitute a significant cause of degradation and damage to the struc-

ture. The above-mentioned earthquakes have shown no mercy to these treasures

and some of mankind’s living histories and memories have disappeared forever.

Usually, there is an inexplicable and non-rational belief in some people that these

monuments will survive future earthquakes, supported by the (false) argument

that having survived previous earthquakes, they have passed a natural selection

process and they will be able to survive future ones also [29]. This belief has been

proven to be wrong on several occasions in which large parts of World Heritage

were completely destroyed.

The seismic assessment and rehabilitation of heritage buildings and monuments

have become issues of great importance around the world nowadays. It is due to

the outcome of the need to improve existing buildings for adverse conditions, and,

at the same time, to conserve humanity’s architectural heritage. Rehabilitation

of heritage buildings comprises a way of sustainable development and also an act

of cultural significance. The most crucial aspect of the restoration of existing

buildings lies in structural rehabilitation and the improvement of the structural

capacity ensuring long-term structural survival and public safety.

The assessment of the structural safety of existing buildings is a much more

complex task, as compared to the design of a new building. This is because the
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methods used in the past significantly differ from those adopted in the design of

new structures. Furthermore, in the case of historical and monumental structures,

the assessment and rehabilitation process is an even more difficult task as the

eventual strengthening can conflict with cultural requirements.

Differing opinions have characterized this field throughout history aiming to

attempt to establish criteria for the rehabilitation of historic and monumental

structures. Nevertheless, a widely accepted framework was the “Venice Charter

for the Conservation and Restoration of Monuments and Sites” [30, 31], which

was formulated in May 1964, as a result of deliberations of many specialists and

professionals in the restoration of historic monumental structures.

Figure 1.3: The “Venice

Charter for the Conser-

vation and Restoration of

Monuments and Sites” is

a set of guidelines, drawn

up in 1964 by a group of

conservation professionals

in Venice, that provides an

international framework

for the conservation and

restoration of historic

buildings.

Although the document is now seen as outdated, since reconstruction is now

cautiously accepted by UNESCO in exceptional circumstances, the Charter (among

the many issues discussed for the preservation of historic structures) focused on

achieving harmony between the existing structure and the rehabilitation work to

be performed upon it. According to the Venice Charter, such interventions must

follow some basic principles, such as material compatibility, conservation of over-

all lay-out or decoration and mass-color relationship, avoidance of the removal

of any part, or additions to the building. The Charter requires detailed docu-

mentation of all rehabilitation works through critical reports (including drawings

and photographs) and recommends its publication. According to ICOMOS rec-

ommendations, a thorough understanding of the structural behavior and material

characteristics is essential for any project related to architectural heritage. It is

also recommended that the work of analysis and evaluation should be done with

the cooperation of specialists from different disciplines, such as earthquake spe-

cialists, architects, engineers, and art historians.
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1.2 Description of the historical stone masonry of

central Italy

In the light of the final aim of the present research involving the study of stone

masonries, this category can be further divided as follows: 1) masonry with blocks

of regular shape; 2) masonry with blocks of irregular shape (rubble masonry);

3) dry masonry. However, it is worth noting that some mixed masonries are

characterized by the presence of more than one material. Different stone masonry

types recognized in L’Aquila are illustrated in Figures 1.4a-f.

This thesis is mainly focused on rubble stone masonry (see Figures 1.4c–e),

which consists of irregular stone elements distributed in a chaotic texture of weak

mortar joints, the latter composed of poor lime or clay. That masonry type can

be considered representative for the entire masonry structures in the territories of

the central Apennines in Italy, though the considerations and conclusions may not

differ greatly from those for stone masonry in other territories.

The morphology of the central part of Italy consists of valleys and mountains of

considerable size. This favored the development of rural areas and medium-sized

urban agglomerations, in which the use of limestone in buildings was predominant.

Only the oldest and/or ecclesiastical buildings were built with square stone blocks,

which were often recovered from older ruins. The almost exclusive use of limestone

was due to the calcareous nature of the surrounding territory and its ease of supply.

Together with the limestone, erratic and alluvium materials were often used for

both the wall construction and the mortar production. In this masonry type, the

presence of clay is rare, therefore, it was nearly always used as recycled material

for the inner core of the masonry walls and, even then, in modest quantities.

The almost exclusive presence of limestone led to different types of processing,

finishing, and installation over the centuries. This created differences in both the

structure and the shape between the ecclesiastical, or other important edifices,

and the residential buildings [32].

The masonry type of historic buildings is characterized by fixed planimetric

and volumetric schemes relating to a broad-ranging series of technical and formal

solutions. These solutions emerged from, and were largely dependent on, the

differing abilities of individual workers and the nature of available materials at the

construction site.

Historical masonries are characterized, in the majority of cases, by limestone

textured facades with regular or irregular mortar joints. In the case of carved

stone walls, the outer elements of the facade were put in place last, after the

underlying structure had settled. In those cases, the outer elements consisted
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a b

c d

e f

Figure 1.4: Different ma-

sonry types of the histori-

cal building of L’Aquila.

of blocks (or slabs) were self-supporting and were secured to the main structure

by using binding stone elements and metal anchors. The internal parts of the

walls were often plastered since, for the majority of cases, they were less valuable.

The use of poor technologies and materials for the external facade of the walls,

as compared to the internal ones, emphasized a scale of decreasing architectural

values within the buildings, highlighting differences between prestigious buildings
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and the more mundane. Indeed, the adoption of the non-square stones was as much

due to difficulties in finding appropriate materials as to a lack of adequate capital,

and to the necessity to rebuild, often in difficult conditions. Seismic events favored,

especially after the seventeenth century, also a slow coverage of the external facades

by plasters, except for the most representative buildings.

Irregular stone masonries spread especially between the fourteenth and eigh-

teenth centuries and were historically considered “poor” due to the nature of the

materials used. They were constructed using multiple elements across a wide range

of sizes between the external and internal parts of the walls. In this type of ma-

sonry, the irregularity of the material inevitably caused a loss of horizontality that

required a regularization process, which involved the use of wedges made of small

stones or pieces of clay. Furthermore, due to the depth of the walls, the nature of

the inner core of such structures is not easy to categorize because, in most cases,

the materials are hidden from view.

The characterization of existing masonry is difficult to perform due to the

large variety available all over the world. Indeed, the component materials, their

combination, and the processes of manufacture are only a few, among several im-

portant aspects that should be considered. Nevertheless, an appropriate definition

of existing masonry typologies would lead to identify their overall mechanical char-

acteristics and lead to the most appropriate selection of intervention techniques.

Several classifications have been already proposed, mainly depending on the

final aim to be pursued. One of the simpler classifications is based on a survey

of the resisting elements or the masonry texture, and it can be found in classical

restoration manuals [33, 34].

Based on the first aspect two main categories can be identified: stone masonry

and brick masonry. Indeed, the features of stone masonry are characterized by

stiff and strong stones connected with compliant and weak mortar layers. Its

failure type is caused by damage localization, and frictional shearing occurring at

interfaces among the stone units, through the weak matrix layers. On the other

hand, the features of brick masonry are characterized by clay brick elements that

are also involved in the failure, as well as for the weak mortar layers.

However, many cases of ancient masonry constructions are not characterized

by only a specific type of masonry, as already described above (see again Figures

1.4d–e). Several mixed masonries are characterized by the presence of more than

one material or by different compositions on the masonry depth. Considering a

greater number of variables leads to a more complex classification. Further studies

[35, 36, 37] underlined the importance of characterizing the transversal section of

the masonry. This aspect became one of the discriminating elements to identify

the mechanical behavior of the considered structural element. Giuffrè [25] stud-
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ied the mechanical behavior of stonework masonry typologies based on a visual

inspection and typology classification. The presence of some characteristic, such

as the connection elements, called diatons, can be a discriminating parameter for

the evaluation of mechanical behavior of walls Other parameters can be: the size

of the elements, shape of the stones, masonry texture, mortar quality, mortar

content, presence of wedges, presence of horizontal courses, presence of leave con-

nections and diatons, characteristic of the section, homogeneity of the material,

the physical-chemical and mechanical characteristics of the components (brick,

stone, mortar), the characteristics of masonry as a composite material.

Although the masonry types are susceptible to infinite-dimensional and formal

variables, the identification is based on the survey of the leaves on the cross-section

of a wall and it can be summarized in:

• Single leaf: stone elements are bound together using the mortar. This type

is made up of compacted stone elements and is very common for walls with

about 0.2 – 0.4 m in thickness;

• Double-leaf: two different layers can be identified in the cross-section. Never-

theless, this typology can be differentiated in two further sections: i) accosted

leaves, they are completely separated by a vertical joint, that can be made

by mortar or voids; ii) interlocked leaves, where stones of subsequent courses

of opposite layers are slightly overlapped.

• Three-leaf: two load-bearing external leaves with high thickness value and

an internal core comprised of stone fragments and waste materials, normally

on incoherent form and without any bound element. This inner core has no

static function not cooperating with the outer walls. In some (rare) cases, a

transversal connection is provided by passing elements.

In the present thesis, both in the experiments and simulations, single leaf

masonry was analyzed.

Furthermore, Giuffrè [25] proposed a classification based on a parameter which

indicates the ratio of the distance between two subsequent diatons to the thickness

of the masonry wall. Classification of single- and multiple-leaf masonry sections

according to the number of leaves and their connections and the importance of this

knowledge for the implementation of numerical models was suggested in [38]. Re-

sults obtained from an experimental campaign carried out on the transfer of shear

stresses between leaves of multiple-leaf walls subject to vertical and horizontal

actions were presented in [39].
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1.3 Classic strengthening system

Recent seismic events revealed that the rehabilitation of masonry buildings was

often performed without any feasibility study, with serious consequences on their

structural safety.

The disasters generated by seismic actions discouraged the use of unreinforced

masonry from ancient times until the more modern era. The traditional earth-

quake strengthening system can be considered as the result of practical expertise

addressed to the mitigation of seismic disaster risk.

To improve buildings’ structural performances under seismic actions, the most

common construction materials, namely stone masonry and timber, were com-

bined. Timber elements were incorporated in the masonry components to strengthen

some critical/weak points of the structure such as corners and load-bearing wall

intersections or, in the most advanced solutions, timber frames were realized.

Suffice it to say that the adoption of retrofitting systems began with the pri-

mordial civilization, such as traditional earthquake-resistant timber frames [40, 41].

According to the geographical area in which the technique was applied and devel-

oped, it is possible to identify several different configurations. That system is also

known in the territories of the central Apennines in Italy, the so-called “baracca-

menti”, that is obtained by coupling wooden frames to masonry walls. Even with

no specific knowledge about material structural behavior, these construction tech-

niques proved, not always, to be effective, reducing the impact of seismic events

both in terms of building damages and economic losses.

The discipline of techniques of intervention on existing buildings has developed

rapidly over the past 50 years. For many centuries, up to 1900s, masonry and wood

materials were predominantly used in the construction field. In the case of damage

caused by earthquakes or atmospheric agents, such as the degradation of wood,

the structures were repaired by using localized interventions. These interventions

consisted of replacing damaged parts with new elements of the same material.

Specifically, the techniques of the repair/replacement, and reinsertion technique.

The only exception concerned the addition of new material in the original

structure of existing buildings was represented by steel chains for the hoops of

damaged structures. The use of iron, as a reinforcing element of the buildings, has

been known since the end of the fifteenth century, particularly as a tie rod, capable

of efficiently fulfill the dual function of connecting the wall leaves and absorb any

thrusts. Since the end of the sixteenth century the system of tie roads connected

to each other, perhaps based on their massive use performed by Sinan for the

magnificent dome of St. Sophia, has been widely spread up to be considered as

the main and traditional reinforcement intervention system for the masonry domes
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[42].

The iron hoops (and later in steel material) have demonstrated over time their

undoubted effectiveness slowing down the lesions on the masonry caused by the

thrust of the domed structures. Observing the beneficial effects and consider-

able resistance, the spread of iron in the consolidation interventions has increased

rapidly, going hand in hand with an equally rapid technological development. In-

deed, this material has been declined gradually in chains, structural staples, up to

the latest application of reinforcing drilling.

Materials technology has had a growing development, bringing to light the use

of concrete and other materials, thanks to the chemistry advances in construction.

Reinforced concrete has substantially influenced the cultural conception of the

structures due to its enormous potential that allowed to build structures up hith-

erto unimaginable possibilities. Since then, the cognitive process and technological

progress have stimulated technical and construction industries to design also suit-

able materials to increase the resistance of existing buildings.

The entrance of the cement in the field of restoration takes place in the second

half of the 800 when it was used for the injections with the aim to consolidate

the masonry walls. As often happens, the technological acceleration occurs on the

push of a catastrophic event. Indeed, after the Messina earthquake of 1908, that

material has been systematically spread to most of the masonry structures.

The rapidity of implementation and high mechanical performance of the con-

crete material determined the massively spread, with frequent replacements of the

original static scheme of the ancient buildings with framed concrete structures,

which was easier to design and, for this reason, considered more reliable.

The concrete on the other hand, newer than iron, is probably the material that

has had the most rapid spread as reinforcement. Confidence in its infinite capacity

led to replacing, in some periods, perishable original wooden structures with the

concrete ones, resulting in serious damage on the buildings restored in that way,

not only from the historical and formal point of view but also structural.

In the years after World War II, but also more recently, the cases of replacement

of individual parts of masonry by reinforced concrete elements were numerous,

influencing the overall static and dynamic behavior of the buildings.

The most interesting example concerns the frequent replacement of the old,

and often destroyed, wooden trusses with similar elements in reinforced concrete.

In this way, the original structure was completely unnatural and the new one

was not capable of fully exploits the possibilities offered by the concrete material.

Apart from this intervention type, it followed a greater involvement in the use of

the reinforced concrete due to the significant increase of the vertical loads on the

outside walls. Such interventions, already heavily invasive in both the historical
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and aesthetic point of view, posed numerous problems of technical-structural types,

such as the increase in the loads (and the consequent seismic action), stiffness, and

shear strength inadequacy for some elements.

The application of reinforced cement coating (jacket) on one or both sides of the

wall was massively used to improve the lateral resistance and energy dissipation

capacity of the structural component. This method was very easy to apply and, at

the same time, had good efficiency (based on the technical knowledge of that time).

For these reasons, it was widely used to strengthen masonry walls in different

countries all over the world.

Hence, the walls were covered by concrete slabs, with rigid concrete floors and

a massive concrete curb on the top of the perimeter walls. In this way, it was

possible to calculate the structure with the well -known POR method proposed

by Tomazevic in 1978 [43].

In that frame model, the masonry walls are schematized by a set of piers

connected by a rigid spandrel. This model considers the piers working in parallel

with a shear-type behavior. However, this scheme is reliable only for structures

with few floors and rigid spandrels because, if used in different conditions, it could

overestimate the resistance.

In short, the attempt was trying to make reality look like the analytical model,

thereby reversing the structural restoration priority that has to make the analytical

model look like reality, even if it is not easily outlined.

For centuries, the iron and cement materials were thought to be effective for

the restoration of the historical buildings. Even though they were applied to

the historic architecture for a long time with scarce results and their chemical-

physical characteristics are now known, even in recent times, such materials have

been adopted by technicians. The lack of compatibility of these materials with the

original one has produced enormous damage to the buildings in which they were

applied with the aim to preserve them.

Furthermore, the polymer-based grouts, apart from the cement-based one, were

one of the most commonly used techniques in repair and strengthening of both

modern and old structures [44]. However, in the case of structures belonging to

the architectural heritage, the use of polymer-based grouts should be as restricted

as possible, both because of the incompatibility with the old materials and their

possibly sensitive in-time behavior.

At the time, the debate about such materials varies with technology growth.

Indeed, from the last forty-fifty years, even the reinforced concrete has observed

with a mixture of caution and enthusiasm. The motivated trust in the capacity of

that material has been opposed to the mistrust in both the physico-chemical and

structural incompatibilities with the original construction since structural elements
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in reinforced concrete elements were capable of altering the weakly equilibrium of

the structure due to their rigidity.

The structural and formal damage occurs when one claims to vary, or even

to replace, the original features of the historic masonries, which have anisotropic

nature and are based on precise proportions and sizing rules that only rely on high

compressive strength. It is clear that once entrusted to the iron/steel and concrete

their higher mechanical properties, the structural behavior of historic masonry it

would be completely different.

In the conservation perspective, an increasing sensitivity is nowadays directed

to the choice of consolidation materials mechanically, physically, and chemically

compatible with the original ones. In such ambit, lime-based mortars grouts are

more and more considered (rather than cement or resins) to pursue both the ef-

fectiveness and durability of the intervention. Surprisingly, however, despite the

evidence of error highlighted by the seismic events, the use of reinforced concrete

curbs and the cement- or polymer-based grouts remained the most common in-

tervention for the reinforcement of masonries until a few years ago. This attitude

was due to an entirely forced (and damaging) distinction between consolidation

and restoration, which must be resolved through the application of the art and

science of building.
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1.4 The classic fiber-based strengthening system

Traditional reinforcement used in practice in masonry structures is considered

to be particularly invasive, as described in the previous subsection. Innovative

technologies consisting of strengthening interventions performed with the use of

fiber-based materials represent the most used systems in the construction field

nowadays. Such systems are specially used for the retrofitting of the historical

heritage. Indeed, due to the strict rules of preservation of historic structures,

conservation committees usually request structurally efficient but less intrusive

techniques intending to protect the historical structures.

In the last two decades, among modern and innovative solutions of intervention

on existing structures, composite materials, such as the Fiber Reinforced Polymers

(FRP) or the Fiber Reinforced Cementitious Matrix (FRCM), have been increas-

ingly considered for strengthening and repair of both modern and historic masonry

constructions (buildings, bridges, towers) and structural components (walls, arches

and vaults, piers, and columns. These technologies consist of the use of composites

material characterized by uni- or bi-directional long fibers.

These materials are proven to be effective in increasing the load-carrying ca-

pacity of masonry elements and improving their structural behavior through a re-

duction of critical brittle failure modes. Most importantly, the increase in strength

is obtained with a lower increment of the structural weight, as compared to the

traditional ones (e.g. reinforced concrete plaster).

The first applications of FRP materials for reinforcing structural elements date

back to ’80. As a result of the evolution of the FRP materials, in 2001 are patented

the first FRCM systems. These applications can be considered as the technological

evolution of the so-called “betón plaquè”. The latter was largely applied in the

static reinforcement of buildings by applying sheets of steel cut in various sizes

and thicknesses and attached to masonry surfaces with the help of special epoxy

resins and special plugs.

The composite materials have two important advantages related to both the

durability and the implementation. Indeed, in the FRP and FRCM systems, the

metal reinforcement exposed to corrosion is replaced with an armature consisting

of non-corrodible synthetic fiber materials, such as glass, carbon, kevlar, aramid,

and basalt.

As far as the FRP is concerned, its implementation is much more simple, as

compared to the old systems, because it is characterized by no length limitations

(due to the low weight of the fiber), and easy handling procedure. The FRP

technology merely consists of the application of laminates and/or rods.

The use of laminates involves the application of fiber sheets by manual lay-up
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to the surface of the masonry panels (Figure 1.5), which is previously prepared

by sandblasting and puttying procedure. The fibers are impregnated by an epoxy

resin, which after hardening enables the newly formed laminate to become an

integral part of the strengthened member.

Figure 1.5: The FRP system consisting

of the application of fiber laminates on the

surface of stone masonry wall.

The other FRP technology concerns the use of pultruded rods, which consists in

placing them into grooves cut onto the surface of the member being strengthened.

The groove is filled with an epoxy-based paste, the rod is then placed into the

groove and lightly pressed to force the paste to flow around the rod. The groove

is then filled with more paste and the surface is leveled [45]. When the FRP rods

are placed in the mortar joints, the technique is denominated “FRP structural

repointing”. As compared to the traditional repointing technique, which consists

of replacing missing mortar in the joints, the “structural” one not merely consists

of filling the joints but allows for restoring the enhance of the shear capacity of

walls [45].

High tensile strength and stiffness-to-weight ratio, fatigue and corrosion resis-

tance, easy in-situ feasibility and adaptability, and progressive reduction in pro-

duction and distribution costs, are the main characteristics that encouraged the

diffusion of the FRPs [46]. The FRP is employed to improve the global behav-

ior in the seismic zone (tying, connections among components, strengthening), to

counteract specific incipient or developed damage (high compression, shear and/or

flexural conditions), and to repair very specific local weaknesses depending on the

peculiar construction typology.

Investigations have shown that for walls subjected to in-plane loads, the shear

capacity and the ductile behavior of the unreinforced masonry walls (URM) were

notably enhanced when strengthened with FRP laminates [47, 45]. Other in-

vestigations on the out-of-plane behavior of URM walls strengthened with FRP

laminates demonstrated that the flexural capacity of the strengthened walls can

be greatly increased [48, 49]

The use of FRP may be attractive since the surface preparation required for

the installation of the laminates is greatly reduced, as compared to the traditional
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system. Besides, FRP laminates not only offer solutions for the strengthening of

masonry walls potentially subject to overloading caused by natural hazards such

as high wind pressures and earthquakes but also to high pressures caused by shock

waves [50].

The main failure mode of that system consists of the debonding of the FRP

laminates from the masonry substrate. This failure phenomenon may have a direct

relationship with the nature of the masonry unit, which can be characterized by

the initial rate of absorption (IRA) test. For example, an investigation showed that

the absorption of the epoxy may be limited in the extruded brick units compared

to molded bricks [51]. This is attributed to the glazed nature of their surface,

which leads to a reduction of the bond strength between the FRP laminate and

the masonry surface. To prevent the FRP debonding, a common solution consists

of anchor the fiber laminates into adjacent RC members (i.e. slabs, columns, and

beams).

However, despite the fact that force transfer is probably sufficiently assured if

surfaces are adequately prepared [52], externally bonded FRP have some draw-

backs mainly related to epoxy adhesives [53, 54, 55, 56, 57, 58, 59, 52]: (i) high

potential of harm for workers if the epoxies are not worked carefully; (ii) it is

not possible to apply epoxies on humid surfaces whereas freeze problems may ap-

pear from isolated water; (iii) organic matrices are not permeable, hence frescoes

existing at the opposite side of the walls may be affected; (iv) different thermal

coefficients with masonry substrate cause strain incompatibilities; moreover, it is

difficult to apply epoxies at low temperatures; (v) polymer composites exposed

to fire have no protection; (vi) polymeric resins cannot be detached masonry sub-

strates. (vii) the cost of epoxies is relatively high; (viii) the substrate roughness

and irregularity may cause premature delamination and reduce the effectiveness of

the intervention. As the executive phase is concerned, it is worth noting that the

laying of the FRP materials must take place on completely dry surfaces avoiding

that the epoxy resin comes into contact with moist parts otherwise the adhesion

may be compromised. In masonry structures is good practice to proceed to re-

point the joints of mortar, which consists of the removal of the outer parts of the

mortar followed by reconstruction with new hydraulic mortar. This determines

the possibility of applying the FRP reinforcement only when the curing of the new

mortar layer is completed and, then, after a few days by repointing operations.

Moreover, due to the nature of the FRP installation, the fracture may be caused

in some areas where the masonry wall is not strengthened, particularly in case of

very brittle masonries, such as the irregular stone masonry. Since this masonry

type is characterized by a disaggregation phenomenon, which consists of the total

loss of cohesion between the stone elements, the merely local strengthening of the
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FRP system may be not adequate for it. Diffuse strengthening would be preferred.

Most of the drawbacks listed above are mainly related to the epoxy matrix used

to embed and bond the fibers. That material is completely no compatible with

the chemical property of the ancient mortars, leading to a severe breathable issue

of the masonry walls. Thus, substituting the epoxy matrix with a mortar matrix

appeared to be the most reasonable solution to improve the overall performance

of externally-bonded composite systems.

The latest generation of composite systems for the strengthening of masonry

structures is known as Fiber Reinforced Cementitious Matrix (FRCM). In the

literature, FRCM is also known as Textile Reinforced Concrete (TRC), or Textile

Reinforced Mortar (TRM) [60].

Presently, the application of the FRCM, based on the use of fibrous reinforce-

ments embedded in a mortar matrix, may overcome the disadvantages observed

for the FRPs.

Figure 1.6: The FRCM system applied as

a coating to the stone masonry surface.

Recent researches [61, 62, 63, 64, 65, 66, 67, 68, 69, 70] revealed the mechanical

efficiency of the FRCM, its resistance to high temperatures and radiation, high

vapor diffusion ability, easy preparation on-site (shorter preparation process), and

the possibility to perform installation even on a wet substratum.

With regards to the out of plane behavior, a research [56] showed that for ma-

sonry wall subjected to out-of-plane cyclic bending, the textile-reinforced mortar

provides a substantial increase in strength and deformability that was higher as

the number of layers increased. In definitive, if failure is controlled by damage in

the masonry, the FRCM outperforms its counterpart (the FRP) based on maxi-

mum load and displacement at failure, whereas if the failure mechanism involves

a tensile fracture of the textile reinforcement the effectiveness of FRCM versus

FRP is slightly reduced. From the results obtained in that study, the authors

believe that FRCM jacketing was the best solution for strengthening and seismic

retrofitting of unreinforced masonry subjected to out-of-plane bending. Most of

the experimental campaign present in the actual literature on the FRM system

was performed on masonry characterized by regular texture. Indeed, it has been
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widely investigated for the one-leaf and two-leaf bricks (e.g. [71, 72, 73]), regular

tuff blocks (e.g. [74, 75, 76]), and concrete blocks (e.g.[64]).

In [77] are collected more than 400 results of diagonal compression tests on

masonry reinforced by FRM coating, pointing out the scarce presence in the lit-

erature of experimental tests performed on masonry with irregular texture. For

the latter case, experimental campaigns can be found in [78, 79, 65, 80, 81, 82].

In general, also for the irregular masonry, the improved behavior of UnReinforced

Masonry (URM) with FRM in terms of strength and deformation capacity has

been demonstrated.

The influence of the fiber grid on the shear strength of the masonry panel was

experimentally investigated in [79, 81]. In particular, any appreciable differences

emerged in tensile strength (and shear modulus) of specimens reinforced with

different percentages of reinforcement [79]. The authors realized that the tensile

strength and the stiffness of the reinforced coating are negligibly influenced by the

composite before cracking. Whereas the fiber mesh has great importance in the

post-peak behavior of the Reinforced Masonry (RM), providing tensile resistance

after cracking through the stress redistribution and permitting the masonry to

reach significant values of the deformation capacity. On the contrary, [81] showed

that the presence of the fiber grid increased up to about 150% the strength of the

RM panel, although the number of the tests were limited and a similar investigation

carried out by the same authors on clay brick masonry [83] showed the almost null

effect of the fiber on the RM strength. The effectiveness of the fiber grid was

also numerically investigated in [84] by adopting a sophisticated discrete particle

model to simulate experiments performed on irregular stone masonry reinforced

by FRM coating. Results showed that fibers have mainly the function to carry

tensile stresses (load-bearing capacity) and redistribute the stress on the masonry

panel, whereas the increase in the shear strength of the RM panel is highly related

to the geometrical and mechanical properties of the reinforcing mortar.

The effectiveness of fibrous connectors for multi-leaf masonry panel was in-

vestigated in [79] under both shear compression and diagonal compression tests.

Authors emphasized the role of fiber connectors in the failure mechanisms of the

masonry because the reinforced masonry specimens failed due to local collapse

mechanisms of few fiber connectors. Similar results were highlighted in [85], show-

ing that the presence of transversal elements can avoid premature failure allowing

an increase in the shear strength and ductility.

On the contrary, the effectiveness of connectors is less significant for single-leaf

masonry panel [84] since that they have no effect in the shear strength of the ma-

sonry but only slight increase in the load-bearing capacity for large displacements.

Despite the two-sided jacketing is preferable, often is not permitted or is not
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practically possible (e.g. presence of side frescos or fair-face on one side of the

masonry). In this context, the performance of both the single-side and double-side

strengthening configurations under cyclic shear test was also investigated in [80],

showing that the strength of the double-side configuration increased of about 1.3

times, as compared to the single one. However, a comparable increase in ductility

was obtained for the two solutions. A similar investigation on the strengthening

configurations under diagonal compression was proposed in [81], showing a higher

strength of about 2.5 times for the double-side configuration. In general, results

confirmed that the presence of reinforcement on both the faces of specimens can

be extremely efficient, providing a stable confining effect and allowing to avoid a

premature disaggregation of the stones.

When the two-sided jacketing is not possible to be applied, a practical solution

may consist of the application of a hybrid system composed of FRM jacketing

(on one face) and the “reticolatus” (on the other face). The latter is a reinforced

grout system characterized by steel or composite cords inserted into the mortar

joints on the side. This technique is known was originally proposed by Borri (e.g.

[86, 87, 88]). The hybrid system (reticolatus and FRM jacketing) was investigated

in [80]. Results showed that the hybrid system offered an increment in resistance

and ductility almost comparable to the double FRM coating.

Recent advances in fiber reinforcement for masonry was extended to short-

fibers [81, 89] aiming to substitute the long fiber strands of the FRM embedded

in the mortar coating and aiming to overcome the common disadvantage of both

the FRPs and FRMs related to the orientation of the fibers in specific directions.

That technique can significantly improve tensile strength, ductility, toughness,

and durability of the mortar matrix by preventing or controlling the initiation

and propagation of cracks because of the short-fiber effect [90, 91]. However, the

fiber content, as well as the aspect ratio, shape, and nature of the fibers play a

fundamental role in the mechanical properties of the composites (adequate load-

bearing capacity should be ensured).

At present time, the CNR-DT 200/2004 [92], CNR-DT 215/2015 [93], ICC

Evaluation Service [94], ACI440/2010 [58], and ACI549/2013 [95] codes are avail-

able as a guide to the FRM design and experimental tests for the application on

masonry structures.

For the reasons mentioned above, the use of FRCM systems for the reinforce-

ment of existing masonry structures is preferable to the FRP system and they

represent the most favored choices in many projects [69].

Hence, the FRCM can be considered as the natural evolution of the FRP.

Differently from the FRP, the long fibers are embedded in a mortar matrix capable

of ensuring the adhesion with the support. The function of the fibers is to carry
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tensile stresses, whereas the function of the matrix is to encapsulate and protect

the fibers and transfer stresses from the mortar or masonry substrate to the fibers.

In FRCM composite systems, the fiber sheets or fabrics that are typically used

in FRP are replaced with open fabric meshes in which the strands are assembled

in at least two directions. Commonly, fiber strands are spaced in both vertical

and horizontal directions forming a bidirectional orthogonal fabric grid. Closed

fiber fabrics are not suitable because the mortar matrix cannot penetrate and

impregnate the fiber filaments. However, the open structure of the fabric meshes

provides a higher matrix-reinforcement interface area which is needed to achieve

the composite action between the matrix and the reinforcing system. Typically,

the mesh openings do not exceed 30 mm. The strands are typically coated with

resin to improve the bond to the mortar matrix, enhance the long-term durability,

and improve the load transfer among the roving filaments. The fabric meshes are

typically made of carbon, alkali-resistant glass, basalt, polymeric fibers (such as

Polyparaphenylene benzobisoxazole, PBO), or hybrid systems.

Stress transfer is accomplished through bonding between the substrate and

the matrix, and the mechanical interlock between the fabric and the matrix. The

composition of the cementitious matrix is very important and crucial for the per-

formance of the FRCM system. The mortar should be non-shrinkable, workable

(to be easily applied with a trowel and to penetrate the fabric mesh openings),

and viscous (to be applied on vertical surfaces).

Hydraulic and non-hydraulic cement is usually used, though the use of lime-

based mortar is increasing recently.

Finely graded sands help improve the workability of the fresh mix and the

impregnation of the fabric mesh. The mortar mix can include chopped fibers to

reduce the plastic shrinkage cracking. Organic compounds can also be used to

control the hardening rate and the workability of the fresh mix, to improve the

bond to the fabric mesh, and to enhance the mechanical properties. Their content

is generally limited to be less than 5% by weight of the mortar binder to obtain

a fire-proof matrix and ensure the compatibility with the original materials of the

structures.

The performance of FRCM systems is highly dependent on their tensile strength

and bond strength. The FRCM tensile behavior can be differentiated in three

phases. In the first phase, the load is carried primarily by the mortar matrix un-

til cracking. In the second phase, the matrix undergoes a multi-cracking process

resulting in the transfer of stresses from the matrix to reinforcing fabric. In the

third phase, the load is carried almost exclusively by the fibers [96].

As a comparison, FRP has a single-phase linear elastic tensile behavior until

failure. The ultimate tensile strain in FRP is limited by the ultimate strain of the
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fibers. The tensile properties of FRCM cannot be generalized, and each system

should be evaluated individually. The tensile failure generally occurs for strain

value much lower than the ultimate tensile strain of the fiber filament.

The bond strength of FRCM to the substrate material is difficult to quantify

as it depends on the type of fibers, fiber sizing, mesh layout, the composition of

the matrix, substrate properties, and quality of the surface preparation.

FRCM systems offer better performance under elevated temperatures, humid-

ity, and ultraviolet radiation than FRP systems. In contrast to FRP, FRCM is

inherently noncombustible and can be used unprotected. Combined with their

noncombustibility and nontoxic characteristics, the FRCM system is a good op-

tion for strengthening when resistance to high temperatures is required.

FRCM for structural strengthening applications is a relatively new material.

The results of durability testing are still limited. However, based on available tests,

FRCM is expected to overcome most of the issues observed for the FRP because

the cementitious matrix performs better than the polymeric matrix in moist and

chemically aggressive environments. Moreover, research studies have proven the

longevity of alkali-resistant (AR) glass fiber within the mortar matrix.

Despite all advantages that these strengthening systems can provide, as com-

pared to the traditional ones, they are characterized by a long application proce-

dure consisted of three phases: i) application of the first layer of mortar on the

panel surfaces; ii) application of the fiber grids on the panel surface lightly press-

ing them on the fresh mortar layer to have the fresh mortar passing through the

grid openings; iii) application of a second finishing layer of mortar on the panel

surfaces to cover the glass fabric while the previous mortar layer was still fresh.

Even if this procedure can be considered easier than the ones concerned for the

FRPs and concrete plaster, it still represents a limitation.

A common disadvantage between the FRCMs and FRPs concerns the orien-

tation of the fibers in specific directions: the FRCMs are characterized by fiber

strands oriented in the bidirectional (horizontal and vertical) way (see Figure 1.6);

the FRPs are characterized by a prior defined fiber direction (usually along the

diagonal and the edges of the wall, as illustrated in Figure 1.5).

When the stress state is known, the proper use of such composites expected to

suitably orient the fibers in the direction of the maximum stress to optimize the

efficiency of the material.

Fibers activate their characteristics along with their axial direction, whereas

they have negligible properties in the other directions [46]. Hence, the composites

with long fibers, such as the FRCM or FRP, are characterized by high resistance

only in the direction of the fibers. However, stress may vary substantially in

different load conditions. In particular, tensional states induced by seismic events
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do not act in a single and defined direction. In this case, that system may be not

really efficient.

Therefore, it is necessary to consider the adoption of a diffuse reinforcement

consisting of short fibers randomly oriented in the mortar matrix (discontinuous-

fiber-reinforced composites).
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1.5 The newly short fiber-based strengthening sys-

tem

The technique involving the dispersion of fibers in a binder matrix in order to

improve its mechanical properties, can certainly not be considered innovative.

Indeed, this process began with the primordial civilization, in which clay bricks

were realized by adding straw, and the lime-based mortars were reinforced by

horsehair to increase their resistance. However, at the time, the main scope in

adopting various types of fibers was to reduce the use of clay and mortar.

More recently, towards the end of the ’40s, asbestos fibers were used to improve

the mechanical properties of the cement paste as well as for their properties of fire

resistance, thermal and electrical insulation, etc. However, as is well known, the

limitation of such material is due to its extremely dangerousness, since exposure

to asbestos causes several cancers and diseases.

In recent years, considerable interest has been aroused by different nature of

fibers to reinforce the cementitious materials and principally to improve the duc-

tility. The use of the fibers is greatly increased especially in concrete material.

After the use of asbestos fibers in the production of prefabricated slabs, the steel

fibers, and then glass as well as organic fibers (polypropylene, polyacrylonitrile,

polyolefin) appeared in the construction field.

Short-fibers reinforcement has gained wide importance due to the advantages in

processing and improvements the mechanical properties, included increased mod-

ulus, increased strength for high fiber content, decreased elongation at rupture,

increased hardness even with relatively low fiber content, and possible improve-

ments in cut, tear, puncture and impact load resistance. Moreover, another ad-

vantage concerns the easier execution of structural elements, as compared to the

traditional technology based on the use of reinforcing bars and / or welded mesh.

The properties of short-fiber reinforcement depend on many factors, such as

geometry, fiber content, fiber dispersion, fiber orientation, and fiber-matrix adhe-

sion. Among the several factors that influence the properties of fiber-reinforced

materials, the bond behavior at the fiber-matrix interface plays a role of primary

importance. Indeed, the ultimate elongation of the fibers is about 2-3 orders of

magnitude higher than the ultimate strain of the mortar matrix and, therefore,

the failure of the mortar matrix takes place before of fiber failure. The fibers

provide the greatest benefits especially in the softening phase when the maximum

resistance of the material is achieved. In that phase, fibers are arranged astride

the lesion allowing the transmission of forces through a “sewing effect” that pre-

vents the brittle collapse of the material (as one would observe in absence of fiber
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reinforcement).

The performance of a fiber-reinforced material, although in part related to the

elastic properties of the fibers (depending on their nature), is strictly dependent

on the adherence property of the fiber to the mortar matrix. In particular, the

adherence property of the mortar usually increases for high mechanical properties

of the mortar, namely compressive and tensile strengths.

Besides, the geometrical parameters of the fiber play a fundamental role, such

as: (i) the length of the fiber (`f ), which is the distance between the ends of the

fiber; (ii) the equivalent diameter (df ), which is the diameter of an ideal circle

area of the fiber cross-section; (iii) the aspect ratio (AR), which is defined as the

ratio between length and equivalent diameter.

Since the behavior of fiber-reinforced material strictly depends on the bond

behavior at the fiber-matrix interface, the aspect ratio assumes considerable im-

portance in the load-bearing capacity, when the cracks through the material occur.

Obviously, the sewing effect of the fibers is also influenced by the geometric shape

of the fiber. Indeed, fibers with bent ends as well as hooked and wavy fibers,

etc. allow to maximize the anchoring of the fiber from the matrix and, conse-

quently, yield more efficient the effect of the fiber on the mechanical behavior of

the fiber-reinforced material.

The sewing effect also depends on the number of fibers that are arranged astride

the lesion. Therefore, both the fiber content and the fiber distribution play an

important role in the mechanical behavior of the composite material. Obviously,

the higher the fiber content, the higher the fiber distribution. Therefore, the

higher the fiber distribution, the higher the efficiency of the fiber reinforcement.

However, it worth noting that high quantities of fibers also produce a reduction in

the fluidity of the fresh product. This aspect should be taken into account in the

mix-design phase.

Reinforcement made of short-fibers is a topic that is being studied for several

years from different researchers. However, nowadays, no commercial product made

of lime-mortar reinforced with short-fibers is employed for the strengthening of the

existing historical structures. Currently, short fibers are used, in partial or total

replacement of traditional reinforcement. Moreover, they are adopted in the mix

design of concrete elements, aiming to improve their mechanical properties, for

the realization of industrial concrete slabs, structural or nonstructural precast

elements and tunnel coatings.

The idea, developed in the present thesis, of using short-fibers embedded in a

lime-based mortar matrix for the strengthening of the walls of the historical stone

masonries can be considered innovative. Indeed, no literature study describes the

mechanical behavior of that composite material applied to the masonry. That
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composite material can be considered as a promising newly reinforcement system

that may ensure an adequate safety level for seismic forces acting in any direc-

tion. The new material, called in the follows with the acronym SFRLM (Short

Fiber Reinforcing Lime Mortar), was conceived to be compatible with old con-

stituent material of existing historical masonry. Indeed, the low compatibility

of the cement-based mortar of the classic strengthening system with the lime-

based mortar of the masonry joints yet represents an issue. In several recent

cases, extensive damage occurred to the ancient masonry due to the incompatibil-

ity of the cement-based mortars [97, 98, 99]. Current standards [100, 101] define

cement-based mortars to be inadequate for strengthening interventions of histor-

ical masonries. Natural Hydraulic Lime (NHL)-based mortars [99, 102, 103] are

considered a promising alternative to cement materials when high compatibility

with historical substrates is strictly required. This compatibility must be reflected

in several aspects: (i) chemical compatibility between the reinforcing mortar and

the old material (stone or brick and its bedding mortar); (ii) physical compatibil-

ity, with special reference to processes of solubility and of water transport; (iii)

structural and mechanical compatibility (strength of repair mortar needs to be

similar to the old material) [99].

Hence, the SFRLM system can solve all the issues related to the traditional

reinforcing system as well as the classic fiber-based strengthening system. The aim

of the thesis concerns the mechanical characterization of the SFRLM to provide

effective efficiency in terms of strength and ductility.

The main application thought for this newly reinforcing system consisted of

the application of a layer of the SFRLM as a coating to the surface of the masonry

walls. This technique was inspired by the classic FRCM system. However, the

SFRLM presents greater advantages in terms of easiness and time application in

situ, as compared to the FRCM. Suffice it to say that the application of the FRCM

is performed according to three phases: (a) application of the first layer of mortar

on the panel surfaces; (b) application of the fiber grid on the panel surface lightly

pressing the fabric on the fresh mortar layer to have the fresh mortar passing

through the grid openings; (c) application of a second finishing layer of mortar on

the panel surfaces to cover the glass fabric while the previous mortar layer was

still fresh. On the contrary, the SFRLM can be applied to the masonry surfaces

in a unique phase, consisting of the application of a single layer of the SFRLM to

the surface of the masonry. This application would consistently reduce the cost.

In Figure 1.7 is illustrated the newly reinforcing system based on the SFRLM

investigated in the thesis.
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Figure 1.7: The newly strengthening sys-

tem, based on a lime-based mortar with

short fibers chaotically embedded in the

matrix, applied as coating to the masonry

surface.

On the other hand, the new material presents high flexibility in its application

on historical masonry structures. Indeed, it can be also used in the structural

repointing technique. The latter consists of replacing the deteriorated mortar or

filling the missing mortar in the joints by employing the new composite material,

allowing both to enhance the shear capacity of walls and preserve the original

aesthetic of the masonry texture. Indeed, when choosing a retrofit method, its

impact on the aesthetics of the building being retrofitted needs to be evaluated

[45]. As far as the aesthetical impact is concerned, to be completely successful,

retrofit work should be carried out with the least possible irrevocable alteration

to the building’s appearance. Many unreinforced masonry buildings are part of

the cultural heritage of a determined city or country. Thereby, the preservation of

their aesthetic and architecture is of main importance. It is recognized that the use

of external reinforcing, such as the FRP or the FRCM, can alter the aesthetic of a

masonry wall. The use of the structural repointing by using the SFRLM material is

an alternative to strengthen masonry walls where aesthetics is an important issue.

Aesthetic considerations are fundamental for historic structures. Traditional repair

techniques, including steel plates or external tendons, resulted as unsatisfactory

to retrofit churches and historical building after the last earthquakes in Europe.

The new material proposed in the thesis can solve this problematic aspect.

Figure 1.8: The newly strengthening sys-

tem applied for the structural repointing of

the old and damaged mortar joints.
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Abstract

The first phase of the experimental campaign focused on the me-

chanical characterization of the traditional FRCM system. This system

was first tested on irregular stone masonry specimens isolated from the

walls of the historical building “Palazzo Margherita” of L’Aquila. This

masonry type is representative of historical buildings, widespread in the

territory of L’Aquila, that were strongly damaged in 2009 earthquake.

The FRCM system was also tested on masonry specimens prepared at

the laboratory LPMS of L’Aquila, using the original limestone units and

the ancient constructive technique adopted in most of the monumental

buildings of L’Aquila. In particular, the difference between experimen-

tal results (laboratory and in-situ tests) was relatively small, encourag-

ing the possibility to obtain reliable results when investigating irregular

stone masonry prepared in the laboratory, at the condition that the

latter are strictly built in line with features of the existing buildings.

Furthermore, in the last part of the Chapter it is described the exper-

imental campaign carried out at the laboratory of the “Aquilaprem”

company for the mechanical characterization of the the newly fibrous

lime-based mortar. Results regards the optimization of the mix design

of the product as a function of the nature, geometry and content of the

fibers. The innovative composite material was tested in several destruc-

tive test, namely the three-point bending test, indirect tensile test, and

compressive test as well as test for the estimation of the workability of

the product.





Experiments

Abstract in italiano

Il capitolo descrive le attività svolte durante l’ampia campagna sper-

imentale riguardante la caratterizzazione meccanica dei sistemi di rin-

forzo in fibra tradizionali (FRCM) e innovativi (fibre corte disperse

caoticamente nella matrice). In particolare, nella prima parte del capi-

tolo, sono state descritte le prove di compressione diagonale eseguite

su pannelli di muratura di pietrame irregolare, sia nella condizione

originale e sia nella condizione rinforzata con FRCM. Tali prove sono

state dapprima eseguite su provini murari di pietrame irregolare iso-

lati dai paramenti portanti dell’edificio storico “Palazzo Margherita”

dell’Aquila. La tipologia muraria di tale edificio è rappresentativa delle

strutture storiche ampiamente diffuse nel territorio aquilano che sono

state fortemente danneggiate dal sisma del 2009. Il sistema FRCM è

stato poi sperimentato anche su provini murari preparati presso il labo-

ratorio LPMS dell’Aquila, utilizzando la tecnica costruttiva degli edifici

storici. In particolare, per la realizzazione dei provini, sono stati utiliz-

zati elementi lapidei irregolari recuperati dai crolli parziali di Palazzo

Margherita e una malta a base-calce riprodotta con le stesse peculiarità

di quella storica. I risultati ottenuti hanno evidenziato che le proprietà

meccaniche e le modalità di rottura dei pannelli riprodotti in laborato-

rio sono state in linea con quelle ottenute per i campioni murari storici

di Palazzo Margherita. Questo permetterà, in future sperimentazioni,

di utilizzare campioni murari riprodotti in laboratorio anche per testare

il nuovo sistema di rinforzo, basato sull’applicazione di un intonaco di

malta a base-calce fibrosa sulle superfici murarie. Nell’ultima parte del

capitolo, sono state descritte le prove di caratterizzazione meccanica del

materiale innovativo, sviluppato presso il laboratorio del partner indus-

triale “Aquilaprem”. In particolare, prove di flessione su tre punti, di

trazione indiretta e di compressione, insieme a prove di lavorabilità del

prodotto, hanno permesso di ottimizzare il mix design del prodotto in

funzione della natura, geometria e contenuto delle fibre nonché della

tipologia e del quantitativo degli additivi atti a migliorarne la lavor-

abilità. I risultati mostrano il confronto delle prestazioni meccaniche

ottenute per il materiale fibroso rispetto alla semplice malta non rin-

forzata.
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2.1 Investigation on the FRCM system

2.1.1 Diagonal tests carried out in situ

The experimental campaign on the FRCM system was performed in situ by diag-

onal compression tests. In particular, tests consisted of the application of cyclic

monotonic quasi-static load to the masonry specimens until their failure. The

tests were carried out in situ by isolating four masonry samples from the walls

of the municipal office “Margherita Palace” of L’Aquila (Figure 2.1). Two of the

four tested panels were strengthened by the FRCM system, consisting of NHL3.5

natural hydraulic lime-based layer of mortar (M15 strength class) reinforced with

glass-fiber grids. These mortar layers were applied on both the external surfaces

of the masonry panels. The natural lime-based mortar was used to ensure the

chemical-physical compatibility with the nature of historic walls. Furthermore,

the strengthening system consisted also in the application of four carbon-fiber an-

chors and one steel bar anchor covered with a carbon-fiber fabric. Results allowed

to analyze the variation of the mechanical properties of the panels during the cyclic

tests.

Figure 2.1: The mon-

umental masonry build-

ing “Margherita Palace”

standing in the city of

L’Aquila, almost at the

center of the old fortified

town. (photo taken from

[2]).
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2.1.1.1 Brief description of the Margherita Palace

The construction of the Margherita palace started in 1294 in L’Aquila (Italy)

and struck during the 2009 earthquake. It is almost placed at the center of the

old fortified town. The main front of the building faces Palazzo Square. On the

back side, the building faces S. Margherita Square. Next to Palazzo Margherita

there are several other historical buildings including Palazzo Camponeschi (XVI

century), the old Jesuits’ Church (XVII), Palazzetto dei Nobili (XVII century).

Original site plan probably dates XIII century, although profound intervention

were made on the building during XVI century. In [104] is well described the

restorations processing performed on the building during the years. In particular,

the construction of the palace started in 1294 and originally was used as a civic

building for the Captain of Justice. Jerome Pico Fonticulano, architect, mathe-

matician and writer was the designer of the renovation of the Renaissance town

hall in 1541, as indicated by a plaque on the facade. In 1573 the building was al-

most completely rebuilt by Battista Marchirolo of Naples (decorated with stucco

and interior design by Bedeschini and frescoes by Fantilli). Unfortunately, it seems

that the building does not retain much of the original design and the reconstruc-

tion of the second half of the 16th-century structures in the current reconstructed

version of the 19th century [104]. Only the plan settings and the monumental

proportions, and the pleasant courtyard compound, are elements of the late 16th

century that recall the importance of the place.

Building geometry is currently characterized by a rectangular shaped plan mea-

suring about 40 m × 60 m with the longer sides aligned in SE-NW direction. The

four sides of the building surround an internal courtyard. The palace consists of

three stories, each of them measuring about 5 m in height. The first level is par-

tially set below the sloping ground level, with the highest fronts of the building at

the North corner of the building. The building’s facades present a regular vertical

and horizontal distribution of three orders of rectangular windows. At the south

corner of the building stands a 41 m high civic tower, one of the town’s iconic sym-

bol, characterized by an almost square plan, and consisting of stone made walls

measuring about 1.70 m in thickness at the base.

The structure is made primarily of irregular stone and a small content of clay

brick bound together by lime mortar of poor quality. The floors are made of

masonry vaults (with and without tie rods) at the ground floor and of steel and

brick at the first and second floors. Tie rods are in the north façade and at the

two angles in the east façade (Piazza Palazzo) and west façade (Piazza Santa

Margherita). There are no tie rods in the south façade. There are tie rods in the

internal courtyard in the east-west façade, but they are not present in the north-
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south façade. The building is located on a slope and has a height differential of

1.5 m between the north wall in Via Bafile and the south wall in Via delle Aquile.

It also has a height differential of 2.40 m in the east-west direction because Piazza

Palazzo is elevated compared to Piazza Margherita.

The main damage mechanisms detected during field observations [104] can be

divided into two groups: (1) wall overturned caused by seismic forces applied

perpendicularly to the walls, and (2) shear mechanism caused by seismic forces

applied parallel to the walls which develop the typical diagonal cracks. The first

mechanism regards the south external facade of the palace, where 5 cm displace-

ment at the top external lateral wall was observed and is also present on the north

internal wall of the courtyard. The second mechanism occurred below the external

windows of the first floor on the east side and some internal walls of the palace.

Additionally, there is another localized damage that does not fit in the two

previous categories, like damage to the roof cover, shear cracks in the cross vaults

of the stairs, and the collapse of some vaults and of a floor slab on the second floor.

Furthermore, the tower partially collapsed to the ground during the earthquake.

Its tall and slender shape as well as the cantilever-type boundary condition of

the basement generated a concentration of stresses at the basement that was also

amplified by the brittleness of deteriorated masonry. However, the vulnerability

of the tower may be due the 20th-century renovations, which replaced a wooden

deck with one made of reinforced concrete, thus making the tower top-heavy [105].

The detailed crack survey showed the presence of diffused and severe crack

patterns on the outer surface that also appear in the inner walls. Cracks was

observed at the base of the tower and on the south and east sides. Some of those

cracks already existed from the 1703 earthquake, and they reopened; and new

cracks occurred with the 2009 earthquake [106].
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2.1.1.2 Materials and method

Four masonry samples measured 1.2 m in length and 1.2 m in height, in accordance

with the ASTM E 519 [107], were tested. The thickness of the analyzed walls was

ranging from 0.5 m to 0.75 m. The masonry type consisted of irregular stones and

small inclusions of clay bricks chaotically distributed within poor mortar joints

that is a typical configuration of the historical buildings of the central part of

Italy. Stone elements were of a calcareous nature and their size was ranging from

about 100 mm to 250 mm. Mortar was characterized by a very friable behavior

and a low compressive strength of about 2 MPa. Figures 2.1a, b illustrate the

masonry texture of the historical building.

a b

Figure 2.2: a,b) Chaotic

masonry texture made of

irregular stone units, poor

lime-clay mortar and inclu-

sions of bricks.

To isolate each sample from the historical walls, a preliminary operation con-

sisting of the execution of four cuts made with a circular saw was performed

according to the following procedure: i) a horizontal cut was performed in cor-

respondence of the upper part of the sample; ii) vertical cuts were performed in

correspondence of the edges of the sample; iii) a final horizontal cut was performed

only for about 0.4 m in length in correspondence of the bottom part of the sample.

The main geometrical properties of the masonry samples are listed in Table 2.1.

Table 2.1: Geometrical properties of the unreinforced (URM) and reinforced masonry

(RM) specimens. Legend: Dm and t are the average size and the thickness of the samples.

Name Dm [m] t [m]
1URM 1.205 0.580
2RM 1.195 0.750
3RM 1.210 0.565
4URM 1.215 0.510
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Two diagonal compression tests were carried out on reinforced masonry (RM)

by the FRCM system and two tests were conducted on unreinforced masonry

(URM). The strengthening system was consisting of a glass-fiber grid embedded

in the NHL-based mortar layers applied on the masonry surfaces. In particular,

glass fiber strands were spaced with a gap of 25 mm in both vertical and horizontal

directions forming a balanced bidirectional fabric (Figure 2.3).

Figure 2.3: Geometrical characterization

of the glass fiber grid.
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Since grids were manufactured with standard dimension of 1.0 m in width, with

the goal to recover the square masonry samples with size of 1.2 m, a square piece

of glass fiber grid of 1.0 m was first applied at the center of the masonry samples.

Then, four pieces of the fiber grids of 0.2 m × 1.2 m were placed at the edges of

the specimen (see Figure 2.4a). In this case, the overlapping length between the

central grid and the lateral pieces of the grid was equal to 0.1 m.

Furthermore, both the reinforced panels were equipped with five embedded an-

chors, which were designed to connect the two external FRCM layers to each other.

Four anchors consisted of glass fiber bundles and characterized by a nominal di-

ameter of 10 mm were placed at a distance of about 225 mm from the lateral edges

of the panels. Their bundle ends were characterized by a circular configuration

with 300 mm in diameter. Furthermore, one steel corrugated bar (B450C) covered

with a carbon-fiber fabric was placed in the center of the face of a panel. That

anchor was characterized by a nominal diameter of 12 mm. Figure 2.4b shows the

detail of the anchor positions.

Figure 2.4: a) Particu-

lar of the disposition of the

fiber grids: a square glass

fabric grid of 1 m is placed

on fabric stripes placed at

the edges of the specimen;

b) Details of the anchors.
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Mechanical properties of the fiber and the mortar types employed for the

FRCM system are listed in Table 2.2 and Table 2.3, respectively.

Table 2.2: Geometrical and mechanical properties of the fibers employed in the FRCM

system. Legend: ρ is the density; mUA is the mass per unit area [6]; E is the Young

Module; ft is the tensile strength; εu is the ultimate strain [7].

Material ρ [kg/m3] mUA [kg/m2] E [GPa] ft [MPa] εu [%]
Glass (grid) 2680 - 72 1700 3.7
Carbon (anchor) 1820 4.55 250 4700 1.9
Carbon (tape) 1800 0.383 230 4900 2.1

Table 2.3: Mechanical properties of different mortar types employed for the application

of the FRCM system. Legend: ρsolid is the density of the solid mortar; E is the Young

Module [8]; fc and σf are the compressive and the flexural stress [9], respectively.

Material ρsolid [kg/m3] E [MPa] fc [MPa] σf [MPa]
mortar(BridgeSystem) 1110 - 12.0 1.15
mortar(CH15) 1835 9100 15.0 4.0
mortar(CI15) 1500 6200 15.0 3.9

The application of the FRCM system to the reinforced stone masonry samples

was performed according to the following procedure: (a) the panel surfaces were

first cleaned to remove any loose material and were wet; (b) five holes, character-

ized by a diameter equal to 30 mm, were performed by means of a rotating drill

in correspondence of the anchor allocations (see Figure 2.4b); (c) the anchors were

inserted in the holes; (d) an injection of a lime-based mortar (the CI15 ) was made

into the holes to fill the voids and to guarantee for a good adherence between the

connectors and the masonry; (e) a rendering coat (rinzaffo) of about 1-2 mm in

thickness was applied on the wet panel surfaces to ensure proper bond condition

between the masonry specimen and the mortar layer; (f) a first layer of NHL-

based mortar (CH15 ) was applied on the rendering coat layer with a thickness of

about 15 mm; (g) a fiber grid was applied on the panel surface slightly pressing

the fabric on the fresh mortar layer to have the fresh mortar passing through the

grid openings; (h) the ends of the A1, A2, A3 and A4 anchors were refolded on the

panel surfaces and were spread in a circular configuration of 30 mm in diameter

(Figure 2.4b) and recovered by the BridgeSystem mortar; (i) a second finishing

layer of mortar was applied on the panel surfaces to cover the glass fabric while

the previous mortar layer was still fresh for a total final reinforcement thickness of

about 30 mm; (j) the same operation was repeated on the other side of the wall.
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2.1.1.3 Test setup

Performing the diagonal compression test allows the evaluation of the shear strength,

the shear elastic modulus, and the ductility of the masonry [108]. Although no

specific standard exists on mechanical tests to be performed on chaotic stone ma-

sonry, testing apparatus and loading protocol adopted in this study were designed

to be in accordance with ASTM standard [107]. Differently from the ASTM code,

the specimens were kept in a horizontal configuration while the load was applied

along an inclined direction of 45o, as illustrated in Figure 2.5a.

Figure 2.5b shows a detail of the testing apparatus used to perform the diag-

onal compression tests. In particular, it consisted of a couple of “L-shape” steel

elements, measuring about 152 mm in length and 152 mm in height placed at two

corners of the panel (see detail 2 in Figure 2.5b). These elements were connected

by two steel threaded bars (one for each side of the specimens, see detail 8 in Fig-

ure 2.5b) to have a self−constrained system in which the upper L-shape elements

is designed to move along the diagonal direction of the sample.

Figure 2.5: a) Masonry

specimen isolated from

a wall of “Margherita

Palace” (L’Aquila); b) De-

tail of the upper apparatus:

1) Masonry specimen; 2)

Steel confinement corner

plate closed on the lateral

surfaces; 3) HEA180 steel

beam; 4) Load cell; 5)

Hydraulic jack compresses;

6) Apparatus of contrast;

7) Steel nut; 8) Threaded

bar.

3

6

5

2

7

4

1

8

a b

Loading was transferred to the specimens by a hydraulic jack (COF30N250 -

Euro Press Pack Spa, see detail 5 in Figure 2.5b) with the aid of a hydraulic pump

(VPM4 12/03547 - Euro Press Pack Spa). The load recording was performed by

a load cell (H.B.M. Italia S.r.l., see detail 4 in Figure 2.5b) mounted in line with

the hydraulic jack. A steel beam is inserted between the upper steel plate and the

load cell (see detail 3 in Figure 2.5b).

Particular attention was given to ensure a uniform load distribution across the

thickness of the samples by minimizing the eccentricity of the steel plates and by

applying a plaster layer at the plates - specimen interfaces.

As far as data acquisition is concerned the displacements were recorded by

four Linear Variable Displacement Transducers - LVDTs (H.B.M. Italia S.r.l.)

with based length of almost 900 mm. The LVDTs were mounted on each side of
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the specimens to record both the shortening of the compressed diagonal and the

elongation of the other diagonal. In particular, `v1 and `v2 are the gauge lengths

of the LVDTs mounted on the compressed diagonal, whereas `h1 and `h2 are those

of the LVDTs mounted on the other diagonal. (see Figures 2.6a− c).

Figure 2.6 shows the geometry of the masonry walls and the placement of the

LVDTs mounted on the diagonals of the specimen. In particular, Dm and t are the

average size and the thickness of the samples, respectively. The main geometrical

properties of the masonry samples are described in Table 2.4.

Table 2.4: Geometrical properties of the unreinforced (URM) and reinforced masonry

(RM) specimens. Legend: Dm and t are the average size and the thickness of the samples,

` are the gauge lengths of the LVDTs mounted along the diagonal of the specimens.

Name Dm [m] t [m] `v1 [m] `h1 [m] `v2 [m] `h2 [m]
1URM 1.205 0.580 1.020 1.090 0.990 1.030
2RM 1.195 0.750 1.005 0.995 0.995 0.998
3RM 1.210 0.565 0.905 0.900 0.900 0.902
4URM 1.215 0.510 0.885 0.935 0.900 0.916

SIDE A

P

W t

LVDTv2
LVDTh1

P

LVDTv1 LVDTh2

SIDE B

H

W

H H

a b c

Figure 2.6: Configura-

tion of the diagonal com-

pression test. The LVDTv1

and the LVDTv2 transduc-

ers measured the compres-

sive shortening whereas the

LVDTh1 and the LVDTh1

ones measured the tensile

elongation.

The tests were performed using a “force-control” procedure by applying a uni-

form increase of P of about 20 ± 5 kN for each cycle up to the failure of the

samples. Moreover, a preliminary load cycle, of about 5 kN, was applied in order

to verify the correct positioning of the test apparatus and the data acquisition

system. Data of loads and displacements were recorded at a frequency of 5 Hz for

the entire test duration.

According to ASTM E519-02 [107], the shear stress τ of the masonry can be

calculated as follows:

τ =
0.707 P

An
(2.1)

where P is the load applied by the jack and An is the net area of the panel given

by An = (W + h)/2 t, being W , h and t the width, height, and thickness of the

specimen, respectively. For P = Pmax, (Eq. 2.1) allows computing the maximum

shear stress τ0.
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Besides the characterization in terms of strength, the mechanical behavior of

the masonry requires to be discussed also in terms of deformation capacity. This

is possible by computing the shear strain γ as follows (Eq. 2.2):

γ = εh + |εv| (2.2)

where εh and εv are the tensile and compressive strains of the two diagonals of the

specimen. In particular, εv is computed as the average of the deformation values

dv1 and dv2, measured by the LV DTC1 and the the LV DTC2 transducers, divided

by the gage lengths `C1 and `C2, respectively. Furthermore, one can estimate εv

by computing the average of the ratios of the deformation values dh1 and dh2 and

the gage lengths `LVDTc1 and `LVDTc2, respectively.

The initial portion of the experimental curve τ −γ allows calculating the shear

modulus G of the masonry. In the literature, one can find different indications for

the values of τ and γ to be considered for the computation of G [64, 75, 78]. In the

present study, the shear modulus was computed in two different ways, as follows:

• the secant shear modulus G30% measuring the slope of the backbone curves

in correspondence of the 30% of the maximum shear stress τ0 (see Figure 2.7)

and computed as (Eq. 2.3):

G30% =
0.3 τ0
γ30%

(2.3)

where γ30% is the shear strain measured at 0.3 τ0;

Figure 2.7: Graphical

procedure for the computa-

tion of: a) the secant shear

modulus G30%.
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• the cyclic shear modulus Gi measuring the slope of the τ −γ curves for each

i-th cycling loads (see Figure 2.8) and computed as (Eq. 2.4):

Gi =
τ0,i
γi

(2.4)

where τi and γi are the shear stress and the shear strain measured at the

i-th cycling load, respectively.

Figure 2.8: Graphical

procedure for the compu-

tation of the cyclic shear

modulus Gi.
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2.1.1.4 Experimental results

Results of the diagonal compression tests carried out on four masonry specimens

are presented in this Section. In particular, results are presented by using the

following labels: the number of the specimens (from 1 to 4) followed by “RM” or

“URM” for reinforced or unreinforced masonry specimen cases, respectively.

Figures 2.9 present the measurement of the load P applied to the masonry

specimens during the experimental tests. One can observe an almost constant

increase in P for each load cycle and equal to 15 kN ± 5 kN and 25 kN ± 5 kN for

the unreinforced cases (the 1URM and the 4URM) and reinforced cases (the 2RM

and the 3RM), respectively. In particular, for the 1URM test, a maximum value of

the applied load Pmax = 120.4 kN was reached at the 7th load cycle. For the 2RM

test one can observe that Pmax = 371.6 kN was reached at the 13th load cycle.

For the 3RM test, Pmax = 356.1 kN was achieved at the 15th load cycle. Finally,

for the 4URM test one can see that Pmax = 99.9 kN was reached at the 10th load

cycle. Hence, the mean values of the maximum load were equal to 110.1 kN and

363.8 kN for the URM and the RM cases, respectively.

Figure 2.9: Measure-

ment of the compressive

load P during the time t

of the experimental tests.

dc

ba

Since experiments were carried out in load-control, once the specimens achieved

the maximum load (i.e. τ0) it was not possible to carry out further load cycles.

Indeed, the load-control procedure led to a catastrophic failure of the specimens

when the maximum shear stress was reached. Hence, the load P measured after

the achievement of the maximum load Pmax could not be considered for discussing
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the softening behavior of the masonry walls. Hence, the discussion of the follow-

ing results only focuses on the mechanical behavior of the specimens up to their

maximum load (i.e. τ0).

Figure 2.10 illustrate both the vertical (negative) and horizontal displacements

(positive), dv and dh, recorded during the tests by the transducers mounted on

both the surfaces of the masonry specimens. Especially for the URM cases, one can

observe that the dh values were higher than the dv ones. Furthermore, for all the

cases, one can see that dv and dh strongly increase a bit before the achievement of

the maximum shear stress (i.e. τ0), which is represented in the figures by asterisk

markers. It should be pointed out that, the two values of both dv and dh of the

1URM and 2RM cases were clearly different from each other near the end of the

tests, meaning that the panels were subjected to a overturning phenomenon for

high load level.

Figure 2.11 shows the correlation between the shear stress τ and both the

compressive (negative) strain εv and tensile (positive) strain εh. In particular, for

the unreinforced panels, values of the shear strength τ0 equal to 0.122 MPa and

0.114 MPa were computed for the 1URM and the 4URM cases, respectively. For

the reinforced panel, the τ0 values were equal to 0.293 MPa and 0.368 MPa for the

2RM and the 3RM cases, respectively. Hence, the strength of the two URM speci-

mens were very similar. On the contrary, the two RM specimens were characterized

by a higher scattering of the results. Indeed, the shear strength of the 3RM case

was 1.25 times the one of the 2RM case. This difference can be attributed to the

different thickness t of the two RM specimens, as the ratio between the masonry

thicknesses of the 2RM and 3RM cases was equal to 1.3 (0.750 m/0.565 m). Hence,

one can observe an almost linear proportionality between the shear strength and

the original thickness of the reinforced masonry specimen.

Definitely, the efficiency of the FRCM can be strongly affected by the thickness

of the original (unreinforced) masonry wall. The higher the thickness of the original

walls, the lower the efficiency of the FRCM in terms of shear strength of the

reinforced panel, end vice-versa.

Figures 2.12 shows the shear stress - shear strain (τ – γ) plots. One can see

that the values of γ occurred in correspondence of the shear strengths (γτ0) is

almost equal to 0.005 for both the URM cases. For the RM cases, one can see

that γτ0 is ranging from 0.005 to 0.01. This result highlights that γτ0 is almost

the same for the unreinforced and reinforced cases.
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Figure 2.10: Measure-

ment of the displacements

dv1 and dv2 recorded dur-

ing the time t of the tests.

The achievement of maxi-

mum shear stress is repre-

sented by asterisk markers.

dc

ba

hg

fe

Therefore, the mean strength value for the URM cases was equal to 0.118 MPa,

which is almost four times higher than the maximum value proposed by the

NTC2018 code. Indeed, that code suggests a strength value ranging from 0.02

MPa to 0.032 MPa for the design of the unreinforced masonry structures. Further-

more, the ratio between the mean strength value of the RM (τ0,RM=0.331 MPa)

and URM cases (τ0,URM=0.118 MPa) is equal to 2.8, which is higher than the
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dc

ba

Figure 2.11: Shear stress

τ computed for the four

specimens and related to

the compressive and tensile

strains, εv and εh, respec-

tively

dc

ba

Figure 2.12: Shear stress

τ computed for the four

specimens and related to

the the shear strain γ.

coefficient proposed by standards for the design of stone masonry strengthened by

FRCM in absence of experimental investigation. In particular, standard CNR-DT

215/2018 and NTC2018 propose, as a simplification, an amplification coefficient of

1.5 and 2.5, respectively, for the mechanical properties of irregular stone masonry

walls reinforced by FRCM.
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Results of the mechanical properties obtained for the URM and RM specimens

are listed in Table 2.5.

Table 2.5: Mechanical properties of the unreinforced masonry URM and the reinforced

RM specimens.

Name test τ0 [MPa] G30% [MPa]
1URM 0.122 61.4
2RM 0.293 203.6
3RM 0.368 134.0
4URM 0.114 72.1

In Fig. 2.13 are illustrated the backbone curves obtained for both the unre-

inforced (URM) and the reinforced (RM) panels. Such curves were obtained by

connecting τ and γ obtained for the i-th cycles. From the backbone curves, it is

possible to observe the benefit of the FRCM on the mechanical properties of the

masonry panel in terms of shear stress, stiffness, and ductility.

Figure 2.13: Backbone curves obtained for

the unreinforced (URM) and the reinforced

(RM) panels.

Figure 2.14 shows the relation between Gi and γ for both the URM and RM

cases. In particular, one can see that the shear modulus of the masonry panels

strongly decreases by increasing the deformation of the panels by following an

exponential law. This trend can be observed for both the URM and the RM cases.

In particular, one can see that Gi of the RM cases (Gi,URM ) is constantly higher

then the values computed for the URM case (Gi,RM ), highlighting that the FRCM

enhances the shear modulus of the masonry wall even for high shear strain value.

A relation of the variation of Gi as a function of γ was also found, showing a good

correlation with the experimental data (R-squared equal to 0.975 and 0.964 for

the URM and RM cases, respectively), as follows:

Gi,URM = 2.06γ−0.539 ;Gi,RM = 8.11γ−0.496 (2.5)

Curves of Eq. 2.5 are represented by the dotted lines (URM fit and RM fit) of

Fig.2.14.
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Figure 2.14: Cyclic shear modulus Gi as a

function of γ.

To investigate the variation of the mechanical properties of the masonry spec-

imens during the cyclic tests and to better compare the results obtained for the

URM and the RM cases, Figure 2.15 show the dimensionless mechanical proper-

ties Gi,ND and γND, respectively, as a function of the number of the load cycles.

In particular, Gi,ND and γND were computed by dividing Gi and γ of the i-th

cycle by the γτ0 and Gi=1 values obtained for each tests, respectively. Figure

2.15a shows that the shear modulus of the masonry panels strongly decreases by

increasing the number of the load cycles. In particular, one can see a sudden drop

of the Gi,ND value (about 50% compared to the initial value) already after the

first load cycle. This trend can be observed for both the URM and RM cases. This

may suggest that even for low compressive load values (almost equal to 0.2Pmax)

micro-cracks occurred on the masonry leading to a decrease in the stiffness of the

panels, emphasizing the propensity of the stone walls being subjected to the dis-

integration phenomena [109], which strongly vary the mechanical properties as a

function of load cycles.

Figure 2.15b shows that the shear strain of the masonry panels γND increases

almost linearly during the initial load cycles. Then, the shear strain strongly

increases only in the last 2-3 cycles.

Since the tests were performed by assuming a different number of load cycles,

a proper comparison between URM and RM cases is not possible to be carried out

only by observing Fig.6e,f. Hence, Fig.2.15c,d show the variation of the mechanical

propertiesGi,ND and γND as a function of the dimensionless load cycles. When the

latter is equal to 1, the shear strength occurred. Furthermore, since P was almost

kept constant during the loading steps, the dimensionless load cycles can be also

associated with the load level. In particular, Fig.2.15c,d show the scatter between

the lower and the upper curves obtained for the two URM and RM experimental

tests.

Figure 2.15c shows that the trend of Gi,ND is similar for both the URM and

RM cases. In particular, Gi,ND decrease of about 50% for about 20% of the

maximum load. Then, Gi,ND decreases linearly up to 70% of the maximum load.
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Figure 2.15: a,b) Dimen-

sionless shear modulus and

shear strain (Gi,ND and

γND) as a function of the

load cycles; c,d) Gi,ND and

γND related to the dimen-

sionless load cycles.

dc

ba

Finally, Gi,ND is about 10% of the initial value when the dimensionless cycles are

equal to 1.

On the contrary, by observing the curves of Fig.2.15d, one can see four distinct

steps as follows: i) small initial value of γND (about 0.08 and 0.015 for the URM

and RM cases, respectively) can be noted up to 20% of the load level; ii) an increase

in γND up to 70% of the load level (γND equal to about 0.07 and 0.12 for the URM

and RM cases, respectively); iii) an increase in γND up to 90% of the load level

(γND equal to about 0.3 and 0.4 for the URM and RM cases, respectively); iv)

after the 90% of the load level, γND strongly increase until the shear strength

occur.

Definitely, these results highlighted that the constitutive law of the stone ma-

sonry panels can be characterized by four phases and is far to be assumed as

linear elastic up to the achievement of the shear strength (simplified hypothesis

generally assumed for masonries). Based on the results observed in Fig.2.15, one

can define a multi-linear constitutive law for stone masonry panels for both the

URM and RM cases, as illustrated in Fig.2.16. That figure shows the best fitting

of the dimensionless τ − γ experimental curves. In particular, the variation of the

mechanical properties of the masonry occurs at 20%, 70% and 90% of the shear

strength. The differences between the URM and the RM cases concern the slope

(i.e. shear modulus) of the segments of the multi-linear law.

The results of the experimental tests may also permit to draw some important

information about the ductility of the masonry specimen. In particular, the total
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Figure 2.16: Multilinear fit of the τ0,ND–

γ0,ND backbone curves of the URM and RM

cases.

strain energy U of the URM and RM specimens was evaluated as the area delimited

by the force-displacement curve (P - d) [65], where d is the sum of |dv| and dh. It

should be pointed out that also the evaluation of U was performed until the shear

strength of the walls occurred (i.e. P = Pmax). Fig. 2.17 illustrates the U − γND
plot for both the URM and RM cases. In that figure, one can see that U of the

RM case (mean value of 2335 J) is about 5 times higher than the value computed

for the URM case (mean value equal to 467 J). Obviously, the ratio between URM

and UURM would be much higher by considering also the softening behavior of

the panels, as the unreinforced stone masonry is characterized by a quasi-brittle

behavior whereas the FRCM strongly increases the load-bearing capacity even for

large shear strain value.

Results of Fig. 2.17 highlighted that the masonry reinforced by FRCM can

dissipate energy also before the achievement of the shear strength. Furthermore,

the figure shows that U increases only when the deformation γND is higher than

about 0.15 and 0.06 for the URM and the RM cases, respectively, corresponding

to about 70% of the load level of Fig. 2.16. Hence, it can be concluded that

the first two linear branches of the idealized constitutive law of Fig. 2.16 can be

characterized by an elastic behavior (negligible values of U) highlighting that the

initial micro-cracks occurred on the masonry only led to a reduction of the wall

stiffness without the occurrence of significant permanent deformations. On the

contrary, the third and the fourth linear branches of the idealized constitutive law

should be considered with a hysteretic behavior.
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Figure 2.17: Total strain energy U as a

function of γND for the unreinforced (URM)

and the reinforced (RM) panels.

As far as the fracture propagation on the masonry panels is concerned, Fig. 2.18–

2.21 show the crack opening observed at the end of the experimental tests for the

four masonry samples. For all the tests, typical crack propagation along the com-

pressed diagonal of the specimens was observed. In particular, one can see that the

panels reinforced by the FRCM system were characterized by a more distributed

cracking along the compressed diagonal of the specimens, as compared to the un-

reinforced masonry for which a damage concentration was clearly observed. It is

worth noting that by analyzing the damage of the unreinforced masonry panels

(the 1URM and the 4URM cases of Fig. 2.18 and Fig. 2.21, respectively), the fail-

ure on the walls took place only at the stone-masonry interface and through the

mortar matrix. The stones were found undamaged. This highlights that the lime-

based mortar of ancient masonry building is much more compliant than stones.

Figure 2.18: Cracking

opening on the unrein-

forced masonry specimen

during the 1URM test.
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Figure 2.19: Cracking

opening on the reinforced

masonry specimen during

the 2RM test.

Figure 2.20: Cracking

opening on the reinforced

masonry specimen during

the 3RM test.
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Figure 2.21: Cracking

opening on the unrein-

forced masonry specimen

during the 4URM test.
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In Figure 2.22 one can observe the cracking propagation through the thickness

of the reinforced specimen (3RM). Indeed, that panel was subjected to an over-

turning phenomenon at the end of the test. That phenomena was limited by the

anchors that kept together the external leafs of the masonry.

Figure 2.22: Cracking propagation

through the thickness of the 3RM specimen;

In Figure 2.23 one can observe the undamaged level of the glass fiber grid by

removing the external layer of the mortar at the end of the 3M test . Indeed, the

cracking is concerning only on the underlying mortar level, as well as the overlying

one previously removed.

Furthermore, to investigate the possible damage of the anchors, they were ex-

tracted from the masonry specimens at the end of the tests. Both the carbon fiber

anchor (Figure 2.24a) and the steel bar anchor (Figure 2.24b) were in undamaged

condition, still presenting the infilled mortar in adhesion with them, highlighting

excellent bond behavior at their interface.
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Figure 2.23: Particular

of the undamaged fiber

grid at the end of the test.

The external layer of the

reinforcement mortar was

previously removed.

Figure 2.24: Carbon

fiber anchor (a) and steel

bar anchor (b) extracted

from the specimen at the

end of the test 3RM to

investigate their damage.

a

b
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2.1.2 Diagonal tests carried out in laboratory

2.1.2.1 Materials and method

Six masonry samples measuring 1.2 m in length, 1.2 m in height and 0.34 m in

thickness were prepared according to the ancient constructive technique featured

in most of the historic buildings of the city of L’Aquila. The stone elements, with

a characteristic size of about 150 mm, were taken from the debris of buildings

collapsed during L’Aquila 2009 earthquake. The original mortar features of the

historical masonry (characterized by a very friable behavior and a low compressive

strength of about 2 MPa) were reproduced by mixing commercial natural hydraulic

lime mortars, local crushed limestone sand and local natural clay with a respective

ratio of 1:2:1. Water was added to the mortar mixture until a plastic consistency

was reached. The addition of natural clay to the mortar mixture produced a

hydraulic lime similar to the ancient lime [110]. All the wall specimens were cured

for about 15 months, allowing the lime-based mortar to harden at room conditions.

After the curing period, two of the six specimens were kept unreinforced while

the remaining four were reinforced using a FRCM system applied as described in

the following section.

The applied FRCM system (Figure 2.25a) consisted of a grid of glass fibers

strands (AQMesh240V-Aquilaprem [111]) embedded in a Natural Hydraulic Lime

mortars (Ch15-Aquilaprem [112]). The glass fiber strands were spaced with a gap

of 25 mm in both vertical and horizontal directions forming a balanced bidirec-

tional fabric (Figures 2.25b). Two of the four reinforced panels were equipped with

four embedded anchors, which were designed to connect the two external FRCM

layers to each other and consisted of glass fiber bundles characterized by a nominal

diameter of 10 mm. They were placed at a distance of about 200 mm from the

lateral edges of the panels. Their bundle ends were characterized by a circular

configuration with 300 mm in diameter.

The geometrical and mechanical proprieties of the glass fibers are listed in

Table 3.12 in which the SG is the space gap, ρfib is the density, tfib is the thickness

of a fiber strand, Efib is the fiber Young’s Module, ft,fib is the tensile strength,

εu,fib is the ultimate strain.

Table 2.6: Geometrical and mechanical properties of the glass fiber used in the FRCM

system.

SG [mm] ρfib [kg/m3] tfib [mm] Efib [MPa] ft,fib [MPa] εu,fib [%]

25 2680.0 0.1 72000.0 1700.0 3.7
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Figure 2.25: Schematic

of the layers constituting

the FRCM system applied

on the masonry wall spec-

imens: 1 and 3 are NHL

mortar layers with a thick-

ness of about 10 mm each;

2 is the glass fiber grid em-

bedded in the mortar; b)

Picture of the glass fiber

grid used in the experi-

ments.

3

2

1
a b

The application of the FRCM system to the reinforced stone masonry speci-

mens was performed according to the following procedure: (a) the panel surfaces

were cleaned to remove any loose material and were soaked with water; (b) a first

layer of mortar was applied on the panel surfaces (Figure 2.26a) with a thickness

of about 10 mm; (c) a square piece of glass fiber grid of size 1.0 m by 1.0 m was

applied on the panel surface slightly pressing the fabric on the fresh mortar layer

to have the fresh mortar passing through the grid openings (Figure 2.26b); (e) a

second finishing layer of mortar was applied on the panel surfaces to cover the glass

fabric while the previous mortar layer was still fresh for a total final reinforcement

thickness of about 20 mm; (f) the same operation was repeated on the other side

of the wall.

As described for the tests performed in situ, fiber grids were composed by a

square fabric with size of 1.0 m placed at the middle of the masonry panel and

four pieces of the fiber grids of 0.2 m × 1.2 m placed at the edges of the specimen

(see also Section 2.1.1.2).

Figure 2.26: a) First

layer of mortar applied on

the panel surface using a

metal trowel; b) and ap-

plication of the fiber grid

slightly pressing it into the

mortar layer.

a b

Figure 2.27a show the anchors inserted in four holes previously prepared during

the specimen casting phase. Figure 2.27b shows the mortar injection performed

into the holes to fill the voids and to ensure proper bond resistance between the

anchors and the masonry. Figure 2.27c shows the refolding of the bundle fibers in

a circular configuration on the first layer of the mortar.
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a b c Figure 2.27: a)Insertion

the fiber anchors into the

holes positioned in corre-

spondence of the corners;

b) filling the vacuum be-

tween the connectors and

the masonry with lime-

based mortar; c) refolding

of the fiber anchors on the

fiber grid with an angle

splay of 360o.

The masonry specimens reinforced by the GFRCM were kept moist for 48

hours by applying a waterproof film around them. After that, they were left in

laboratory condition for 26 days, for a total age of the specimen of 28 days, before

testing them in diagonal compression.

2.1.2.2 Test setup

Performing the diagonal compression test allows the evaluation of the shear strength,

the shear elastic modulus, and the ductility of the masonry [108]. Although no

specific standard exists on mechanical tests to be performed on chaotic stone ma-

sonry, testing apparatus and loading protocol adopted in this study were designed

to be in accordance with ASTM standard [107].

In the diagonal compression test, a square masonry panel was subjected to a

compressive force applied along one of the panel diagonals (Figures 2.28). Due

to their brittleness and to reduce the risk of damaging the panels, the specimens

were kept in a horizontal configuration while the load was applied along an inclined

direction of 45o.

1.2 m

1
.2

 m

0.152 m

0
.1

5
2

 m

P

Figure 2.28: Picture of stone masonry

specimen of dimension 1.2 m x 1.2 m x

0.34 m.

Figure 2.29a, b shows the testing apparatus used to perform the diagonal com-

pression tests. The apparatus consisted of a couple of “L-shape” steel elements

(triangular bearing platens), measuring about 152 mm in length, 152 mm in height

and 30 mm in thickness (see item (3) in Figure 2.29b) and were placed at two cor-
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ners of the panel in a diagonal direction. These elements were connected by two

steel rigid bars (one for each side of the specimens, see item (7) in Figure 2.29b)

in order to have a self-constrained system in which the upper L-shape block is

designed to move along the diagonal direction of the sample.

A hydraulic jack, manually activated and placed at the top corner of the spec-

imens (see item (5) in Figure 2.29b) was used to apply the compressive load.

Particular attention was given to ensure a uniform load distribution across the

thickness of the samples at its upper corners in order to avoid stress concentration

and premature failure. Indeed, experience has shown that a premature splitting

failure might occur due to compression at the loading points [107] if stress con-

centration is not prevented. In particular, to ensure proper contact between the

loading steel plates and the corners of the specimen, a fluid cement mortar was

previously distributed on the contact interfaces using a thin steel cap as a mould

(see item (2) in Figure 2.29c).

As far as data acquisition is concerned, the applied load was recorded by a

load cell mounted in line with the hydraulic jack as illustrated by the item (4) of

Figure 2.29c.

Moreover, two Linear Variable Differential Transformer (LVDT) transducers

(H.B.M. Italia S.r.l.) with based length of almost 900 mm were mounted on each

side of the specimen to record the shortening of the compressed diagonal during

the test. Additional transducers were mounted one on each side of the speci-

men to record the elongation of the second diagonal (Figure 2.29a). Additional

LVDT transducers with same characteristic were mounted one on each side of the

specimen to record the elongation of the second diagonal.

The list of the experimental tests carried out in this study is provided in Ta-

ble 2.7 together with the details of reinforcement and instrumentation. The results

are presented by using the following labels: RM= Reinforced Masonry; URM= Un-

Reinforced Masonry; G= with fiber Grid; G reinforcing grid instrumented with

Figure 2.29: a) Configu-

ration of the diagonal com-

pression test; c) details of

the upper apparatus: (1)

masonry sample; (2) steel

confinement corner plate

closed on the lateral sur-

faces; (3) “L-shape” steel

element ; (4) load cell; (5)

hydraulic jack compresses;

(6) apparatus of contrast;

(7) UPN180 beam connec-

tion.

a

3

6

5

2

7

4

1

b
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strain gauges; C= with fiber Connectors; C reinforcing anchors instrumented with

strain gauges.

Table 2.7: Specimen configurations with indication about the reinforcement type and

the location of the measuring instrument (internal strain gauges).

Test name
Reinforcement Strain gauges

Fiber grid Fiber anchor Fiber grid Fiber anchor

1RM-GC Yes Yes Yes No
2RM-G Yes No Yes No

3RM-GC Yes Yes No Yes
4RM-G Yes No No No
5URM No No - -
6URM No No - -

In particular, for the 1RM-GC and 2RM-G tests, the reinforcing grids were

instrumented with 8 strain gauges on each side of the specimen. These strain

gauges recorded the deformation of the vertical strands of the grid close to the

compressed diagonal of the specimen where the cracking of the panel was expected

to take place. The position of the gauges are listed in Table 2.8. In particular,

the 1–8 gauges were placed on a side of the wall and 9–16 on the other side. The

application of the gauges on the strands was performed according to the following

procedure: (a) the fiber strands were cleaned; (b) a film of cyanoacrylate adhesive

was applied; (c) gauge was fixed to the adhesive; (d) a film of air-drying solvent-

thinned polyurethane was applied on the gauges aiming to protect the gauges.

Table 2.8: Position of the gauges.

ID gauges X coord. [mm] Z coord. [mm]
1;9 825 825
2;10 675 675
3;11 525 525
4;12 375 375
5;13 400 600
6;14 600 400
7;15 800 600
8;16 600 800

Data of loads, displacements and deformations were recorded at a frequency of

5 Hz for the entire test duration. The tests were performed using a “force-control”

procedure with loading rate of about 10 kN/min ± 5 kN/min up to the failure of

the panel.

As already described in Section 2.1.1.3, the shear stress (τ) of the masonry was

calculated according to ASTM E519-02 [107] by the equation τ = 0.707 P/An,

where P is the load applied by the jack and An is the net area of the panel

An = (W + h)/2 t, where W , h and t are the width, height, and thickness of

the specimen, respectively. In that equation, for P = Pmax, one can compute the

maximum shear stress τ0.
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Moreover, the shear strain γ is computed by the equation γ = εh + |εv|, where

εh and εv are the tensile (positive) and compressive strain (negative) measured

along the two diagonals.

The shear modulus G of the masonry was computed by the equation G =

τ30%/γ30%, in which τ30% represents 30% of the maximum shear stress of the

specimen τ0 and γ30% is the shear strain value corresponding to τ30%.

Finally, the reinforcement coefficients kG, kτ0 and kµ was computed to char-

acterize the increase of the mechanical properties (shear modulus, strength, and

load-bearing capacity for large deformation) of the specimens reinforced with the

FRCM system as compared with the unreinforced ones. One can define these co-

efficients, as indicated by the NTC18 standard code, by the following equations:

kG = GRM/GURM , kτ0 = τ0,RM/τ0,URM , and kµ = τ(γ=0.01),RM/τ(γ=0.01),URM , in

which GRM , τ0,RM , and τ(γ=0.01),RM are the mechanical proprieties (shear strain,

maximum stress, and stress at γ = 0.01) of the reinforced panels and GURM ,

τ0,URM , and τ(γ=0.01),URM are the corresponding mechanical properties of the

unreinforced panels.
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2.1.2.3 Experimental results

Results of diagonal compression tests carried out at the Laboratory of Material and

Structural Testing LMPS of the University of L’Aquila (Italy) are here described.

Figures 2.30a, b show the compressive strain εv and the tensile strain εh mea-

sured on the specimens during the time of the tests. One can see that at a specific

time of the tests there is a sudden increase in the strain values (for both εv and

εh). This is due to the instability phenomenon occurred as soon as the maximum

shear stress τ0 was achieved for the specimens because of the load-control proce-

dure, which leads to an immediate collapse of the specimens at τ0. The instability

phenomenon occurred at the τ0 values can be also observed in Figure 2.31a. In

that figure is illustrated the shear stress values measured on the specimens during

the time of the tests. Figure 2.31b shows the τ -γ curves obtained from the data

recorded during the tests. An initial, almost elastic branch is first recognized, then

the mechanical response of the masonry is characterized by a gradual reduction

in stiffness up to the maximum stress (τ0), and after which softening behavior is

observed. The values of the mechanical properties obtained from the experimental

tests are reported in Table 2.9.

Table 2.9: Experimental results for 6 masonry specimens tested in diagonal compression

Test name τ0 [MPa] τ30%[MPa] γ30%[-] G [MPa]

1R-GC 0.749 0.225 0.000264 849
2R-G 0.513 0.154 0.000808 192

3R-GC 0.503 0.151 0.000157 962
4R-G 0.569 0.171 0.000117 1220
5NR 0.143 0.043 0.000352 123
6NR 0.132 0.040 0.000285 139

The highest value of the stress τ0 was recorded for 1R-GC, which is about 40%

higher than the strength measured for the other three reinforced specimens. On

the other hand, the lowest value of τ0 was observed for the 3R-GC case. It is

worth noting that both cases were characterized by the presence of fiber anchors.

Hence, it is difficult to establish the effectiveness of the fiber anchors in terms of

the maximum shear stress. Result obtained for the 3R-GC case is similar to the

cases 2R-G and 4R-GC.

Between these three tests, one can compute a standard deviation of about 0.03

MPa, which is small also considering the heterogeneous character of this material.

Therefore, it appears more reasonable that the shear strength computed for 1R-GC

was overestimated. This may be related to many factors, such as to the irregularity

of the cross-section, presence of micro-cracks, different and non-constant thickness

of both the mortar and specimen, and stone arrangement along the compressed

diagonal. Finally, similar values for the unreinforced cases (5NR and 6NR) were
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Figure 2.30: Compres-

sive strain εv (a) and ten-

sile strain εh (b) measured

on the specimens during

the time of the tests.

a b
1RM-GC

2RM-G

3RM-GC

4RM-G

5URM

6URM

1RM-GC

2RM-G

3RM-GC

4RM-G

5URM

6URM

Figure 2.31: Shear stress

τ computed for the speci-

mens related to the dura-

tion of the tests (a) and the

shear strain γ of the panels.
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also computed.

In particular, the average values of the shear modulus and maximum shear

stress are 806 MPa and 0.583 MPa, respectively, for the reinforced specimens and

131 MPa and 0.138 MPa, respectively, for the unreinforced specimens. On the

other hand, for mechanical property assessment of existing unreinforced irregular

stone masonry, the Standard [113] suggests values of τ0 and G ranging from 0.018

MPa to 0.32 MPa and 230 MPa to 350 MPa, respectively. Hence, one can observe

that the experimental values of τ0 slightly overestimate the one proposed in the

standard code. On the contrary, the experimental values of G underestimate the

one proposed in the standard code.

Actually, that code tends to underestimate the mechanical parameters applying

safety factor so that that values could be taken without further analysis on the

masonry from technician. Hence, the experimental value obtained for τ0 is in line

with the expectations, differently from G value. This may be also caused from

the sensitivity of acquisition data sensitivity of the instruments used for the data

acquisition.

From results, one can calculate the reinforcement coefficients as kG = 806 /

131 = 6.2 and kτ = 0.583 / 0.138 = 4.2. Since the experiments were conducted in

load-control, a proper computation of the reinforcement coefficient kµ is impossible

to perform.

Figures 2.32a, b show the values of the compressive and tensile strain εs of the
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vertical fiber strands measured during the 1RM-GC and the 2RM-G tests. In

particular, one can observe compressive strains up to about - 0.5 mm/m for both

tests. It is worth noting that the compressive strains concerned the initial phase of

the tests and their maximum values occurred when the shear stress is maximum,

i.e. τ0. This highlights that the fiber strands began to be strained only after the

achievement of τ0. This result is also due to the fact that the ideal condition of

pure shear is not possible to achieve with the designed diagonal compression test.

Indeed, a pure shear condition would require an additional tensile force P applied

to the other diagonal [114]. This problem has been studied by several authors who

also suggested alternative formulations to evaluate the tensile and compressive

principal stresses at the center of the panel [115].

In correspondence of the maximum compressive strain value, the maximum

stress τ0 was reached with appearance of cracks along the diagonal of the masonry

specimens, which led to a sudden inversion of the sign of the axial strains up to

their maximum tensile values equal to about 7 mm/m for the 1R-GC (Figure 2.32a)

and 5 mm/m for the 2R-G (Figure 2.32b). This highlights that the fiber strands

began to be strained only after the achievement of τ0. Moreover, no uniform

distribution of the fiber strains can be observed in the results. This may be due

to the heterogeneity of the material as well as the irregularity of the cross-section,

which led to a varying thickness of the reinforcing mortar, and in consequence an

eccentricity of the load.

The maximum values of the tensile strain measured by the 16 strain gauges

applied on the vertical strands of the fiber grid are illustrated in Figure 2.33a, b.

a b

1RM-GC 2RM-G

Figure 2.32: Axial strain

εs measured for the verti-

cal stands of the fiber grids

during the 1RM−GC (a)

and the 2RM−G tests (b).
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Figure 2.33: Maximum

values of the axial strain

measured from the 16

gauges applied on the ver-

tical stands of the fiber

grids during the 1RM−GC

and the 2RM−G tests
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Figure 2.34 shows the axial strain measured along the fiber connectors of the

3R-GC test. In particular, one can see that the maximum measured values were

equal to about 3 mm/m, 2.2 mm/m and 1.2 mm/m for the A3, the A2 and the A1

anchors, respectively (see Figure 2.34a). These maximum values occurred when

the shear stress was maximum, i.e. τ0. It is worth noting that for the A2 anchor

was measured an initial compressive axial strain of about -0.05 mm/m. After

that, the specimen fails and a sudden tensile axial strain was measured also for

that fiber connector. Unfortunately, no signal was recorded for the A4 connector

because the gauge was damaged in the previous operation (see Figure 2.34c). The

scheme of the specimen deformation is shown in Figure 2.34d. It may be considered

reasonable by observing both the axial strain trends measured on the fiber anchors

and the damage occurred on the specimen.

Figure 2.34: a) Axial

strain measured along the

connectors εa during the

tests; b) zoom-in of the εa-t

plot; c) position of the four

fiber anchors; d) scheme

of the deformation of the

specimen at the failure.

3RM-GC

A1

A3 A2

A4

A1

P

A2

A3

A1
A2
A3

A3

A1

A2

A4
?

failed

measurement
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Finally, Figures 2.35–2.39 show the crack opening observed at the end of the
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experimental tests for both the unreinforced and reinforced masonry panels. In

particular, Figure 2.35 shows the crack propagation on the unreinforced masonry

specimen along the compressed diagonal. One can observe that damage evolution

on unreinforced panels only occurred at the unit−mortar interfaces.

It is worth noting that the failure on the masonry specimens took place only

at the stone-masonry interface and through the mortar matrix. The stones were

found undamaged. This highlights the fact that lime-based mortar of ancient ma-

sonry building is much more compliant than stones. As far as the crack evolution

is concerned, it is difficult to describe the crack evolution during the experimental

tests as the test was performed under load control, which led to a catastrophic

failure when the maximum shear stress was reached. However the failure in rein-

forced specimens initiated along the compressed diagonal of the specimen. Then

crushing at the corners occurred. In particular, Figure 2.36 shows the damage

that occurred on the mortar layer of the FRCM along the compressed diagonal.

Moreover, one can see that the crack opening on the mortar layer is smaller than

the one observed on the masonry

Figure 2.37 shows the crushing of the top corner of the reinforced specimen,

where the upper steel L-shape plate was placed. In particular, one can observe a

crushing and a local debonding of the mortar due to the concentration of the load.

Since the debonding of the mortar was only localized in that position, one can

conclude that a good bond behavior at the mortar-masonry interface was ensured

by the FRCM system. For the reinforced case, the effective cracks occurred on the

masonry substrate was not feasible to investigate because the repair mortar layer

was not possible to remove from the masonry substrate without further damaging

the specimen.

Finally, in Figure 2.38 one can observe the out of plane failure of the specimen

that occurred the reinforcement specimen. This damage type observed for the

masonry specimen was due to the failure of the glass fiber anchor placed on the

upper corner opposite to the side of the specimen where the load was applied

(Figure 2.39). The failure of the connector, was due to the shear generated on it

from the irregular stones.
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Figure 2.35: crack prop-

agation along the com-

pressed diagonal of the un-

reinforced masonry speci-

men.

Figure 2.36: Damage

along the compresses diag-

onal observed for the rein-

forced panel.
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Figure 2.37: Concentra-

tion of the damage in the

top corner of the reinforced

specimen.

Figure 2.38: Out of

plane failure observed for

the reinforced masonry

specimens.
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Figure 2.39: Failure of

the glass fiber anchor.
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2.2 Investigation on the fibrous lime-mortar ma-

terial

Here, a description of the experimental investigation performed on the novel com-

posite material for the retrofitting of masonry structures is presented. That mate-

rial consisted of a lime-based mortar reinforced with short-fiber randomly oriented

in the mortar matrix.

In the first phase of the experimental campaign, the effect of the fiber material,

the aspect ratio of the fibers (i.e. the ratio between the length and the average

diameter of the fibers), and the fiber content on both the compressive and tensile

strengths were investigated. Concurrently, it was also designed the perfect content

of additives, such as the fluidizer, air-entraining agent, resin, and accelerator. The

experiments regarding the optimization of the mix design of the product were

performed at the laboratory of the Aquilaprem company.

Once the mix design of the fibrous mortar material was decided, the final part

of the experiments was conducted at the laboratory LPMS of the University of

L’Aquila. In that phase, two different products, characterized by two fiber types,

were tested in several configurations, such as three-point bending test, compression

test, and splitting test. It is worth noting that in this phase, differently from the

phase regarded the optimization of the mix design of the product conducted at the

laboratory of the Aquilaprem company, the execution of the tests was performed

in a displacement controlled hydraulic testing machine.
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2.2.1 Optimization of the mix design

A brief description of the first part of the experimental campaign is presented. The

experiments of this initial phase regarded the optimization of the mix design of the

new composite material and were performed at the laboratory of the Aquilaprem

company.

In this phase of the experimental campaign, the effect of the fiber material, the

aspect ratio of the fibers (i.e. the ratio between the length and the average diameter

of the fibers), and the fiber content on both the compressive and tensile strengths

as well as the workability of the product were investigated. Concurrently, it was

also designed the perfect content of additives, such as the fluidizer, air-entraining

agent, resin, and accelerator. Unfortunately, that part was not possible to discuss

here as the mix design of the composite material represents the company’s know-

how and cannot be revealed to their competitors.

In particular, the product was obtained by assuming both polyacrylonitrile

and glass fibers came from different manufacturers. The first ones were charac-

terized by a very low length of the fiber (2.5 mm - 4 mm), the second ones were

characterized by a length lf ranging from 6 mm to 24 mm. In particular, the

polyacrylonitrile fibers were the same already used by the company for other com-

mercial products, aiming to reduce their plastic shrinkage cracking. The glass

fibers were instead provided by the company for the specific aim of the present

research. The diameters df of the single yarn of both the fiber type were similar

(ranging from 14 to 20 µm). However, the glass fibers were originally treated with

dressing by manufacturers. This has resulted in greater effective diameters of the

glass fibers (about from 0.3 mm to 0.5 mm), whose values were not provided by

manufacturers. Hence, a measurement of the effective diameters d∗f of the glass

fiber was performed by measuring their diameters by an electronic micrometer.

Actually, the cross-section of the fibers was not perfectly circular and therefore d∗f

represents the diameter of the fiber with an ideal circle cross-section of the fiber.

Table 2.10 summarizes the material type, the name, and the geometry (i.e.

fiber length lf and diameters of the single yarn df and the diameters of the strand

d∗f ) of the short-fibers used in the first part of the experimental campaign.

For each batch of the product, three mortar samples measuring 160 mm in

length, 40 mm in height, and 40 mm in thickness were cast according to the

standard code UNI EN 1015-11 [116]. Fibers were added during the mixing phase.

The specimens were cast in the molds and then were kept moist for 48 hours

in the climatic chambers. After that, they were demoulded and left in laboratory

condition for other 12 days, for a total age of the specimen of 14 days, prior to

testing. The decision to test the specimens before of the standard age of 28 days
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Table 2.10: Material, name and geometry of the short-fibers used in the experiments.

Material Name lf [mm] df [µm] d∗f [µm]

Polyacrylonitrile PAC2.5-4 4 18 18
Polyacrylonitrile PAC2.5-2T 2.5 18 18
Glass 6H103 6 13.5 13.5
Glass 530X 13 18 320
Glass 950Y 13 13.5 316
Glass H018 18 20 350
Glass HP24 24 14 476

[116] was related to the use of accelerator in the product to speed up the first

phase of the experimental campaign essentially focused on the identification of

the best type of fiber for the composite mortar as well as the consistency of the

fresh fibrous-mortar. Almost 100 different mixes were tested, but they were not

all discussed in the thesis, as explained later.

Hence, several unnotched hardened mortar samples were testes for the deter-

mination of flexural and compressive strength of the fibrous material. It is worth

noting that, in this first part of the experimental campaign, tests were performed

in a load controlled hydraulic testing machine with a capacity of 15 kN by applying

a constant force rate of 0.01 MPa/s and 0.3 MPa/s for the three-point bending

test (3PBT) and compression test (CT), respectively. The aspect related to the

test procedure (load-control) is important to stress out since only the maximum

strength of the fibrous-mortar was possible to measure, leaving aside the investi-

gation of the softening behavior of the material and therefore the most important

mechanical parameter of the fibrous material, namely the fracture energy . Hence,

even for this cause, the results of this first part were only briefly discussed.

Figure 2.40 shows the test machine adopted in the first part of the experimental

campaign carried out at the laboratory of the Aquilaprem company.

Figure 2.40: Test ma-

chine of the Aquilaprem

company used in the first

part of the experimental

campaign.

Hence, a discussion on the mechanical properties measured for the mortar

specimen reinforced by several types of short fibers as well as fiber content is

discussed. In particular, the graph of Figures 2.41–2.44 show the flexural and

compressive strengths represented by the blue and the orange lines, respectively.
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These properties were obtained by performing the 3-Point Bending Test (3PBT)

and Compression Tests (CT), respectively. In particular, Figures 2.41–2.44 shows

the relation between the mechanical properties and the fiber content. The latter

is referred to the total mass of the product. It is worth noting that the results

of Figures 2.41–2.44 were obtaining without using fluidizers and resins for the

mix-design of the products. The relatively small percentage of the fiber content

adopted for the mortar was almost the maximum possible to ensure the workability

of the product.

Each strength value (represented by marks) of Figures 2.41–2.44 represents the

mean value of three and six tests obtained for the 3PBTs and the CTs.

Apart from the PAC2.52T case, a common fiber content equal to 0.48% was

assumed for all the fiber types. This ensured a proper comparison between me-

chanical efficiency due to the different fiber features. Hence, for each fiber type,

it was assumed fiber content higher or lower than 0.48% based on the workability

of the product.

Figure 2.41: Compres-

sive strength and tensile

strength obtained for the

Compression Test (CT)

and the 3 Point Bending

Test (3PBT) for two differ-

ent type of fiber by varying

the fiber content.
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Figure 2.42: Compres-

sive and tensile strengths

obtained for two different

type of fiber by varying the

fiber content.
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Figure 2.43: Compres-

sive and tensile strengths

obtained for two different

type of fiber by varying the

fiber content.
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Figure 2.44: Compressive and tensile

strengths obtained for the FGCS HP24 by

varying the fiber content.

In general, results show that the higher the fiber content, the higher the com-

pressive and flexural strengths. This trend was not observed for the ACS 13H 530X

and the PAC2.5 2T cases (Figure 2.41–2.41a and Figure 2.41–2.42b, respectively).

However, this abnormal trend may be due to the incorrect casting phase of the

product also related to the inexperience of the operator (me, ed.). Moreover, the

variability of the results in terms of both the maximum stress, stiffness as well as

the crack propagation may be caused by many factors: specimens properties irreg-

ularity of the cross-section, presence of micro-cracks, misalignment of the samples

with respect to their mid-thickness, different thickness of the specimens, the ran-

domness of the fibers and in the end but not the least the spatial randomness of

material properties.

It is worth noting that the mean strength values of the product without fiber

(the NF case) was equal to 4.8 MPa and 14.8 MPa for σf and fc, respectively.

The best performances were obtained for the ACS-13H-950Y and the PAC2.5-

4 fibers. In particular, for the ACS-13H-950Y one can observe an increase in

the flexural and compressive strengths of about 38% and 58%, respectively, as

compared to the NF case. Instead, for the PAC2.5-4 one can observe an increase

in the flexural and compressive strengths of about 48% and 52%, respectively, as

compared to the NF case.

By analyzing these results, it is clear that fiber characterized by the shorter

length of fiber (the PAC2.5-4 case) leads to the higher compressive strengths, as
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compared to the fiber with the longer length (the 950Y case). On the contrary,

the longer fiber length (the 950Y case) lead to the higher flexural strengths, as

compared to the fiber with the shorter length (the PAC2.5-4 case).

The choice of the best fiber type to use for the novel composite material was not

easy to perform in light of the results of the first experimental campaign. However,

in the first part of the experimental campaign, the 950Y fiber was considered

the best solution. Indeed, though the 950Y and the PAC2.5-4 ensured similar

enhancement of the mechanical properties of the fibrous-mortar, the 950Y fiber

ensured to use the higher fiber content (equal to 1.14%) because of its aspect ratio

AR.

As mentioned before, the results discussed so far concerned the mechanical

properties of the product without using any additives. However, to ensure higher

efficiency of the fiber on the mechanical properties of the fibrous mortar, it was

necessary to assume a higher fiber content and, therefore, the use of certain content

of additives.

Hence, a second part of the experimental campaign focused on the identification

of the best additives (i.e. fluidizers) derived from different companies. However,

that part was not discussed in the thesis since the brand, type, and content of

the additives represent the company’s know-how and cannot be revealed to their

competitors.

The following section shows the final part of the experimental campaign in

which the mix-design of the fibrous mortar was already formulated. In particu-

lar, two fiber type was chosen for the most accurate evaluation of the mechanical

properties carried out at the laboratory LPMS of L’Aquila, having the possibil-

ity of employing a displacement controlled hydraulic testing machine, which was

unfortunately not available in the first part of the experimental campaign. That

machine ensured to investigate the softening behavior of the fibrous-materials.
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2.2.2 Mechanical characterization of the product

After the first part of the experimental campaign, two type of fiber were chosen

for the final investigation of the post-peak behavior of the composite material:

the 950Y (Figure 2.45a) and the HP24 (Figure 2.45b). In particular, the 950Y

was the best solution in terms of both the flexural and compressive strengths, as

compared to the other fiber type. Instead, although results of the initial experi-

mental campaign in terms of compressive strength and flexural strength were not

encouraging for the HP24 fiber, it was employed in this phase of the experimental

campaign because it was characterized by the best aspect ratio (AR), as compared

to the other available fiber types. Indeed, from the literature, it is known that the

higher the AR, the higher the fiber performance in terms of ductility of the fibrous

mortar. Unfortunately, this important mechanical property was not possible to

measure in the previous experiments, as tests were performed in force-control not

allowing the characterization of the softening behavior of the composite material.

Results of the mechanical characterization of the fibrous mortars presented in the

follows were instead obtained by employing a displacement controlled hydraulic

testing machine.

a b

Figure 2.45: Two fiber

types used in the exper-

imental campaign: the

950Y (a) and the HP24 (b).

The following results were obtained by assuming the same values of lime content

(almost 30% of the total weight of the binder; the remain 70% was a cementitious

binder), water content (almost 80% of the binder weight), sieve curve, and content

of additives. More detailed information on the mix-design of the product was not

possible to reveal. The choice to employ the same mix-design for the reinforced

and unreinforced mortar specimens was due to the intention to only investigate

the effect of the fiber type (the 950Y and the HP24, whose geometrical properties

are listed in Table 2.10) and the fiber content F on the mechanical properties of

the composite material. Therefore, fresh products were characterized by different

consistency. In particular, F was assumed equal to 1.5%, 2.0% and 2.5% of the

total weight of the product (corresponding almost to 1%, 1.3% and 1.6% of the

total volume of the product, respectively)
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Hence, a comparison between results carried out for both the fibrous mortar

samples and the unreinforced ones allowed to quantify the enhancement of the

mechanical properties due to the fiber type and fiber content. It is worth noting

that, even for the unreinforced samples, the mix design of the product (w/c, sieve

curve, and content of additives) was the same as the fiber-reinforced ones.

For each batch of the product, immediately after the slump test (described

in Section 2.2.2.1), three mortar samples measuring 160 mm in length, 40 mm

in height and 40 mm in thickness were cast according to the standard code UNI

EN 1015-11 [116]. The specimens were cast in molds and were kept moist for 48

hours in the environmental chambers. Next, the samples were demolded and left

in laboratory condition (room temperature and ambient humidity of about 20o

and 60%, respectively) for 26 days, for a total age of 28 days, before testing in

three points bending test (Section 2.2.2.2). After the 3PBTs, the end pieces of the

broken beams were used to determine the tensile strength (Section 2.2.2.3) and

the compressive strength (Section 2.2.2.4) of the mortar.

In particular, a total of 21 mortar specimens were prepared, namely 3 unrein-

forced samples and 18 fibrous mortar samples (three samples for each of the three

fiber content adopted for both the two fiber types).
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2.2.2.1 Characterization of the consistency

The slump test is an empirical test that measures the workability of fresh mortar

(or concrete). More specifically, it measures the consistency of freshly made mortar

in a specific batch of the product that can be subsequently used for the mechanical

characterization tests, namely three points bending test, compressive test, and

direct-indirect tensile test. It is a term that describes the state of fresh mortar. In

particular, it is the relative mobility or ability of freshly mixed mortar to flow. It

includes the entire range of fluidity from the driest to the wettest possible mixtures

[117]. Consistency is a term very closely related to workability.

Workability of mortar (or concrete) is mainly affected by consistency, i.e. wetter

mixes will be more workable than drier mixes, but mortar of the same consistency

may vary in workability. In particular, workability is the property of freshly mixed

mortar that determines the ease with which it can be mixed, placed, consolidated,

and finished to a homogeneous condition. It is synonymous with placeability. It

involves not only the concept of the consistency of mortar, but also the condition

under which it is to be placed - size and shape of the member, the spacing of

reinforcing, or other details interfering with the ready filling of the forms [117].

A stronger difference between workability and consistency can be noted for

concrete rather than mortar. Indeed, for concrete, it is not always true that

increasing water or degree of wetness increases workability of the material. If

water content increases there is a greater chance of segregation, in which coarse

aggregates tend to be separated from fines. In this case, it is difficult to move and

place the concrete as coarse aggregates settle down. In other words, the workability

of concrete decreases due to segregation. However, mortar material is less and less

affected by the segregation phenomena since the absence of coarse aggregates in

the paste. Hence, though consistency cannot exactly measure the workability, it

can give an indication of the workability of mortar.

Practical evaluation of the consistency of the paste can be performed according

to the procedure reported in the Italian Norm UNI 7044-72 (Determination of

consistency of cement mortars using a flow table). In particular, the so-called

slump test consists in measuring the diameter of the freshly mortar, previously

cast in a specific steel mold, after 20 strokes of the flow table (see Figures 2.46a–

c). The measure of the diameter value of the freshly mortar at the end of the test

represents the “slump” of the product. The higher the slump value, the higher

the workability of the mortar.
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Figure 2.46: Slump test

procedure: a) casting of

the mortar therein the

mould; b) raising of the

mould from the mortar;

c) Slump measurement in

terms of the mean of two

diameter values of the mor-

tar after 20 strokes.

a cb

In Figure 2.47 one can observe the results of the slump tests carried out for the

mortar specimens strengthened by the 950Y and the HP24 fibers. In that figure

the slump value is related to the fiber content F adopted for the mortar. It is

worth noting that it was assumed a linear variation of the slump (indicated by the

dotted lines of Figure 2.47) from the case of the unreinforced mortar (F=0%) to

the reinforced mortar with the content fiber of 1.5% as no tests were carried out

by using fiber content in that range (0%–1.5%).

Figure 2.47: Slump measured for the

HP24 and the 950Y cases by varying the

fiber content F.
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As expected, in Figure 2.47 one can observe a decrease in the slump value by

increasing the fiber content. This trend can be observed for both the fiber type.

For the HP24 case, one can see that no strong differences in terms of slump can be

noted by comparing the unreinforced samples (F=0%) and the F=1.5% case. This

means that a significant compaction effect of the HP24 fiber on mortar past can

be achieved only with fiber content higher than 1.5%. This is obviously related

to the content of additives introduced in the product to increase its workability.

Indeed, for lower additive content one would observed a higher reduction of the

slump value even for fiber content lower than 1.5%. Moreover, in Figure 2.47 one

can instead observe an almost linear decrease in the slump value for the 950Y case

by increasing the fiber content.

Results plotted in Figure 2.47 indicate that the HP24 fiber leads to higher

workability of the product (higher slump value), as compared to the 950Y one.

This trend can be observed for all the fiber content F.
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The large difference in the results plotted in Figure 2.47 between the two fiber

types may be mainly due to their different aspect ratio AR. Indeed, for the same

F, a higher value of the AR leads to a lower number of fibers per unit volume of

the product, and vice-versa. Hence, the lower the number of fibers, the higher the

workability of the product. Since the HP24 fiber is characterized by the higher AR,

as compared to the 950Y one, one can observe higher workability of the fibrous

mortar with that fiber (see Figure 2.47). Furthermore, the trend of Figure 2.47

may be influenced by the absorption level of the two types of fibers. Indeed, these

fibers were produced by different manufacturers and different types of primers may

have been employed for them.
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2.2.2.2 Characterization of the flexural strength

To evaluate the enhancement of the innovative fibrous lime mortar material in

terms of its flexural strength as well as its fracture energy, three points bending

test (3PBT) was carried out on several specimens measuring 160 mm in length,

40 mm in height and 40 mm in thickness. The preparation of these samples is

described in Section 2.2.2.

Differently from the other 3PBTs discussed in Section 2.2.1, here a 2 mm thick

mechanical notch (tn) was fabricated on the mortar samples with a depth a of 6

mm, resulting with a notch to beam depth ratio a/d of 0.15. The beams were

notched using wet sawing. Each beam was turned 90o from the casting surface

and the notch was then sawn through the width of the beam at midspan.

The notches were fabricated on the mortar samples to minimize irreversible

deformations outside the fracture zone, avoiding large parts with high stresses

outside this zone. For that issue, Hillerborg [118] suggested a depth notch of 0.3

– 0.4 times the beam depth. However, in the present research, the a/d ratio was

chosen equal to 0.15, since that the higher values of that ratio would have led to a

larger dispersion of the results because of the presence of the short-fiber. Indeed,

the lower a/d ratio leads to an increase in the number of fibers passing through the

unnotched ligament (d− a). Hence, one can easily understand that by increasing

the number of fibers passing through the unnotched ligament a less scattering of

the results can be obtained. Furthermore, the a/d suggested by Hillerborg referred

to concrete material, in which the ratio between the size of the fracture plane and

the size of the maximum aggregate is different from the mortar case. The final

important reason in the choice of a a/d ratio equal to 0.15 was due to the nature of

the material: lime-based mortar beams would have easily broken during handling

in case of deeper notches.

The scheme of the notched beam used for the 3PBT is illustrated in Figure

2.48. In particular, the nominal distance between the supports L was 100 mm,

whereas both the width d and the thickness b were equal to 40 mm. The loading

P was introduced at the midspan of the beam. The two rollers at the bottom

allowed for free horizontal movement.

The three-point bending test was performed on notched beams to determine

the maximal tensile stress σf as well as the fracture energy Gf . Indeed, the

fracture energy of quasi-brittle material (i.e. mortar and concrete) is the most

useful parameter to describe the cracking mechanism in the fracture behavior of

such material. As described by a Bazant’s work [119], the fracture energy of quasi-

brittle material is a basic material characteristic needed for a rational prediction

of brittle failures of such structures.
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d

b

notch

Figure 2.48: Notched

beam adopted for the

3PBT.

Failure of quasi-brittle structures generally consists of numerous micro-cracks

that might result in fracture of the structures under service loads, accidental load

and/or exposure to regular environmental conditions. Thus a micro-crack in quasi-

brittle material may become a potential source of crack propagation leading to

probable catastrophic failure. Definitely, the failure mechanism can be studied by

quantifying the energy consumed in crack propagation and the formation of new

crack surfaces.

In principle, the fracture energy as a material property should be a constant,

and its value should be independent of the method of measurement, various test

methods, specimen shapes, and sizes. However, these variables lead to very dif-

ferent results. The size effects on fracture energy and strength of concrete have

been studied extensively and various size effect models have been proposed (e.g.

[119, 120, 121]. Much of these efforts are directed at the explanations of why these

fracture parameters vary with the specimen size or from small specimens to large

concrete structures.

In a quasi-brittle structure, the crack growth requires a certain amount of

energy that can only be studied through an energy-based propagation criterion,

which provides a fundamental basis for understanding the phenomenon of the

fracture mechanism. Quasi-brittle material exhibits a stable non-linear fracture

response in tension loading when tested under displacement control. This is related

to the development of a fracture process zone (FPZ) ahead of the crack tip. In

a quasi-brittle material, the energy dissipated for the formation of FPZ ahead of

the crack tip is termed as fracture energy. The fracture energy characterizing the

failure process of quasi-brittle material is still under extensive research.

It was argued [122, 123] that the free boundary affects the fracture process zone

(FPZ) so that the energy required to create a new crack decreases as the crack

grows. In Figure 2.49 is illustrated the relation between the fracture energy and

the un-notched ligament (d−a, where d is the width and a is the notch depth, see

Figure2.48). This trend can be approximated by a bi-linear curve (as illustrated

in Figure 2.49).
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Figure 2.49: Variation of the fracture en-

ergy of notched specimens in terms of the

un-notched ligament d − a, where d is the

depth and a is the notch depth.
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Despite the scientific interest in chaotic stone constructions, the test method

for the determination of Gf and even its precise definition has been a subject of

intense debate among researchers because it has been found to vary with the size

and shape of the test specimen and with the test method used. The commonly

used method for measuring the fracture energy is the work-of-fracture method

recommended by RILEM. Fracture energy is the averaged fracture energy over

the entire projected ligament area. Although Gf is defined as a material constant,

this averaged fracture energy is specimen size-dependent in most cases, particularly

in the case of coarse aggregates [123].

According to RILEM codes [124, 125], In this research the total energy Gf was

evaluated by dividing the total applied energy with the projected ligament area,

as follows:

Gf =
W0 +m g δ0

(d− a) b
(2.6)

where W0 is the area of the complete load-deflection curve, m is the weight of the

beam between the supports, calculated as the beam weight multiplied by l/L, g

is the acceleration due to gravity, δ0 is the deformation at the final failure of the

beam, d is the beam height, b is the beam width, a is the notch depth. For stable

test performance and to obtain reliable test data, the self-weight compensation

[126] was used.

The flexural stress σf was calculated by using the following equation:

σf =
3 P L

2 b (d− a)2
(2.7)

where P is the load and L is the span of the beam, equal to 100mm. For P = PMAX

that equation gives the flexural strength.

As far as the execution of the three points bending test (3PBT) is concerned,

tests were performed in a displacement controlled hydraulic testing machine, by

using the Zwick Roell test machine of the LPMS of L’Aquila (Figure 2.50a). The
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specimens were loaded at constant displacement rate of 0.5 mm/min. Apart from

measuring the loading and mid-span displacement (δ), a crack mouth opening

displacement (CMOD) was also monitored. To measure the CMOD a Linear Vari-

able Displacement Transducer - LVDT was placed across the notch and supported

by two rigid boxes mounted at the two sides of the beam and fixed thereto by

two clamping screws. That boxes were specifically created for this issue by a 3D

printer and using nylon material (tensile strength of 76 MPa, flexural strength

of 110 MPa, and Young’s modulus of 2.7 GPa). However, the CMOD measure

was not considered in the present thesis. Indeed, that property assumes a notable

value when test is carried out by controlling the opening of the notch. Here, tests

were performed by controlling the deflection of the mortar making the CMOD less

important to be investigated.

Both the force P and vertical displacement δ were directly recorded through

the test machine. However, also another LVDT was used for the measurement of

δ to ensure the synchronization with the CMOD record. In this case, the LVDT

was fixed to the test machine by using two rigid supports. In Figures 2.50b, c are

illustrated the details of the test apparatus and the rigid boxes, respectively.

LVDT1

LVDT2

Specimen

Rigid

Box

Support

Support

Clamping 

screw

a

c

b

Figure 2.50: a) Displace-

ment controlled hydraulic

testing machine of the

LPMS of L’Aquila; b) de-

tails of the test apparatus;

c) detail of the rigid box,

obtained by a a 3D printer,

for the allocation of the

LVDT across the notch of

the beam.
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Figure 2.51 shows the relation measured between the flexural stress σf and

the deflection δ obtained for the unreinforced mortar specimens under three-point

bending tests (3PBT). Plots are referred to three tests. The mean value of the

maximum flexural stress is equal to 2.9 MPa. Moreover, one can observe an

almost perfect brittle behavior after the achievement of the maximum flexural

stress. Indeed, the σf suddenly drops after that point.

Figure 2.51: Flexural stress σf related to

the vertical displacement δ measured in the

3PBT for the unreinforced case (NF).
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Figures 2.52 and 2.53 show the σf–δ plots obtained for the fiber-reinforced

mortar specimens tested under 3PBT for different fiber F content adopted for the

mortar specimens (1.5%, 2.0%, and 2.5%). Plots are referred to a number of three

tests for each fiber content. In particular, Figure 2.52 shows the σf -δ curves for

the HP24 fiber, whereas Figure 2.53 shows that relation for the 950Y fiber.

Figure 2.52: Flexural

stress σf related to the ver-

tical displacement δ mea-

sured in the 3PBT for the

HP24 with different fiber

content.
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Figure 2.53: Flexural

stress σf related to the ver-

tical displacement δ mea-

sured in the 3PBT for the

950Y with different fiber

content.

For a better interpretation of the effect of both the fiber content and fiber

type on the mechanical properties of the composite material, one can see Figure

2.54a, b. In particular, Figure 2.54a shows the variation of the flexural strength σf ,

computed by using the equations Eq.(2.7), as a function of the fiber content F. One

can see that for lower fiber content (F=1.5%) no differences can be noted between

the two different fibers (the 950Y and the HP24). Then, for higher values of fiber

content (F=2.0% and F=2.5%) one can see different results by comparing the two

fiber types. In particular, for the HP24 case, one can observe a gradual increase in

the flexural strength up to achieve almost 15 MPa (when F=2.5%). Instead, for

the 950Y case, a high increase in the flexural strength is observed from F=1.5%

to F=2.0%, whereas one can observe a slight difference by comparing the case of

F=2.0% and F=2.5%.

In general, from Figure 2.54a one can see the benefit of the fiber content on

the flexural strength though the variability of the results may be affected by many

factors (i.e. specimens properties and failure mode).

Figure 2.54b shows the variation of the fracture energy Gf , computed by using

the equations Eq.(2.6), as function of the fiber content. Respect to the results

commented in terms of σf one can observe a clearer trend in terms of Gf . For all

the fiber content, one can see that the fracture energy computed for the HP24 is

more than two times the one computed for the 950Y. This is due to the higher

fiber length as well as the AR of the HP24, which allows higher bond behavior at

the fiber-mortar interface.
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Figure 2.54: Flexural

strength σf (a) and frac-

ture energy Gf (b) mea-

sured in the 3PBT for

two fiber type (HP24 and

950Y) with different fiber

content.
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In Table 2.11 are summarized the mean values of both the flexural strength

and fracture energy of the results commented for Figures 2.54a, b. Moreover, also

the standard deviations of such values are listed in that Table.

Table 2.11: Mechanical properties of mortar specimens tested in 3PBT and reinforced

by two type of short-fibers (950Y and HP24) with different fiber content.

Name Fiber content σf [MPa] Gf [N/mm]
NF 0% 2.9 ± 0.71 0.32 ± 0.3
950Y 1.5% 7.3 ± 1.5 1.9 ± 0.6
950Y 2.0% 11.0 ± 1.1 2.7 ± 0.4
950Y 2.5% 11.4 ± 0.8 2.9 ± 0.3
HP24 1.5 % 7.0 ± 0.9 5.0 ± 1.0
HP24 2.0 % 9.2 ± 0.9 6.3 ± 1.0
HP24 2.5 % 15.4 ± 0.9 7.1 ± 0.8
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2.2.2.3 Characterization of the tensile strength

Failure in quasi-brittle material, such as mortar or concrete, can be attributed

to some form of tensile stress. The tensile strength of such materials can be

determined from different types of tests, namely direct or indirect tensile tests.

The direct test concerns the execution of direct pull tests, whereas the indirect

tensile test concerns the execution of splitting tensile tests. The splitting tensile

test is also called the diametrical compression test, split-tension test, and Brazilian

test (BT) among other names.

There are many technical difficulties in executing a true tensile strength test.

A uniform stress distribution which makes it possible to calculate the true tensile

strength is difficult to obtain. The method commonly used to determine tensile

properties of quasi-brittle material is the flexural beam test by three-point loading

on a beam over a span (the 3PBT described in Section 2.2.2.2). The flexural

strength is computed from the bending moment at failure, assuming an ideal

straight line stress distribution according to Hooke’s law. However, the calculated

flexural strength may be higher than the true tensile strength [127].

Many attempts have been made to find a substitute for the 3PBT and the

splitting tensile test of a cylindrical specimen may be the solution to the problem

[128].

The splitting tensile strength test method has many merits compared with the

direct tensile test method; for example, it can be conducted much more easily

and the scatterings of the test results are very narrow. This method, therefore,

has been prescribed in many standards as the standard test method for tensile

strength of concrete. The BT is straightforward and economic and can be used

on cylindrical specimens (fabricated in molds or extracted concrete cores) or on

flat disk-shaped specimens as well as cubes or prisms [129]. Also, the test can be

performed with the same machine that is used to perform direct compression tests,

and samples identical in shape and geometry as those used in direct compression

can be employed. The BT is useful to experiment brittle or quasi-brittle materials

that have a much greater compression strength than their tensile strength and that

are susceptible to brittle ruptures. Researchers have indicated that, among the

three testing methods (direct tensile, splitting tensile, and flexural tests), the split-

ting tensile test gives the most accurate measurement of the true tensile strength

of mortar or concrete materials in a wide strain rate [129]. Difficulties are encoun-

tered in the direct tensile tests when it requires a pure tensile without eccentricity.

In the BT, a flat, circular, or solid disk is compressed with load concentrated on

a pair of antipodal points. In this way, a tensile stress is induced in the direction

perpendicular to the applied load, and it is proportional to the magnitude of the
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applied load. When the disk is a homogeneous, isotropic, elastic material, the

induced tensile stress is greatest in magnitude at the geometric center of the disk.

When the induced stress exceeds the tensile strength, fracture initiates at the

geometric center of the disk. In agreement with the Griffith criterion [130], the

exact center of the disk is the only point at which the conditions for failure un-

der tension are satisfied because, in this site, the tensile stress equals the uniaxial

strength of the tested material. Indeed, the BT result is accepted if fracture initi-

ates at the center of the disk, and in this case, the measured value is representative

of the tensile strength of the tested material. In the BT, the specimen must fail

along the vertical line between compression points; otherwise, the observed fail-

ure mode is considered invalid. In the case of unreinforced specimens, the test

typically ends with a sudden, violent failure of the specimen when it reaches the

maximum load due to the propagation of an unstable crack. Since its invention,

the BT has motivated a wide variety of studies. One can gain an idea of its impact

if one considers that the use of concrete test specimens has been standardized into

norms in various countries, such as UNEEN 12390-6, ASTM C-496. However, the

BT is far from a universal test, and it is unknown whether a geometric config-

uration exists that favors effective, robust testing that is less sensitive to other

experimental parameters [131].

In the present research, to obtain the tensile strength of the mortar specimens,

instead of performing a direct tension test, which is of needless difficulty, Brazilian

Tests (BT) (ASTM C496) were conducted using 40 mm × 40 mm × 80 mm

prismatic mortar specimens obtained from the two-half specimens tested in 3PBT.

Figure 2.55: a) Scheme

employed for the Brazilian

test (BT); b) Picture of

the test carried out at the

LPMS of L’Aquila.
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The tensile stress ft was calculated by using the following equation:

ft =
2 P

π b d
(2.8)

By Eq.(2.8) one can compute the tensile strength when P = Pmax.

Figure 2.56 shows the relation measured between the tensile stress ft and the

deflection δ obtained for the unreinforced mortar specimens under Brazilian Tests

(BT). Plots are referred to two tests. The mean value of the tensile strength is

equal to 2.0 MPa. It is worth noting that the flexural strength computed in the

3PBT was equal to 2.9 MPa, which is 1.45 times higher than the tensile strength.

As already observed for the unreinforced specimens tested in 3PBT, one can

observe an almost perfect brittle behavior after the achievement of the maximum

tensile strength. Indeed, ft suddenly drops after that point.
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Figure 2.56: Tensile strength ft Vs verti-

cal displacement δ measured in the BT for

the unreinforced case (NF).

Figures 2.57 and 2.58 show the ft–δ plots obtained for the fiber-reinforced

mortar specimens tested under Brazilian Test (BT) by varying the fiber content

therein the mortar matrix. Plots are referred to four tests for the case of fiber

content F equal to 1.5% and 2.5%. Two tests are instead referred to the case of

F =2.0%. In particular, Figure 2.57 shows the ft–δ curves for the HP24 fiber,

whereas Figure 2.58 shows that relation for the 950Y fiber.
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Figure 2.57: Tensile

strength ft Vs vertical

displacement δ measured

in the BT for the HP24

fiber with different fiber

content: a) 1.5%, b) 2.0%,

c) 2.5%.
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Figure 2.58: Tensile

strength ft Vs vertical

displacement δ measured

in the BT for the 950Y

fiber with different fiber

content: a) 1.5%, b) 2.0%,

c) 2.5%.
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For a better interpretation of the effect of both the fiber content and fiber type

on the tensile behavior of the composite material, one can see Figure 2.59. In

particular, that figure shows the variation of the tensile strength ft, computed by

using the equations Eq.(2.8) for P = Pmax, as function of the fiber content.

One can see that higher values of tensile strength can be noted for the 950Y, as
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compared to the HP24, for all the fiber content F . In particular, for the 950Y case,

one can observe a gradual increase in the tensile strength up to achieve almost 4

MPa for F=2.5%. It is worth noting that for the same fiber content, a flexural

strength equal to 11.4 MPa (2.85 times the ft value) was computed for the 3PBT.

Instead, for the HP24 case, one can observe any differences in the tensile strength

between the F=1.5% and the F=2.0% cases, in which ft is equal to 2.5 MPa.

Then, an increase in ft is observed for F=2.5%, in which ft is equal to 3.2 MPa.

By comparing that value with the flexural strength computed for the same fiber

content (F=2.5%) one can see a high difference. Indeed, σf is 4.8 times the ft

value.
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950Y Figure 2.59: Tensile strength ft measured

in the BT for two fiber type (HP24 and

950Y) with different fiber content.

In general, from Figure 2.59 one can see the benefit of the fiber content on the

tensile strength. It is worth noting that, the 950Y fiber type leads to the higher

tensile strength though it was characterized by the lower fiber length and lower

AR, as compared to the HP24 fiber. This may be due to the number of fibers that

the 950Y fiber type ensured respect to the HP24 one, at the same fiber content.

Indeed, a higher number of fibers lead to a higher compaction of the mortar matrix

as well as a higher distribution of the fiber over the entire projected ligament area,

where cracks develop.

In Table 2.12 are summarized the mean and standard deviation values of the

tensile strength obtained for the Brazilian test (BT).

Table 2.12: Tensile strength of the specimens tested in Brazilian Test (BT) and rein-

forced by two type of short-fibers (950Y and HP24) with different fiber content.

Name Fiber content ft [MPa]
NF 0% 2.0 ± 0.1
950Y 1.5% 2.9 ± 0.5
950Y 2.0% 3.3 ± 0.2
950Y 2.5% 4.0 ± 0.3
HP24 1.5 % 2.5 ± 0.3
HP24 2.0 % 2.5 ± 0.3
HP24 2.5 % 3.2 ± 0.7
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2.2.2.4 Characterization of the compressive strength

To have a complete overview of the mechanical behavior of the fibrous lime mortar

material, also the Compression Tests (CT) were carried out to obtain the com-

pressive strength of the specimens. In particular, the tests were performed on 40

mm × 40 mm × 80 mm prismatic mortar specimens obtained from the two-half

specimens tested in 3PBT. The distributed load P was applied on a squared area

of 40 mm, while the specimens were placed on a squared area of 40 mm.

Figure 2.60: Scheme em-

ployed for the Compression

Test (CT); b) Picture of

the test carried out at the

LPMS of L’Aquila.
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One can compute the compressive stress by using the following equation:

fc =
P

b L′′
(2.9)

By Eq.(2.9) one can compute the compressive strength when P = Pmax. More-

over, the vertical strain εv is computed by the following equation:

εv =
δ

d
(2.10)

Figure 2.61 shows the relation measured between the compressive stress fc

and the vertical strain εv obtained for the unreinforced mortar specimens under

Compression Test (CT). Plots are referred to four tests. Each test was interrupted

after the decay of 40% of the maximum load. One can compute a mean value of

the compressive strength equal to 18.1 MPa. Moreover, one can observe a typical

softening curve of quasi-brittle materials. Indeed, for all the curves one can see

that the compressive stress suddenly drops after the achievement of the maximum

stress.
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Figure 2.61: Compressive strength fc Vs

vertical deformation εv measured in the CT

for the HP24 fiber with different fiber con-

tent: a) 1.5%, b) 2.0%, c) 2.5%.

Figures 2.62 and 2.63 show the fc–εv plots obtained for the fiber-reinforced

mortar specimens tested under Compression Test (CT) by varying the fiber content

therein the mortar matrix. All the plots are referred to four tests. In particular,

Figure 2.62 shows the fc–εv curves for the HP24 fiber, whereas Figure 2.63 shows

that relation for the 950Y fiber. In general, one can see from these results that

the enhancement of the compressive strength due to both the fiber type and fiber

content is more and more limited, as compared to the contribute offered by the

fibers in the other mechanical properties. Furthermore, one can observe a large

scattering of the results. In particular, except for the 950Y with F=2.0%, an

increase in the scattering of the results can be observed by increasing the fiber

content. This trend was not in line with what was expected. Indeed, the higher

fiber content would lead to a higher homogeneity of the product with a consequent

decrease of the scatter of the results.
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Figure 2.62: Compres-

sive strength fc Vs ver-

tical deformation εv mea-

sured in the CT for the

HP24 fiber with different

fiber content: a) 1.5%, b)

2.0%, c) 2.5%.
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Figure 2.63: Compres-

sive strength fc Vs ver-

tical deformation εv mea-

sured in the CT for the

950Y fiber with different

fiber content: a) 1.5%, b)

2.0%, c) 2.5%.
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For a better interpretation of the effect of both the fiber content and fiber

type on the compressive behavior of the composite material, one can see Figure

2.64. In particular, that figure shows the variation of the compressive strength fc,

computed by using the equations Eq.(2.9) for P = Pmax, as function of the fiber

content.

As compared to the other results obtained for the 3PBT and the BT, the

trends of the results obtained for the CT are less clear. Indeed, for the HP24 case

one can see that, by increasing the fiber content from F = 1.5% to F = 2.0%,

a reduction of the mean compressive strength is observed. The same unusual

trend was also observed for the 950Y case by increasing the fiber content from

F = 2.0% to F = 2.5%. However, from a general point of view, one can see a clear

increase in the compressive strength of the fiber-reinforced mortar as compared to

the unreinforced case.
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Figure 2.64: Compressive strength fc

measured in the CT for two fiber type (HP24

and 950Y) with different fiber content.

In Table 2.13 are summarized the mean and standard deviation values of the

compressive strength obtained for the Compression test (CT).

Table 2.13: Compressive strength of the specimens tested in Compression Test (CT)

and reinforced by two type of short-fibers (950Y and HP24) with different fiber content.

Name Fiber content fc [MPa]
NF 0% 18.1 ± 2.4
950Y 1.5% 24.5 ± 3.5
950Y 2.0% 25.7 ± 6.4
950Y 2.5% 25.2 ± 1.9
HP24 1.5 % 23.4 ± 0.5
HP24 2.0 % 22.2 ± 2.4
HP24 2.5 % 27.7 ± 4.5
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2.2.2.5 Comparison of the mechanical properties

A final comparison of the results obtained by the three-point bending test (3PBT),

Brazilian test (BT), and compression test (CT) is proposed in Figure 2.65a −

d. In particular, that figure shows the increase (in percentage) in the flexural

strength σf , fracture energy Gf , tensile strength ft and compressive strength fc, as

compared to the unreinforced case. One can see that the best benefit in introducing

fiber therein the mortar matrix is observed in terms of the fracture energy (up to

almost 2500% for the HP24 case and 1000% for the 950Y case). Excellent increase

in the flexural strength can be also noted (up to almost 450% for the HP24 case

and 300% for the 950Y case). As compared to the other mechanical properties,

a lower increase in the tensile strength and especially in the compressive strength

can be observed (less than 100% for all the cases).

Figure 2.65: Increasing

of the mechanical proper-

ties (flexural strength σf ,

fracture energy Gf , tensile

strength ft and compres-

sive strength fc) respect to

the unreinforced case by

varying the fiber content.

Figure also shows the com-

parison between the two

fiber type (the HP24 and

the 950Y).
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Details of the damage that occurred at the end of the experimental tests are

illustrated in Figures 2.66a−d. In particular, in Figure 2.65a one can see the fiber-

reinforced mortar specimen after at the end of the 3PBT. From that picture is clear

the distribution of the fibers through the mortar matrix. Figure 2.65b shows the

cracking on three different specimens at the end of the 3PBT. In particular one

can see that the geometry of the fiber influences the cracks propagation. Indeed,

the fracture is more and more localized for the 950Y fiber, which is characterized

by lower length and aspect ratio values, as compared to the HP24 one. Finally,

Figures 2.65c, d show the damaged specimen at the end of the CT.

a

c

b

d

Figure 2.66: a) Fiber-

reinforced mortar speci-

men after the 3PBT; b)

Cracking propagation on

some specimens at the end

of the 3PBT; c,d) failure

of the fiber-reinforced spec-

imen after the execution of

the CT.
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2.3 Chapter conclusions

The FRCM system for the enhancement of the shear strength of the masonry

wall was first investigated in this Chapter. The FRCM system consisted of the

application of a layer of lime-based mortar as a coating to the masonry surface.

That mortar was reinforced by a glass fiber grid embedded into the mortar matrix.

In particular, the experimental campaign consisted of diagonal compression

tests carried out on both the unreinforced stone masonry specimens and the re-

inforced ones. Results were discussed in terms of the mechanical properties and

fracture propagation. The experimental tests were conducted both in situ and at

the laboratory LPMS of L’Aquila. In the first case, the stone masonry samples

were isolated from the walls of the historical municipal office “Margherita Palace”

of L’Aquila, whereas, in the second case, the masonry samples were prepared

according to the ancient constructive technique featured in most of the historic

buildings of the city of L’Aquila; the stone elements were taken from the debris of

buildings collapsed during L’Aquila 2009 earthquake and the mortar were charac-

terized by a very friable behavior and a low compressive strength of about 2 MPa,

as observed in the existing cases.

As far as the unreinforced masonry panels are concerned, the average shear

strength τ0 was equal to 0.118 MPa (standard deviation δ = 0.015 MPa) and 0.137

MPa (δ = 0.005 MPa), for the specimens isolated from an existing building and

the one built in the laboratory, respectively. On the other hand, the average shear

modulus G was equal to 67 MPa (δ = 5 MPa) and 131 MPa (δ = 8 MPa) for the

existing walls and the lab ones, respectively. Hence, one can observe that results

obtained for the specimens built in the laboratory were characterized by slightly

higher mechanical properties as well as a lower scattering of the data, especially

in terms of G. The value of the dispersion of the results can be considered a

small amount bearing in mind the heterogeneous character and the quasi-brittle

behavior of this material.

As far as the reinforced masonry panels are concerned, the average shear

strength τ0 was equal to 0.331 MPa (δ = 0.05 MPa) and 0.583 MPa (δ = 0.10

MPa) for the existing walls and the lab ones, respectively. On the other hand, the

average shear modulus G was equal to 168 MPa (δ = 35 MPa) and 806 MPa (δ =

328 MPa) for the existing walls and the lab ones, respectively. Hence, the FRCM

system leads to an increase of the shear strength of about 180% and 320% of the

original walls of Palazzo Margherita and the lab specimens, respectively.

Results highlighted that the higher mechanical properties were obtained for

the specimens prepared at the laboratory rather than the ones isolated from the

existing building. This is negligible for the unreinforced case but significant for
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the reinforced case.

The difference between the in-situ and lab results mainly depends on the dif-

ferent masonry sample thicknesses of these cases. Indeed, the panels built at the

laboratory measured about 340 mm in thickness, whereas the existing ones mea-

sured from 500 mm to 750 mm in thickness. By assuming the same thickness of

the reinforcing mortar layer, the higher the specimen thickness, the higher the

efficiency on the mechanical property of the reinforcing system. Furthermore, the

other difference between in-situ and laboratory tests concerned the loading proto-

col. Indeed, the in situ tests were conducted by cyclic loads, whereas the lab tests

were conducted by monotonic loads. This would affect the accuracy of the results.

A key aspect of the experimental campaign conducted in situ highlighted the

propensity of the historical walls of stones to modify their mechanical behavior

during the loading history applied. In particular, it was shown that the shear

modulus and the shear strain of the unreinforced panels are strongly reduced even

for a low value of the load. This reduction (especially for the shear modulus) is

less evident for the masonry reinforced by FRCM.

The damage mode observed during the experiments showed that the FRCM

jacket ensured excellent levels of adhesion with the masonry substrate. This result

was mainly due to the interlocking between materials. Indeed, for stone masonry

structures, one can observe the high roughness level of the masonry surface that

enhances the bond behavior at the masonry – reinforcing mortar interface. More-

over, at the end of the tests, it was observed that the glass fiber strands, embedded

into the reinforced mortar layer, were undamaged along the direction of the cracks

occurred on the reinforcing mortar layer as well as perfectly embedded within the

mortar matrix.

In general, the results of the experimental campaign conducted on the FRCM

showed that that reinforcement system is effective in improving the in-plane me-

chanical behavior of the stone masonries in terms of: tensile strength, stiffness,

and ductility. Moreover, it was highlighted that the panels prepared at the labo-

ratory lead to proper identification of both the mechanical properties and damage

propagation. This result can encourage the experimental campaign carried out on

lab specimens, at the condition that they are strictly built in line with features of

the existing buildings.

As far as the lime-based mortar samples reinforced by short fibers are con-

cerned, experimental results showed that the contribution of diffuse short fibers

greatly increased the mechanical properties of the lime-mortar. In particular, the

fracture energy was the mechanical property that most benefited from the use

of short fibers up to about 2500%, as compared to the unreinforced case. Then,

the maximum increase in the flexural strength was about 450%. The maximum
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increment of the tensile strength values was about 100%. Finally, the mechanical

property less affected by the fiber contribution was the compressive strength. In

this case, the maximum increase was about 50%.

Since that the fiber strands used in the FRCM system have only the function

to carry tensile stresses and not to improve the tensile strength of the masonry

specimens, the results obtained for the new composite material are important.

Indeed, that material can significantly increase both the strength and ductility of

the masonry specimens. Moreover, the enhancement in the mechanical properties

due to the FRCM system is strongly related to the direction of the applied force,

in contrast to the reinforcing composite material developed in this thesis.
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Abstract

Numerical modeling of structural masonry is one of the most compli-

cated problem in structural engineering research and practice. Despite

its construction simplicity, masonry is characterized by a composite

material that leads to a complex prediction of its mechanical behavior

because of both its heterogeneous character and quasi-brittle behavior.

Especially for the historical stone masonry walls, the computational

problem is even more difficult. The difficulty to numerical modeling

the masonry structures is attributed to the presence of joints as the

main source of weakness, discontinuity and nonlinearity as well as the

existence of uncertainties in the material and geometrical properties.

Over the last thirty years, considerable research effort has been carried

out to describe the mechanical behavior of masonry structures to dif-

ferent levels of accuracy. Several analytical and computational methods

have been developed, from empirical calculations and simplified engi-

neering approaches, i.e. limit analysis, to detailed modeling taking into

account each block of the masonry structure separately, i.e. discrete

element modeling. Here, the experimental results, concerned the me-

chanical characterization of fiber-based strengthening system for his-

toric stone masonry, were simulated and interpreted by adopting a so-

phisticated numerical framework, based on the Lattice Discrete Particle

Model, which simulates the fracture and failure behavior of quasi-brittle

heterogeneous materials by modeling the interaction among irregular

coarse particles. The computational effort of use that method, was re-

warded from the possibility of capturing the main aspects of material

heterogeneity on both the fracture propagation and damage evolution

in masonry walls. The numerical results relevant to diagonal compres-

sion tests show that the intrinsic stochastic character of LDPM allows

quantifying the variation of mechanical properties of irregular masonry

due to random stone arrangement and size distribution. Furthermore,

the chapter presents an analysis of the size-effect on irregular stone

masonry structures. Then, the mechanical properties and damage evo-

lution of reinforced masonry panels were investigated under different

assumptions on the FRCM system features (bond behavior, mortar

thickness, fiber anchors and fiber grid). Finally, simulation of stone

masonry panels strengthened by the new composite material, based on

the short fibers randomly diffused in the mortar matrix, is presented

in the chapter.





Computational modeling

Abstract in italiano

La modellazione numerica delle strutture murarie è uno dei prob-

lemi più complicati nel campo della ricerca e della pratica ingegneris-

tica. Questa complessità è attribuita ad un grande numero di fattori

quali la distribuzione e posizione delle unità murarie (pietre e/o mat-

toni), l’irregolarità dei giunti di malta e la variabilità delle proprietà

dei materiali costituenti. Tali fattori sono tutti più o meno dipen-

denti anche dalla modalità e/o qualità di lavorazione del manufatto.

Nonostante la sua semplicità costruttiva, la struttura muraria è carat-

terizzata, quindi, da un materiale composito che porta ad una previ-

sione complessa del suo comportamento meccanico. Soprattutto per

le murature storiche di pietrame, in cui il livello di irregolarità degli

elementi amplifica notevolmente la variabilità del suo comportamento

meccanico, la modellazione è una problematica ancora più ardua da

affrontare. In questo capitolo, i risultati sperimentali riguardanti la

caratterizzazione meccanica delle murature aquilane sono utilizzati per

la calibrazione e la validazione di un sofisticato modello computazionale,

il Lattice Discrete Particle Model. LDPM può rappresentare le unità

di pietra come celle irregolari che interagiscono tra loro mediante op-

portune leggi costitutive. LDPM è stato originariamente formulato e

validato per il calcestruzzo, ed è proposto in questa ricerca, per la prima

volta, nella simulazione delle murature di pietrame irregolare. Lo sforzo

computazionale nell’utilizzo di tale metodo è stato premiato dalla possi-

bilità di catturare gli aspetti principali della eterogeneità del materiale

sia in termini di proprietà meccaniche e sia di propagazione della frat-

tura. Nel capitolo, i test sperimentali eseguiti sui pannelli rinforzati con

sistema FRCM sono stati simulati in LDPM e ampiamente discussi, of-

frendo una migliore comprensione del comportamento meccanico del

sistema strutturale composito. Infine, LDPM è stato utilizzato anche

per la riproduzione dei test sperimentali eseguiti sull’innovativa malta

fibrosa, permettendo cos̀ı una predizione del comportamento meccanico

di maschi murari rinforzati con tale sistema. I risultati hanno messo in

luce le principali caratteristiche del nuovo sistema di rinforzo.
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3.1 Overview of the modeling technique employed

for stone masonries

Nowadays, there is an increased interest in developing reliable computational mod-

els and techniques for the assessment and rehabilitation of masonry structures.

This is primarily due to the growing demand to protect heritage structures around

the world, the majority of which are made mostly of masonry materials. This

growing demand for heritage protection reflects humanity’s deepening awareness

and realization of the necessity and the responsibility to maintain the existing

architectural heritage and to pass it on to future generations [132].

The study of historic masonry structures is a challenging task due to the diffi-

culties encountered in the description of the complex geometry, morphology, ma-

terial heterogeneity, material properties characterization, material variation due

to weathering and deterioration effects, and complex loading conditions. Historic

masonry structures such as castles, churches, lighthouses, mosques, arch bridges,

etc. are composed of masonry units, such as bricks or stones, with or without mor-

tar. Despite its construction simplicity, masonry is characterized by an anisotropic

and composite material that leads to a complex prediction of its mechanical be-

havior. Indeed, for low-stress levels, masonry behaves can be assumed as a linear

elastic material, whereas its behavior becomes more and more non-linear as the

load applied on it increases.

Modeling old and deteriorated masonry structures involves special consider-

ations and a design philosophy different from that followed for other materials.

Analysis and design of old and deteriorated masonry structures must be achieved

with little specific data and the awareness that deformability and strength proper-

ties of both units and mortar may vary considerably. For example, it is practically

impossible to obtain complete data of boundary stresses for each individual element

of an old masonry structure or it is impossible to measure accurately the strength

of each mortar joint. Hence, it would be appropriate to validate these models by

laboratory or in situ tests. Once the behavior of the system is understood and

the results are validated, then it is possible to develop simple idealizations for the

predictive response of more complicated structures.

The use of sophisticated methods of analysis and computational models may

require material parameters that are difficult to be obtained from experimental

tests: some of these material parameters may have only a mathematical signifi-

cance and the modeler’s experience it is necessary in such cases.

Numerical models must take into account (a) the behavior of masonry units

(i.e. stones and bricks), and (b) the behavior of the joint material (i.e. mortar).
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In the case of ancient masonry structures, the numerical model should be able to

take into account large deformations as well as the complicated rocking and sliding

of the individual blocks, which may arise, over the centuries, as the aftermath of

dynamic loadings, such as earthquake excitations.

In the literature, there are extensive researches on the numerical modeling and

analysis of masonry structures with their particular advantages and limitations

in terms of their representativeness, computer efficiency, and applicability [133,

132]. The different analytical procedures could be summarized into two distinct

categories based on the level of details adopted to represent material heterogeneity:

(i) the macro-modeling and (ii) the mico-modeling.

Here, a new approach based on the meso-scale is presented for the mechanical

characterization of the stone masonry. In particular, meso-scale is relevant to

the characterization of heterogeneous material as two-phase material: mortar and

irregular coarse particles (i.e. the stones).
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3.1.1 The macro-modeling

In the macro-modeling strategy [134, 135, 136, 137], the masonry element can be

represented by using a continuum homogenized model, usually, therein the finite

element method, whereas the effects of mortar joints are implicitly considered.

Hence, by the macro-modeling the masonry is considered as one-phase material.

Units, mortar, and the unit–mortar interface are smeared out in a homogeneous

continuum. In other words, with the macro-modeling approach, there is no dis-

tinction between individual masonry units and the mortar joints. Masonry is con-

sidered as a homogeneous isotropic or anisotropic composite such that the joints

and any cracks are smeared out in the continuum. Although this approach is very

attractive for large-scale masonry structures, because of the reduced time and

memory requirements as well as user-friendly mesh generation, it is not suitable

for the detailed stress analysis of small masonry panels, due to the difficulty of cap-

turing all its expected failure mechanisms. The influence of existing mortar joints

as the major source of weakness and nonlinearity cannot be addressed using this

strategy. Moreover, it is shown that the modeling methods and the parameters

must be carefully chosen [132].

Among the possible modeling strategies proposed in literature and codes, the

frame modeling strategy considers the wall as an idealized frame, in which each

resistant masonry wall is subdivided into a set of deformable and rigid portions

of the masonry panels. In particular, the deformation and the nonlinear behavior

are concentrated in the deformable portions, whereas the rigid portions have the

function to connect the deformable ones. Focusing on the in-plane response of

the masonry walls with openings, usually two main structural components may

be identified: piers and spandrels. The damage observation during seismic events

showed that cracks and failure modes are mainly concentrated in such elements.

Piers are the main vertical resistant elements carrying both vertical and lateral

loads, whereas spandrel elements are the horizontal elements which couple the

response of adjacent piers in the case of lateral loads. Though spandrel can be

defined as secondary elements, they significantly affect the boundary conditions of

piers with significant influence on the wall lateral capacity. This approach requires

a limited number of degrees of freedom, with a reasonable the computational

effort, allowing the analysis of complex models of masonry structures. Several

applications on the frame modeling may be found in the literature, such as [138,

139, 140].

Among the Macro-Modeling approach, it is worth noting the discrete-element

model developed by Caliò [141, 3, 142] for the simulation of the nonlinear seismic

behavior of masonry buildings (see Figure 3.1). The basic idea of that approach is
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to approximate the in-plane nonlinear response of masonry walls by an equivalent

discrete element using the concept of macro-element discretization. The equivalent

macro-element is modeled by using an articulated quadrilateral with surrounding

rigid edges. In particular, two internal diagonal springs are utilized to simulate

the shear behavior of masonry. The flexural and sliding shear behavior is also

simulated by discrete distributions of springs in the sides of the quadrilateral that

preside over the interaction with the adjacent macro-elements. Figure 3.1 shows a

portion of the masonry wall modeled as a mesh of panel elements in the deformed

configuration with the representation of: the orthogonal springs for the simulation

of the flexural behavior; the transversal and diagonal springs for the simulation

of shear and torsional behavior. The reliability of the approach was evaluated by

means of nonlinear incremental static analyses performed on unreinforced masonry

structures. The load-displacement curves and failure patterns obtained from the

analyses showed a fairly good agreement with the experimental results in terms of

the cyclic response, stiffness, strength and dissipative behavior, as well as damage

distribution.

Figure 3.1: The discrete-

element model therein the

Macro-Modeling approach

developed by Caliò [3].

Another discrete-element model therein the Macro-Modeling approach was de-

veloped by Casolo [4] (see Figure 3.2). In that model, the heterogeneous solid

material is modeled by rigid masses connected by elastic-plastic springs. The unit

cells are defined by four mass elements connected to each other by two normal

springs plus one shear spring at each side. This unit cell is a discrete mechanism

that approximates the macroscopic behavior of the heterogeneous masonry mate-

rial. This model can account for some micro-structure features of the composite

material, while it was designed to work at the macro-scale. The discrete element

size should be equal or larger than the representative volume element of the ma-

sonry. The elastic characteristics of the springs are defined by a specific procedure

of identification with the objective to transfer some characteristics of the internal

texture to the macro-scale model. Figure 3.1 shows a couple of rigid elements

subjected to horizontal (Figure 3.1a) and vertical axial loading (Figure 3.1b), and

assemblage of four rigid elements subjected to shear loading (Figure 3.1c).
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Figure 3.2: The discrete-

element model therein the

Macro-Modeling approach

developed by Casolo [4].

a b c

Previous researches also showed that the response of masonry structures up to

failure can be successfully modeled using techniques applied to concrete because

both are characterized by brittle behavior [143, 144, 145]. In particular, the het-

erogeneous masonry material can be substituted with an equivalent homogeneous

material [135, 136, 137] by employing a smeared crack approach, in which the

process of cracking is obtained by “smearing” the damage on the adjacent finite

element, introducing a degradation of the relevant mechanical properties [146].

Since smeared crack modeling approaches do not require remeshing of the FE

model after the occurrence of cracks or the a priori definition of possible locations

of cracks, they have been widely used in FE modeling [147]. The smeared crack

models are practice-oriented due to the limited data required in the input and, for

example, are successfully adopted for brick masonry and adobe walls [148, 149]

and debonding problems [147, 150, 151]. An example of a Finite Element (FE)

macro-model with a smearing approach of an existing historical stone building,

the municipal seat called “ Palazzo Margherita” [5] (the features of the building

are described in Section 2.1.1), can be observed in Figure 3.3. In that figure is

also possible to observe the cracking pattern on the masonry walls obtained in

the pushover analysis. In particular, the cracking pattern is expressed in terms

of Gauss point-occurrence, indicating whether a tension cut-off limit is exceeded

at an integration point. When the stress limit is exceeded at a given integration

point, this point is marked with a color in the model view, with the indication of

the actual stress reached in that position. After the occurrence of the crack, the

stress of the integration point tends to decrease, more or less quickly based on the

softening behavior used for the material to characterize the tensile behavior, up

to arrive to 0 MPa, when that Gauss point does not contribute anymore for the

material resistance.
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Figure 3.3: The FEM

macro-model model of an

existing historical stone

building, the munici-

pal seat called “Palazzo

Margherita” [5]. On the

left, the cracking pattern

on the masonry walls

obtained in the pushover

analysis.
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3.1.2 The micro-modeling

The micro-modeling approach [152, 153, 154, 155], can be divided into two dis-

tinct subcategories based on the level of details adopted to represent material

heterogeneity: the simplified micro-modeling and the detailed micro-modeling.

Figure 3.4 shows both the modeling criteria.

Figure 3.4: Simplified

micro-modeling (two-

phase material) and

detailed micro-modeling

(three-phase material).

3.1.2.1 The simplified micro-modeling

In the simplified micro-modeling, the masonry is modeled as two-phase material.

In this approach, the discontinuous masonry is represented as an assemblage of

discrete units. The discontinuities are treated as boundary conditions between

masonry units (e.g. bricks or stone blocks). In other words, the joints are modeled

as interfaces between distinct units, while the units are slightly expanded in size

in order to keep the masonry geometry unchanged. Hence, the mortar joint can

be modeled as an interface with zero thickness. The stiffness of the interface is

deduced from the stiffness of the real joints. According to this procedure, the

properties of the mortar and the unit/mortar interface are lumped into a common

element, while expanded elements are used to represent the brick units (see Figure

3.4a). Definitely, in this approach, it is possible to simulate masonry as a set

of elastic and inelastic blocks bonded together by potential fracture slip lines at

the joints. This approach leads to a reduction of the computational effort and

yields a model that is applicable to a wider range of structures. The limitation of

the simplified micro-modeling approach is that the numerical problem is anyhow

complex for huge structures. Furthermore, the drawback of the simplified micro-

modeling approach is that the accuracy is lost to some extent, since the real

joints are lumped into zero-thickness interfaces. Hence, Poisson’s effect on the

mortar joints is ignored. In order to overcome the drawback, the brick model

should incorporate the compressive failure of masonry, which actually involves the

interactive effects of both bricks and mortar, simultaneously.

Several researches can be found in literature on the limit analysis for the as-

sessment of masonry structures [156, 157, 158].
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3.1.2.2 The detailed micro-modeling

Finally, in the detailed micro-modeling the masonry is modeled as three-phase

material (see Figure 3.4b). This strategy is the most accurate approach to simulate

the real behavior of structural masonry because both the masonry units and mortar

joints are represented by continuum elements whereas the unit–mortar interface

is represented by discontinuous elements accounting for potential crack or slip

planes. While this modeling leads to more accurate results, the level of refinement

means that the corresponding analysis is computationally intensive, limiting its

application to small scale laboratory specimens, structural details, and research

purposes. It is worth noting that researchers proposed simplified micro-modeling

procedures to overcome this problem [159, 160].

3.1.2.3 General discussion

The technical literature features various approaches for the numerical simulation

of masonry structures, each of which has advantages and limitations in terms of

their accuracy, computational efficiency, and applicability [133]. Among these,

the Finite Element (FE) method is one of the most used approaches to model

masonry structures, and can be used at the macroscale [134, 135, 137, 161] or at

the microscale [152, 153, 154, 155] depending upon the level of details adopted

to represent material heterogeneity. However, the FE approach, strictly based on

continuum mechanics, presents significant limitations to simulate strong disconti-

nuities between different blocks in irregular stone masonry. Moreover, continuum-

based models, which homogenize material behavior [162], are inherently limited in

capturing fracture propagation and damage evolution of quasi-brittle materials.

In most of the case, the FE model appears to be inadequate to accurately

predict the complex mechanical behavior of stone masonries. This is true especially

in the simulation of small masonry panels with sophisticated boundary conditions.

Additionally, the simulated structure is highly dependent on the mesh [163]

which is hardly captured through smeared crack approaches. The problem con-

sists of simulating the real morphology of stone masonries and even though sophis-

ticated methods exist to model accurately the facade texture of such structures

[164], they still present strong limitations in representing the stone texture of the

inner core.

As an alternative to FE approaches, some authors [165, 166, 167] adopted the

Discrete Element Method (DEM) to model heterogeneity through the interaction

of distinct blocks. For the case of masonry characterized by strong stone units

and weak mortar, such as the historical stone masonry investigated in this work,

a recent study [168] demonstrated the applicability of the DEM. Nevertheless,
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DEM would be less effective in cases where the weaker component is the units

(constructions made of tuff blocks). However, existing DEM formulations (1)

do not link the particle size to the actual size of the masonry units; (2) often

suffer from issues associated with excessive rotations; and (3) have unsophisticated

particle interaction laws. Nevertheless, DEM would be less effective in cases where

the weaker component is the units (constructions made of tuff blocks) [168].

Recent studies (e.g. [169]) have widely recognized that many macroscopic

phenomena originate from the mechanics of the underlying micro-structure due to

the size, shape, spatial distribution, and properties of the constituents.

The modeling fracture process in quasi-brittle materials is challenging due to

the heterogeneity of the material [170]. Both the failure mechanism and the me-

chanical response of masonry structures may change significantly depending on its

internal particle distribution.

For quasi-brittle materials, such as the masonry (especially the historical one),

failure is often caused by nonlinear phenomena, such as fracture, damage localiza-

tion, and frictional shearing, occurring at weak locations in the internal material

structure. These weak locations coincide, for example, with interfaces among

particles, weak matrix layers in composites with hard inclusions and compliant

interfaces between stiff material grains, and they are typically characterized by

a specific geometry and well determined orientations. Due to this peculiarity,

classical tensorial constitutive equations typically fail to provide a satisfactory

representation of the mechanical behavior of these materials especially if failure

mechanisms are associate with strain-softening [171].

The heterogeneous character of stone masonry, the chaotic distribution of stone

units into the mortar matrix, and the variability of their mechanical proprieties

contribute to a substantial scatter in the mechanical response of masonry leading

to a complicated reliable prediction, especially when masonry is coupled with a

complex strengthening system. A purely experimental analysis requires performing

a large number of experimental tests because of this scatter, which is prohibitive

in practice due to time and cost considerations. For this reason, a dedicated

numerical approach is essential to support the experiments.

Hence, a novel meso-scale model that is formulated within the framework of dis-

crete models, the so-called Lattice Discrete Particle Model (LDPM), was proposed

in this research for a reliable investigation of both the historical stone masonry

and the fibrous mortar as well as their coupling. The intrinsic stochastic feature

of the LDPM, which simulate units randomly placed into a considered volume as

irregular particles interacting with each other, allows quantifying the variation of

the mechanical properties of both the stone masonry and mortar materials due to

the random particle size and distribution.
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3.2 The Lattice Discrete Particle Model

The heterogeneous character of composite materials, such as stone masonries, has

a fundamental relevance for the description of strain localization, crack initiation,

and crack propagation, which in turn strongly influence the ultimate failure mode

of a structural system. For this reason, a dedicated numerical approach was es-

sential.

Here, a meso-scale model [172, 173, 174], the so-called Lattice Discrete Particle

Model (LDPM) [175, 176], is described.

The Lattice Discrete Particle Model is a novel analytical approach formulated

within the framework of discrete models, which enable capturing the main aspects

of material heterogeneity on both the fracture propagation and damage evolution.

It was originally developed for the simulation of concrete and, in general,

showed an excellent capacity to characterize all granular materials, such as com-

posite laminates, ceramics, gravels, and soils (e.g. [177, 178, 179, 180]). Other

researches highlighted the capabilities of the LDPM also in the investigation of

fibers [181, 182, 182, 183, 184], and multi-physics phenomena such as aging, the

Alkali–Silica Reaction (ASR) [185, 186, 187, 188] or hygro-thermal and chemical

processes [189, 190, 191, 192, 193, 194]. The constitutive equations of these studies

were incorporated in the LDPM code.

The premise of the LDPM formulation is that most materials are not ho-

mogeneous when considered at a sufficiently small dimensional scale (micro- and

meso-scale).

The LDPM has been extensively calibrated and validated with a comparison

to a large variety to experimental data under both quasi-static and dynamic load-

ing conditions: its unique capability of predicting stress-strain curve and failure

modes for concrete and other quasi-brittle material is due to the simulation of com-

pressive failure through tensile and shearing softening at the meso-scale, without

postulating the existence of softening in compression.

The LDPM simulates quasi-brittle materials at the length scale of coarse ma-

terial heterogeneity. In particular, for concrete material, the LDPM can represent

the coarse aggregates by irregular cells interacting with each other through appro-

priate constitutive equations. These cells are randomly placed into a given volume

according to a specific granulometric distribution. This feature allows to statisti-

cally reproduce the mechanical property variations of stone masonry panels due

to the particle size distribution.

In Figure 3.5 one can see the LDPM procedure for the simulation of the concrete

at the length scale of coarse material heterogeneity, as better described in the

follows (Section 3.2.1).
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Figure 3.5: The LDPM

geometry in 2D. In par-

ticular, one can have a

first simplification in the

geometry passing from the

coarse irregular aggregates

to the spherical particles.

Then, a Delaunay tetrahe-

dralization on the centre of

the spheres is carried out to

obtain the Domain Tessel-

lation.

LDPM is based on the description of the internal structures at the length scale

of coarse aggregate pieces. Hence the mesh size is not user-defined and it comes

automatically from the concrete composition. The LDPM mesh directly depends

on the minimum aggregate size and the the aggregate gradation (both fixed by

the real mix design). The only user-defined parameter is the size of the simulated

minimum aggregate size which defines the resolution of the model. However, mesh

sensitivity with respect to the minimum aggregate size does not have meaning

from a physical point of view because the LDPM constitutive equations (and the

associated parameters) represent the behavior of the material at a scale smaller

than the minimum aggregate size. This implies that for different values of the min-

imum aggregate size the model parameters must be necessarily different. Hence,

simulations for different values of the minimum aggregate size and constant pa-

rameters do not have any physical meaning. Of course, it is important to handle

correctly fracture and localization at the mesoscale and that is handled with the

classical crack-band theory as described in the original LDPM papers [175].

Compatibility equations are formulated by describing the deformation of an

assemblage of particles through rigid-body kinematics. Equilibrium equations are

obtained through the force and moment equilibrium of each cell. The material

behavior is assumed to be governed by a vectorial constitutive law imposed at the

interfaces among cells. Moreover, the mechanical interaction between the cells is

characterized by both normal and shear stresses.
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The adoption of a numerical framework developed for concrete to stone mason-

ries was possible since one can observe a strong similarity in geometrical features,

albeit at different observation scales, as well as similarity in the brittle-failure

mode between such materials.

The idea of using LDPM for stone masonries is coherent with the fact that

the failure is often caused by fracture, damage localization, and frictional shearing

occurring at the weak matrix layers around aggregates and stones in the cases

of concrete and masonry, respectively. Indeed, as largely demonstrated in the

literature (e.g. [195]) as well as in the experiments described in Sections 2.1.1 and

2.1.2, the failure of unreinforced stone masonry only takes place at the unit−mortar

interfaces. Hence, the hypothesis of considering stone cells as rigid bodies can be

accepted also for the simulation stone masonries.

LDPM simulates concrete material at the coarse aggregate level, which is typi-

cally up to 20 mm, whereas it can simulate stone masonry at the stone level, from

about 50 mm to 250 mm.

The similarity in geometrical features, albeit at different observation scales,

between concrete and stone masonry is illustrated in Figure 3.6.

10 mm 100 mm

Figure 3.6: Similarity

between concrete and stone

masonry materials at dif-

ferent observation scales.
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3.2.1 Geometrical characterization

Mix design parameters are necessary to construct the meso-scale numerical granu-

lar skeleton, including minimum and maximum stone sizes, d0 and da, respectively;

mortar content c; water-to-mortar ratio w/c. After assuming these parameters and

following an assigned grain distribution law, particles are randomly introduced into

the volume by considering their initial spherical shape (Figure 3.7a).

In the past, workmanship randomly placed the stones in the mold to build

masonry walls. Hence, the assemblage methodology of stones did not follow a

specific sieve distribution.

Figure 3.5b shows the sieve curve envelope as opposed to a well-defined dis-

tribution, for typical masonry panels [196, 197]. In particular, the experimental

sieve curve is represented by the scattering area between the lower and the upper

curves for three stone masonry panels. Such panels were prepared at the Labo-

ratory LPMS of the University of L’Aquila Samples using the original limestone

units and the ancient constructive technique recognized in most of the monumen-

tal buildings of the central Italy. Each particle length is considered as mean values

between the maximum stone length and the corresponding length measured in the

orthogonal direction.

Figure 3.7: a) Point

Gaussian view of sphere

distribution, randomly

generated into a masonry

specimen; b) Comparison

between experimental and

numerical sieve curves.
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One can observe that the experimental sieve curve in Figure 3.5b can be approx-

imated by an ideal curve having both the hypotheses of infinity particles generated

into a volume and random particle distribution. This ideal curve corresponds to a

straight line intersecting the abscissa axis in the value of the minimum diameter

by the equation:

P =
d− d0
da − d0

(3.1)

where P is the percentage of aggregate by weight retained by a sieve of character-

istic size d.

For the sake of simplicity, one can assume the distribution to follow a Fuller
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curve, computed as:

P =

(
d

da

)nF

(3.2)

By equating the equations (3.1) and (3.2) it is possible to identify the Fuller

coefficient nF , as a function of d0 and da from the real masonry texture.

Once the particles are generated and inserted in the given volume, a lattice

system is then defined to describe the interaction between particles by means of a

Delaunay tetrahedralization [198, 199] performed with the centers of the spherical

particles. The potential failure locations are defined after performing a domain

tessellation (Figure 3.8a), which in turn produces a system of polyhedral cells, each

of them enclosing a spherical particle. The triangular facets of the polyhedral cells

(Figure 3.8b) and the generated lattice linking the centers of the particles are used

to compute the interaction between adjacent cells. Figures 3.8e, f show the cell

outline and the possible failure layers generated around the spherical particles.

b

a b

εN

εL

εM

σ

ε

Figure 3.8: a) Delaunay

tetrahedralization and do-

main tessellation; b) single

stone unit represented by a

polyhedral cell and its tri-

angular facets, enclosing a

spherical particle.

a b

Figure 3.9: a) Cell out-

line generated around the

spheres; b) possible failure

layers generated around

the spherical particles.

A detailed description of the LDPM meso-structure generation can be found

in the work of Cusatis and coworkers [173, 175].

However, the classic particle generation procedure described above was created

for the simulation of concrete materials. It does not provide a realistic represen-

tation of most existing masonry buildings, in which the size of external stones is

much larger than the internal ones.

In the standard procedure, nodes are first placed over the surfaces with an
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average distance of δsd0 (δs ≈ 1.5), where d0 is the minimum particle size. In

this way, the mesh on the external surfaces is characterized only by the minimum

diameter d0 (Figure 3.10) and not employing the assumed particle distribution

in the range from d0 to da. Besides, in the case of particles characterized by

diameter lengths similar to the thickness of the specimen to be filled (as in the

studied case), one obtains an internal mesh size larger than the external one by

using the standard procedure. This is because particles are placed throughout

the specimen volume one by one from the largest to the smallest size, filling the

internal volume with only large particles leaving no space for the small ones.

This assumption is acceptable for the simulation of concrete materials since

all large aggregate pieces are forced to be inside the volume during casting by

the presence of the formwork. Moreover, this simplification can be acceptable for

concrete material since particle lengths are much smaller than the specimen size

and, therefore, the distribution of few particles placed on the external surface does

not influence the mechanical behavior of the specimen.

However, that assumption is not acceptable for the simulation of stone mason-

ries which are characterized by a different manufacturing procedure that leads to

the larger stones to be mainly on the surface. Indeed, in common practice, the

internal stone elements were used only to fill the voids in the inner core of the

masonry walls. Moreover, the mechanical properties of stone masonry materials

can be largely affected by the particle distribution on the external faces.

In summary, assuming a particle distribution in the range of [d0, da], the stan-

dard procedure generates a discretization characterized by small size particle on

the specimen surface and large size particle into the specimen volume. This is the

opposite condition of real cases of disordered masonry.

Figure 3.10: Visualiza-

tion of the masonry panel

surface. The LDPM cells

generated by the standard

procedure and the newly

developed procedure (us-

ing for both the cases

d0=80 mm, da=220 mm,

and nF=0.5).
80 mm

a b

The problem has been solved by uncoupling the generation of particles in two

distinct procedures. Two sets of granulometric distributions were introduced: one

for the internal particles and one for the surface ones.

The newly developed procedure is described in details as follows:
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tstone

External

particles

Internal

particles

External

particles

Internal

particles

a b

Figure 3.11: Sectional

views of the masonry spec-

imen. Stone particles gen-

erated by employing: a)

the standard procedure; b)

the newly procedure devel-

oped for disordered mason-

ries.

• a 2D unstructured mesh of the specimen surfaces is generated by the GMSH

[200] adopting an average mesh spacing of dem = (dea + de0)/2, where de0 and

dea are the minimum and the maximum external stone sizes;

• the node coordinates of the surface mesh generated through the first step are

randomly perturbed by an amount ξ = R∆ to obtain new node coordinates,

where R is a random number generated in the range [-1, 1], and ∆ = (dem −

de0)/2 is the maximum perturbation which ensures no overlap;

• the new node coordinates are imported in the LDPM as coordinates of the

surface particle centers around which irregular cells are created for the spec-

imen surface (Figure 3.11b);

• an internal particle size distribution consistent with a Fuller sieve curve and

characterized by di0 and dia is defined (where di0 and dia are the minima and

the maximum internal stone sizes). In particular, the particle size adopted

for the internal particles to represent the internal aggregate distribution was

chosen within the range di0 = 32 mm to dia = 64 mm in order to model only

the very coarse gravel (pebbles) subclasses [201].

• the generation of the particles throughout the volume is made by defining a

minimum distance between the internal particles and the surfaces to obtain

the desired thickness of the external stones tstone (see Figure 3.11b).

With the first three steps described above, the LDPM surface mesh is char-

acterized by a random distribution of spheres that have diameters from de0 to dea,

which represent the sizes of the stones observed in the real texture of the facade

walls. Through the last two steps, the LDPM volume mesh is characterized by

internal particles ranging from di0 to dia. In Figures 3.10, one can clearly observe

the difference in the generated LDPM cells between standard particle generation

procedure (Figure 3.10a) and the newest one described above (Figure 3.10b).
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3.2.2 Governing equations

LDPM describes the meso-structure deformation through the adoption of rigid-

body kinematics [175] for each individual particle. Based on this assumption and

for given displacements and rotations of the particles associated with a given facet,

the relative displacement [|uc|] at the centroid of the facet can be used to define

the following strain measures:

εN =
nT [|uc|]

`
; εM =

mT [|uc|]
`

; εL =
lT [|uc|]
`

(3.3)

where ` is the length of the straight line connecting two adjacent particle centers,

and n, m, l are unit vectors defining a local system of reference such that n is

orthogonal to the facet, and m, l are mutually orthogonal as well as tangential

to the facet. Cusatis and coworkers [202, 203, 204, 205] showed that the strain

definitions in equations are consistent with the definition of strains in classical

continuum mechanics.

The corresponding normal and shear stresses are calculated through meso-

scale constitutive laws. The equilibrium is finally imposed through the Principle

of Virtual Work (PVW) or equivalently by the force and moment equilibrium of

each cell:

∑
k∈FI

Akσk + VIb = 0,
∑
k∈FI

Akck × σk = 0 (3.4)

where FI is the set containing all the facets of a generic polyhedral cell I, Ak is the

projected area of facet k, ck is the vector representing the distance between the

center of the cell and the center of facet k, VI is the cell volume, b is the external

body force applied to the cell, and σk is the traction vector containing the normal

and the two shear stress components.

The elastic behavior is formulated by assuming that normal and shear stresses

are proportional to the corresponding strains: σN = EN εN , σM = ET εM and

σL = ET εL, with EN = E0, ET = α E0, where E0 and α are the effective normal

modulus and the shear-normal coupling parameter, respectively. In LDPM, E0

and α are different from but related to Young’s modulus E and Poisson’s ratio ν.

Indeed, an approximated relation between macro and LDPM elastic parameters

exists: E0 = E/[(1− 2ν)] and α = (1− 4ν)/(1 + ν).

For the nonlinear and inelastic behavior, the LDPM formulation simulates

different physical mechanisms characterizing meso-scale failure behavior. In par-

ticular, for masonry, it simulates the fracturing and cohesive behavior under ten-

sion/shear, the compressive behavior, and the frictional behavior under compres-

sion/shear for two adjacent masonry stones.
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3.2.2.1 Fracturing and cohesive behavior under tension/shear

With tensile loading (εN > 0), the fracturing behavior is formulated through an

effective strain ε and an effective stress σ:

ε =
√
ε2N + α(ε2M + ε2L) ; σ =

√
σ2
N + (σ2

M + σ2
L)/α (3.5)

allowing the computation of the normal stress as σN = εN (σ/ε) and shear stresses

as σM = εMα(σ/ε) and σL = εLα(σ/ε). The effective stress σ is assumed to

be incrementally elastic, and it is formulated such that it satisfies the inequality

0 ≤ σ ≤ σbt, where σbt is the upper tensile limit that can be expressed as:

σbt = σ0 exp

[
−H0

〈ε− ε0〉
σ0

]
(3.6)

in which ε0 = σ0/E0. The post peak softening modulus H0 and the strength

limit function for the effective stress σ0 depend on the coupling variable ω. In

particular, H0 = Ht (2ω/π)nt , where nt is the softening exponent governing the

interaction between shear and tensile behavior, and σ0 is defined as:

σ0 =
− sin(ω) +

√
sin2(ω) + 4α cos2(ω) /r2st

2α cos2(ω)/r2st
(3.7)

where Ht = 2E0/(`t/r− 1), `t = 2E0Gt/σ
2
t is the tensile characteristic length, Gt

is the meso-scale fracture energy, rst = σs/σt, σt is the tensile strength and σs is

the shear strength.

The variable ω, represents the degree of interaction between shear and normal

deformation: tan ω = εN/(
√
αεT ); where εT =

√
ε2M + ε2L is the total shear strain.

3.2.2.2 Compressive behavior

The second failure type considered in LDPM is relevant to the compressive behav-

ior (εN < 0) and it simulates material compaction. The LDPM constitutive law

in compression is based on a strain-hardening normal boundary σbc limiting the

compressive normal stress component at the facet level and it is assumed to be a

function of both the volumetric strain computed at the LDPM tetrahedral level

εV = (V − V0)/V0 and the εD = εN − εV , where V and V0 are the current and

initial volume of the generic LDPM tetrahedron. The compressive boundary can

be formulated as:

σbc =

σc0 +Hc〈−εV − εc0〉 − εV ≤ εc1

σc1 exp[(−εV − εC1)Hc/σc1] otherwise

(3.8)
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where σc1 = σc0 +Hc(εc1 − εc0), εc1 = kc0εc0, εc0 = σc0/E0, σc0 is the meso-scale

yielding compressive stress, kc0, kc1, kc2 are parameters governing the triaxial

behavior at very high confinement, and Hc0 is a material parameter:

Hc = [Hc1 + (Hc0 −Hc1)]/[1 + κc2〈rDV − κc1〉] (3.9)

where Hc0 is a material parameter: rDV = |εD|/(εV 0 − εV ) for εD ≤ 0 or rDV =

|εD|/εV 0 for εD > 0, Hc0 is a material parameter, εV 0 = 0.1ε0, and Hc1 = 0.1E0.

3.2.2.3 Frictional behavior

Finally, the third failure type considered in LDPM is relevant to the frictional

behavior. In the presence of compressive stresses, the shear strength increases due

to frictional effects. The frictional behavior is simulated by means of a nonlinear

Mohr-Coulomb model in which the internal friction coefficient varies from an initial

value µ0 to zero by the following formulation:

σbs = σs + µ0σN0 − µ0σN0 exp(σN/σN0) (3.10)

where σs is the cohesion and σN0 is the transitional stress.
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3.3 Simulation of unreinforced stone masonry walls

3.3.1 Investigation of the stone and size distribution

Prediction of the strength of masonry subjected to in-plane forces plays a crucial

role in the seismic design and assessment of ordinary masonry buildings [206]. In

the experimental campaign, as well described in Chapter 2, a direct approach to

estimate the mechanical proprieties of masonry panels consists of performing the

diagonal-compression test. This test allows for evaluating the main mechanical

properties of the masonry [108]. However, the experimental tests are usually char-

acterized by a substantial scatter in data results, mainly due to the irregular shape

of stones and the random distribution of them into the mortar matrix as well as

and the variability of the mechanical proprieties of the constituent materials. This

phenomenon determines a strong heterogeneity level of the masonry panels.

Here, in order to numerically investigate this phenomenon, only the heterogene-

ity effect on the mechanical response of stone masonry panels under the diagonal

compression test, is analyzed, neglecting the high variability of the mechanical

proprieties of the constituent materials (which obviously influence the dispersion

of the results). In particular, In the test, a square masonry panel of dimension

equal to 1.2 m and thickness t is subjected to a compressive force applied along

one of the diagonal of the panels.

Following the international standards ASTM [107], one can compute the shear

stress of the masonry τ = 0.707P/(An), where P is the applied load and An is the

net area of the panel given by An = (W +h)/2 t, where W , h and t are the width,

height, and thickness of specimen, respectively. For P = Pmax, that equation

provides the maximum shear stress τ0. Moreover, one can compute the shear

strain γ = εh + |εv|, where εh and εv are the tensile (positive) and compressive

strain (negative) measured along the two diagonals.

Furthermore, the initial portion of the τ − γ curve allows calculating the shear

modulus of the masonry G = τ30%/γ30% , in which τ30% represents the 30% of the

maximum stress of the specimen τ0 and γ30% is the shear strain value corresponding

to τ30%. Finally, the evaluation of the ductility parameter µ = γτ80%/γτ0 , where

γτ0 and γτ80% represent the values of the shear strain γ read in correspondence of

τ0 and 0.8 τ0, respectively.

In order to numerically investigate this phenomenon, the heterogeneity effect

on the mechanical response of stone masonry panels under diagonal compression

test is analyzed by varying size and distribution of the stones but neglecting the

variability of the mechanical proprieties of the constituent materials.

To this end, eight different sets of samples were employed for the LDPM simu-
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Figure 3.12: Sectional

views of masonry spec-

imens characterized by

different sets of particle

distribution, by varying

stone dimension d (in the

range of 50 ÷ 150 mm,

100÷150 mm, 50÷250 mm,

100 ÷ 250 mm) and by

assuming two specimen

thickness values equal to:

a) 500 mm; b) 700 mm.

a

d=50÷150 d=100÷150 d=50÷250 d=100÷250

b

d=50÷150 d=100÷150 d=50÷250 d=100÷250

lations (Figures 3.12a, b and Table 3.1). The results are presented by using labels

in which the first part indicates the thickness value of the masonry samples (e.g.

t500 means t = 500 mm), whereas the second part indicates the stone size range

(e.g. D50− 150 corresponds to a stone size ranging from 50 mm to 150 mm).

Table 3.1 summarizes the geometrical parameters used for the definition of the

eight sieve curves. In particular, one can see that values of stone dimension d

are ranging from d0 = 50 mm to da = 250 mm, as usually observed for historical

masonry structures [196, 207]. Moreover, calibration of the Fuller coefficients nF

listed in Table 3.1 was carried out following the procedure described above, by the

equations Eq.(3.1) and Eq.(3.2).

Table 3.1: Values of different stone distribution sets used in the numerical simulations

and characterized by minimum and maximum stone dimension (d0 and da) and Fuller

coefficient nF . Results are presented by using labels in which: the first part indicates

the thickness value of the masonry samples (e.g. t500 means t = 500 mm), whereas the

second part indicates the stone size range (e.g. D50 ÷ 150 corresponds to a stone size

ranging from 50 mm to 150 mm).

Test name Thickness [mm] d0 [mm] da [mm] nF [-]
t500-D50÷150 500 50 150 1.7
t500-D100÷150 500 100 150 1.7
t500-D50÷250 500 50 250 1.6
t500-D100÷250 500 100 250 5
t700-D50÷150 700 50 150 1.7
t700-D100÷150 700 100 150 1.7
t700-D50÷250 700 50 250 1.6
t700-D100÷250 700 100 250 5
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For the mix design definition, the stone-mortar ratio a/c was assumed equal

to 3.4, which corresponds to the ratio between the volume of the stones (equal to

77.5% of the total volume of the specimen) and the lime mortar volume (equal to

22.5%) used to prepare the masonry specimens in the lab. The water-mortar ratio

w/c = 0.6 was assumed based on the mix design adopted to build the laboratory

specimens. Mortar content parameter c was computed with the goal to obtain a

total mass density ρmasonry equal to 1,800.0 kg/m3 (according to [113]) by the

following formula: ρmasonry = c [1 + w/c+ a/c].

In order to calibrate the LDPM parameters, an extensive literature investiga-

tion was conducted on the mechanical parameters of masonries, only considering

unreinforced panels constituted by coarse stones and poor mortar. In particu-

lar, the calibration procedure was performed through the best fitting of the load-

displacement curves relevant to experimental tests of both the vertical compression

tests [208, 209, 210, 211] and diagonal compression tests [208, 108, 87, 78, 207]

present in literature as well as the experimental tests carried out in this research

(Chapter 2). From these experimental data, the target values for compression

stress, elastic module, and shear strength were assumed ranging from 0.8 MPa to

1.2 MPa, from 500 MPa to 800 MPa, and from 0.1 MPa to 0.15 MPa, respectively.

Thereby, by the calibration procedure, it was possible to determine the LDPM

parameter values.

In Table 3.9 are listed the parameters obtained by previous sensitivity analyses

not reported in the thesis.

Table 3.2: LDPM mechanical parameter values employed for the stone masonry mate-

rial.

E0 α σt Gt nt σs/σt σc0 σN0 Hc0 µ0

[MPa] [-] [MPa] [N/m] [-] [-] [MPa] [MPa] [-] [-]
1120.0 0.065 0.3 13 0.1 1.35 125 42 0.4 0.2

In particular, both the normal elastic modulus E0 and shear-normal coupling

parameter α govern LDPM response in the elastic regime; both the tensile strength

σt and the tensile fracture energy Gt, which is equal to `σ2
t /(2E0) (where ` is the

characteristic length), govern the softening tensile fracturing behavior of LDPM

facets and, consequently, govern all macroscopic behaviors featuring softening; the

softening exponent ηt governs the interaction between shear and tensile behavior

during softening at the facet level; the shear strength σs is the facet strength for

pure shear and facets mostly the macroscopic behavior in compression; the yield-

ing compressive stress σc0, the initial hardening modulus Hc0 and the transitional

strain ratio kc0 define the behavior of the facet normal component under compres-

sion and affect the macroscopic behavior in compression; the initial internal friction
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coefficient µ0, the internal asymptotic friction coefficient µ∞ (assumed equal to

0) and the transitional stress σN0 contribute to LDPM response in compression

while they have basically no effect on tensile behavior.

In the LDPM simulation, the two steel plates (L-shape), placed at the specimen

corners, were modeled as triangular shell elements and were assumed to be rigid

bodies. Furthermore, a sliding with ‘stick-slip’ friction constraint [212] between

the corner plate faces and the masonry particle nodes were used. This constraint

is designed to force a set of nodes to move over a frictional surface while the con-

straint perpendicular to the surface is treated using a master-slave formulation.

The simulations used a dynamic friction coefficient fk = 0.5 and a static friction

coefficient fs = 0.5 to simulate the high friction conditions. Assuming fs = fk

allows preventing the reduction of the friction once sliding between surfaces ap-

peared.

Finally, the rotations perpendicular to the normal plate directions were fixed

for all particle nodes in contact with the corner plates (L-shape).

In Figures 3.13 – 3.16, one can observe the mechanical response of stone ma-

sonry panels under diagonal compression tests, expressed by the shear stress and

shear strain (τ -γ) curves. In particular, mechanical responses for the eighth gran-

ulometric distribution sets were computed by varying the range of stone size and

thickness of the masonry specimens (see Figure 3.5 and Table 3.1). For each of

the eighth granulometric distributions, 50 simulations for each case were carried

out by assuming 50 random stone arrangements. The circle markers represent the

achievement of the maximum shear stress.

The response curves illustrated in Figures 3.13a, b are characterized by the

same thickness value of the samples (equal to 500 mm) and the same minimum

stone size (equal to 50 mm). On the contrary, the maximum stone sizes are

equal to 50 mm and 150 mm for the responses of Figure 3.13a and Figure 3.13b,

respectively. Results show that the scattering of the response curves is slightly

more pronounced in case of a larger variation of the stone dimension d. Indeed,

Figure 3.13b, where the stone dimension is ranging from 50 mm to 150 mm, is

characterized by a larger dispersion of the results as compared to 3.13a, where the

stone dimension is ranging from 50 mm to 250 mm. Furthermore, the response

curves illustrated in Figure 3.13a are much dispersed as compared to the ones

illustrated in Figure 3.14a. In these two cases, both the minimum and maximum

stone sizes are the same (50 mm and 150 mm, respectively) and the only difference

regards the thickness t of the samples. Indeed, t are equal to 500 mm and 700 mm

in Figure 3.13a and Figure 3.14a, respectively. Hence, results highlight that for a

higher level of homogeneity of the material one can have a smaller dispersion of

the mechanical responses.
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Again, by observing the results of Figures 3.16a, b one can confirm the same

trends of the other results discussed above.

a b
Figure 3.13: Diagonal

compression tests carried

out by LDPM using two

of the eight different

granulometric distribution

assumed: t500-D50÷150

and t500-D50÷250. Each

graph represents 50 sim-

ulations by varying the

stone arrangements.

a b

Figure 3.14: Diagonal

compression tests carried

out by LDPM for the

t700-D50÷150 and t700-

D50÷250 cases.

a b

Figure 3.15: Diagonal

compression tests carried

out by LDPM for the

t500-D100÷150 and t500-

D100÷250 cases.

a b

Figure 3.16: Diagonal

compression tests carried

out by LDPM for the

t700-D100÷150 and t700-

D100÷250 cases.
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From the results of Figures 3.13–3.16it is possible to evaluate the mechanical

proprieties of stone masonries in terms of τ0, G, and µ80% (following the procedure

described above). Thereby, one can compute the Probability Density Function -

PDF and the Cumulative Density Function - CDF for those mechanical properties

assuming a log-normal distribution function. The CDF is a very useful tool for

the assessment of mechanical property variations. Indeed, the slope of each curve

indicates the reliability of a mechanical property: higher the slope, higher the

dispersion of the results and vice versa. Comments of the CDF curves are obviously

the same as the PDF ones. Tables 3.3–3.5 list the values of mean m, standard

deviation σ and the coefficient of variation CV computed for τ0, G, and µ80%,

respectively. In particular, CV is the standardized measure of the dispersion of a

probability distribution and is defined as the ratio of the standard deviation σ to

the mean m. The higher CV , the higher the dispersion of the results, and vice

versa.

Table 3.3: Mean m, standard deviation σ, and coefficient of variation CV values com-

puted for the shear strength τ0 obtained for the eighth stone distribution sets employed

in the LDPM simulations.

Test name mτ0 στ0 CVτ0
t500-D50÷150 0.134 0.004 0.031
t500-D50÷250 0.126 0.007 0.057
t700-D50÷150 0.136 0.004 0.028
t700-D50÷250 0.130 0.006 0.047
t500-D50÷150 0.121 0.012 0.101
t500-D100÷250 0.127 0.012 0.091
t700-D100÷150 0.128 0.010 0.082
t700-D100÷250 0.127 0.010 0.082

average 0.129

Table 3.4: Mean m, standard deviation σ, and coefficient of variation CV values com-

puted for the shear modulus G.

Test name mG σG CVG
t500-D50÷150 59.012 1.127 0.016
t500-D50÷250 57.792 1.917 0.028
t700-D50÷150 59.310 1.222 0.017
t700-D50÷250 58.502 1.683 0.024
t500-D50÷150 54.906 3.853 0.058
t500-D100÷250 54.254 4.475 0.069
t700-D100÷150 57.108 2.339 0.034
t700-D100÷250 55.956 3.890 0.058

average 57.105
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Table 3.5: Mean m, standard deviation σ, and coefficient of variation CV values com-

puted for the ductility µ80%.

Test name mµ80%
σµ80%

CVµ80%

t500-D50÷150 1.434 0.289 0.202
t500-D50÷250 1.369 0.461 0.337
t700-D50÷150 1.735 1.042 0.601
t700-D50÷250 1.555 0.629 0.405
t500-D50÷150 1.274 0.329 0.258
t500-D100÷250 1.146 0.100 0.087
t700-D100÷150 1.283 0.242 0.189
t700-D100÷250 1.274 1.188 0.932

average 1.384

a b

Figure 3.17: Probability

Density Function - PDF

(a) and Cumulative Den-

sity Function - CDF (b)

obtained by employing 8

different grain size dis-

tribution and assuming a

Gaussian distribution for

the maximum stress τ0.

a b

Figure 3.18: PDF (a)

and CDF (b) obtained for

the shear modulus G.

a b

Figure 3.19: PDF (a)

and CDF (b) obtained for

the the ductility µ80%.
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In particular, Figures 3.17a, b show that mean values of τ0 (mτ0) are rang-

ing from 0.121 MPa to 0.136 MPa, corresponding to a variation of about 11% as

compared to the average value of 0.129 MPa. This highlights that the maximum

shear stress τ0 is not strongly influenced by varying the granulometric distribution.

This may suggest that a large variation of τ0 values observed in the experimental

tests is instead due to the large variability of the mechanical properties of the con-

stituent materials (especially concerning the mortar material, which mainly govern

the failure process in stone masonry structures). Comparing results obtained with

same granulometric distribution (e.g. t500-D50÷150 and t700-D50÷150), one can

observe a decrease of both the mean and standard deviation of τ0 (mτ0 and στ0 re-

spectively) for the case of grater thickness value (t = 700 mm), as compared to the

case of smaller ones (t = 500 mm). On the other hand, comparing results obtained

for same specimen thickness t (e.g. t500-D50÷150 and t500-D50÷250), one can ob-

serve an increase in the mean value mτ0 and a decrease in standard deviation value

στ0 for the case of lower variation of granulometric distribution (di = 50÷150 mm),

as compared to the case of higher variation ones (di = 50÷ 250 mm). Definitely,

results highlight that for greater uniformity of the range of the stone size of ma-

sonry panels, which correspond to a higher level of homogeneity of the material,

a bigger value of τ0 and greater reliability of results can be noticed. Similar com-

ment can be also write for dispersion of G (showing a variation of less than 10%

(see Figure 3.18). This result highlights how the granulometric distribution can

affect the variation of G by influencing the micro-cracks propagation even for low

levels of load (G evaluated at the 30% of the maximum load Pmax). Furthermore,

as in the case of τ0, comparing results obtained for same granulometric distribu-

tion (e.g. t500-D50÷150 and t700-D50÷150), one can observe a decrease in both

the values of mG and σG for the case of greater thickness values (t=700 mm), as

compared to the case of smaller ones (t=500 mm). Instead, by contrast with the

results expressed in terms of τ0, comparing results obtained for same t, one can

observe a decrease in mG and an increase in σG for the case of lower variation of

granulometric distribution (di = 50÷ 150 mm), as compared to the case of higher

variation ones (di = 50÷ 250 mm).

In Figure 3.19, one can observe that the mean values computed for µ80% are

ranging from 1.146 to 1.735, corresponding to a variation of about 43% as com-

pared to the average value of 1.384. It is clear that the level of ductility of stone

masonry panels is low. Indeed, mµ80%
values are almost equal to 1, which corre-

sponds to the case of perfect brittle behavior. In particular, the trend of results

allows affirming that higher dissipation capacity of stone masonry is obtained in

case of a higher homogeneity level of the stone into masonry panels (lower range

of stone size and higher specimen thickness).
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Furthermore, the variation observed for mµ80%
is even larger if one computes

ductility value in correspondence of the 70% or 60% of the maximum shear stress

(µ70% and µ60%, respectively) as illustrated in Figure 3.20.

Figure 3.20: Probability density function

obtained by assuming Gaussian distribution

for the ductility capacity µ80%, µ70%, and

µ60% estimated in correspondence of the 80%,

70%, and 60% of the maximum shear stress

τ0, respectively. Results are referred to the

t500 −D50 ÷ 150 case.

Since any standard procedure defines a unique way to estimate the ductility

value of stone masonry panels, this result highlight that for greater reliability of

this mechanical property it is better to consider µ80% instead of µ70% or µ60%.

Finally, to better understand the effect of the stone distribution on the scatter

of the mechanical properties, it is appropriate to plot the coefficient of variation CV

of τ0, G and µ80% as a function of the geometry of the masonry walls (dm/t). CV

is a standardized measure of a probability distribution dispersion and is defined as

the ratio of the standard deviation δ and the mean values µ of the Gaussian curves.

Since results were carried out for different specimen thickness as well as different

stone sizes, here the dimensionless geometric parameter dm/t is introduced. In

particular, such parameter is the ratio between the mean stone size dm and the

thickness t, where dm is computed as the average between d0 and da. The dm/t

ratio can be assumed as a measure of homogeneity of the masonry panel.

Figure 3.21a and 3.21b show the CV –dm/t plots for the mechanical properties,

namely τ0, G and µ80%. In particular, one can see that by increasing dm/t, and

therefore the homogeneity of the masonry panel, the scatter of τ0 and G increases

(see Fig. 3.21a and 3.21b, respectively).

a b

Figure 3.21: Coefficient

of variation CV related to

the ratio dm/t. CV is com-

puted for: (a) the max-

imum stress τ0; (b) the

shear modulus G.
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On the contrary, in Figure 3.22, one can observe a decrease in the scatter of

µ80% values by increasing dm/t. This is because, for lower homogeneity of the

masonry panel (low value of dm/t), the ductility of the panels corresponds to the

case of perfectly brittle behavior, with mµ80%
values constantly equal to almost

1 and very low values of δµ80%
. Instead, for higher homogeneity of the masonry

panel (high value of dm/t) the ductility of the panels tends to be higher with a

consequent increase in the scattering. Hence, the scatter of µ80% is lower for lower

dm/t, as compared to the case of higher dm/t.

Figure 3.22: Coefficient of variation CV re-

lated to the ratio dm/t. CV is computed for

the ductility µ80%.

Definitely, the LDPM-based approach allows stochastic predictions for the fail-

ure of such structures, as opposed to providing a deterministic numerical prediction

that most often would be not realistic for this type of chaotic structures, Based

on the obtained results, one can conclude that:

• the stone distribution does not strongly influence the maximum shear stress

τ0 and G (up to 10%), whereas it highly affects the variation of µ80% (up to

40%);

• a large data scattering in the results depend on the level of homogeneity of

the masonry samples: the larger the specimen normalized dimension (D/t),

the higher the coefficient of variation is for both τ0 and G;

• the reliability of the estimation of the ductility µ is related to the level of

stress for which it is computed: the higher the stress, the higher the reliability

of µ.
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3.3.2 Size-effect of the wall

For quasi-brittle materials, the nominal strength depends on structure size [213].

Indeed, it is well known that the strength decreases with increasing structure

size. The size effect is explained by fracture mechanism theory [213] which is here

adopted to analyze the fracturing behavior of masonry.

Fracture mechanics have been the subject of many research studies [214, 215,

216, 217, 218, 219, 220], in which it was shown that the classical Linear Elastic

Fracture Mechanism (LEFM) is inadequate for quasi-brittle materials. Such ma-

terials are characterized by the occurrence of microcracks before the peak load is

reached. Crack propagation in quasi-brittle materials is characterized by a nonlin-

ear and dissipative zone at the crack tip. These microcracks occur in the so-called

Fracture Process Zone (FPZ), whose size is not negligible compared to the struc-

tural size. In the FPZ a significant amount of fracture energy is absorbed [221]

Linear Elastic Fracture Mechanics (LEFM) that assumes the size of the FPZ

to be negligible is a coarse approximation. The inapplicability of LEFM for quasi-

brittle materials is due to the fact that the FPZ in quasi-brittle materials is large

compared to the structure size. This, in turn, is due to the large size of material

heterogeneity.

Mechanics approach proposed in [119] suggests that size effect on strength is

related primarily to the largeness of the FPZ in quasi-brittle materials. Indeed,

the behavior of the FPZ needs to be directly simulated. For this purpose, several

mathematical and numerical models can be found in the literature (i) cohesive

(or fictitious) crack models [217] simulates the FPZ as a line. It is assumed that

the fracture is already formed, but the two adjacent surfaces can still transmit

stresses; (ii) crack band models [222] for fracture of concrete explicitly introduce

in the formulation the width of the FPZ which is considered as a material property.

In these models, the strain distribution is constant across the FPZ and there is a

discontinuity at the FPZ boundaries; (iii) non-local models [223] involve the def-

inition of a characteristic internal length that describes the heterogeneous nature

of quasi-brittle material. The strain distribution in the FPZ is continuous and

smooth. They are quite demanding in terms of computational cost and require

the use of adaptive mesh procedures; (iv) meso-models simulate directly the com-

plexity of the meso-structure of quasi-brittle materials allowing precise modeling

of the phenomena undergoing in the FPZ in both 2D [224] and 3D [225]. In or-

der to reduce the computational demand intrinsic to this approach, many authors

simulated the material meso-structure by replacing the continuum by a system of

discrete elements [172, 226].

For more details on the size effect of quasi-brittle materials, the reader is re-
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ferred to the classical fracture mechanics textbook of Bazant and Planas [213].

Size effect has already been studied for concrete [227, 119, 228, 220] and brick

masonry [229]. However, there is a significant lack of information about the size

effect of stone masonries. Here, for the experimental investigation of this phe-

nomenon, the geometrical and material similitude, and a minimum size range of

1:4 [230] are required for test samples. These requirements have discouraged the

experimental study of the phenomenon over the years. Hence, a proper numeri-

cal investigation of size effect on stone masonries is carried out in this work and

described below.

Here, the Lattice Discrete Particle Model (LDPM) is adopted to investigate the

size effect on the sample size. LDPM is capable to overcome most of the limitations

underlying the aforementioned numerical approaches and allows to model masonry

fracturing behavior at the meso-scale. LDPM is able to simulate the heterogeneity

and anisotropy of masonry made of stone aggregates embedded in an irregular

matrix of weak lime or clay mortar. The damage evolution phenomenon of quasi-

brittle materials is captured, starting from cracks localization, propagation to the

overall collapse.

Five series of masonry specimens characterized by different sizes were simulated

under diagonal compression. The specimen reference size of 1.2 m was scaled with

a factor of 2 within the range of 0.5:8. As often done in the literature, the samples

were geometrically scaled in 2D, namely the thickness was kept constant for all

sizes and equal to 0.5 m. For each panel size, 50 different simulations were carried

out by using 50 random stone arrangements. Furthermore, a unique granulometric

distribution was adopted for the generation of the masonry specimens by using

d0 = 50 mm, da = 250 mm and nF = 1.7.

Dimensions of the five sets assumed for the masonry specimens are listed in

Table 3.6. The LDPM parameters governing the mechanical response of stone

masonry are assumed as the same as those employed for the study of the particle

distribution effect, and listed in Table 3.7.

Table 3.6: Specimen size employed for the investigation of the size effect of stone

masonry panels. Value of reference dimension D0 is equal to 1.2m and it corresponds to

the masonry wall size according to the ASTM.

Test name D/D0 Width [m] Height [m] Thickness [m]
D0.6 0.5 0.60 0.60 0.50
D1.2 1 1.20 1.20 0.50
D2.4 2 2.40 2.40 0.50
D4.8 4 4.80 4.80 0.50
D9.6 8 9.60 9.60 0.50
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Table 3.7: LDPM mechanical parameter values employed for the stone masonry mate-

rial.

E0 α σt Gt nt σs/σt σc0 σN0 Hc0 µ0

[MPa] [-] [MPa] [N/m] [-] [-] [MPa] [MPa] [-] [-]
1120.0 0.065 0.3 13 0.1 1.35 125 42 0.4 0.2

Figure 3.23 shows the geometrical scheme assumed for the size effect investi-

gation, in which the scale factor n, equal to D/D0, is assumed equal to 0.5, 1, 2,

4, and 8. Moreover, it is worth noting that also the sizes of the two L-shape plates

proportionally increased by the same factor n.

t

D=n·D0

D
Figure 3.23: Size effect scheme adopted in

the LDPM simulation.

Figure 3.24 shows the effect of the sample size on their mechanical response,

expressed by the correlation between shear strain and shear stress (γ-τ), under

diagonal compression tests. One can observe that the larger the masonry speci-

men size, the more brittle the material behaves. Indeed, as observed for concrete

materials, it is well known that quasi-brittle structures become more brittle as

their size increases [230, 231]. This phenomenon is related to fracture energy dis-

sipation, which varies with the width of the FPZ. By increasing the specimen size,

the dissipated fracture energy decreases due to the decrease of the FPZ.

Moreover, Figure 3.24 shows that the larger specimen size is, the lower is the

scattering of the results. That dispersion may be due to the rocking effect that is a

predominant phenomenon that occurs when particle sizes are close to the specimen

sizes. As already observed in the study of the stone distribution effect (Section

3.3.1), the large data scattering of the results depends on the level of homogeneity

of the masonry samples: the bigger the specimen size, the higher the homogeneity

level. From Figure 3.24 one can observe that the maximum shear stress τ0 exhibits

size effect.

Values of τ0 are reported in Figure 3.25a as a function of the size of the masonry

panels D. In this figure, one can observe a clear decrease in τ0 value by increasing

D. In particular, this trend is quite evident from the D0.6 test to the D2.4

one, whereas τ0 is kept almost constant for D bigger than 2.4 m. For a better
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Figure 3.24: Mechanical response computed

by varying the size specimens.

D9.6

D4.8 D2.4

D1.2

D0.6

interpretation of the results, Figure 3.25b shows a correlation between τ0 and the

sample dimension D in a log-log scale representation. In particular, it is possible

to notice that the linear regression of results provides a slope equal to -1/2 until

the specimens are smaller than D = D0 = 1.2 m. This trend is consistent with the

LEFM, which gives nominal strength inversely proportional to the square root of

size. In contrast, by increasing the specimen sizes, for D > 1.2 m, one can observe

that the correlation tends to a horizontal asymptote.

Figure 3.25a plots the shear strength τ0 versus the sample size D and one

can see that the average τ0 decreases from about 0.18 MPa for D = 0.6 m to

0.12 MPa for D = 9.6 m – a 50% difference. However, most of the reduction

occurs for D <3 m, and the shear strength remains fairly constant for larger

sizes. This behavior is consistent with the so-called Type 1 size-effect [126, 232]

typical of samples without sharp notches. The log-log plot of τ0 vs. D shown in

Figure 3.25b highlights with additional clarity the size effect transition. Indeed,

one can see that the slope of the log-log plot is close to -1/2 for sizes between

0.6 and 1.2: this is the fracture mechanics controlled regime. For large size, the

behavior transitions to a purely brittle behavior. For smaller sizes, the behavior

is supposed to be purely plastic and the size effect curve should feature another

horizontal asymptote coinciding with the plastic limit. This regime is not visible

in neither Figure 3.25b. This shows that in disordered masonry structures the

plastic limit is only relevant to very small sizes of negligible practical relevance.

This is a very important observation since all existing design guidelines are based

on the assumption of plastic behavior and limit analysis. As far as the scatter of

the predicted response as a function of size is concerned, the results show that the

scatter decreases for increasing size. This is consistent with the results presented

earlier in this paper and it is due to the fact that the particle size does not scale

with the specimen size and so larger sizes are less heterogeneous than smaller ones.

The same phenomenon was previously observed for concrete by Cusatis and his

collaborators [233].
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Figure 3.25: a) Repre-

sentation of the maximum

shear stress τ0 as function

of specimen size D ; b) log-

log scale representation for

τ0 as function of D.

The ductility of the masonry samples is also strongly affected by the sample

size. This is first and foremost demonstrated by the stress vs. strain curves

whose post-peak becomes steeper for increasing size. This phenomenon can be

characterized quantitatively by the plot of µ80% vs. D shown in Figure 3.26. One

can see that µ80% drops from about 1.6 for D = 0.6m to 1.1 for D = 2.4m and it

approaches asymptotically the purely-brittle value of 1 for larger sizes.

The results demonstrate that relying on typical experiments on laboratory

samples leads to almost 30% overestimation of the ductility of actual masonry

walls for which D > 5m. The reason for this behavior can be traced back to the

issue of damage localization.

Figure 3.26: Size effect on ductility pa-

rameter, µ80%.

To investigate this aspect, Figure 3.27 reports the contours of the LDPM effec-

tive crack opening defined as: w = [w2
N+w2

M+w2
L]1/2, where wN = `(εN−σN/EN )

and wi = `(εi − σN/ET ) (i = M,L).

In Figures 3.27, the samples are shown consistently with their size. On the

contrary, in Figures 3.28– 3.32, zoomed-in portions of the samples are depicted as

having the same size to provide a better view of the cracks in the smaller samples.

These figures show the crack opening at failure on the masonry specimen for the

shear strain γ equal to 0.02. As one can see, the width of the damaged zone, which

corresponds to the width of the fracture process zone (FPZ) and is visualized by

the dark areas, does not scale with the size. Indeed for the smallest sample size

(Figure 3.28) the damaged zone is almost as large as the sample itself. On the
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Figure 3.27: Contours of

crack opening at failure w

of the D0.6, D1.2, D2.4,

D4.8, and D9.6 specimens.

D=9.6 m

D=2.4 m

D0=1.2 m
D=0.6 m

D=4.8 m

ѡ [mm]0 ≥1

other extreme, for the largest sample size (Fig. 3.32), the damaged zone is very

localized along the diagonal of the panel.

Definitely, for large sizes, the size of the FPZ can be negligible compared to

the size of the specimen, which allows using and characterizing the material based

on LEFM as it behaves in a brittle way. For the same material, as the specimen

size becomes smaller, the aforementioned assumption is not valid anymore and one

needs to employ theories for quasi-brittle materials.

This result is remarkable as it seems to deviate from the widely accepted ener-

getical size effect or Size Effect Law (SEL). Indeed, Bazant derived this size effect

law that now bears his name from equivalent LEFM [213]. However, one primor-

dial assumption in LEFM is the presence of a sharp notch, that is not the case in

the performed numerical simulations. For unnotched geometries, Bazant proposed

an empirical-based formulation as an extension of the classical SEL, by matching

the plastic asymptote to the elastic limit [234]. In a recent work [232], the crack

initiation and propagation from a smooth surface were numerically studied using

a cohesive model and it was demonstrated that as the size increases, the strength

tends to the elastic limit. Such a trend is here confirmed using the LDPM, which

is equipped with more complex constitutive equations.
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D0.6

Figure 3.28: Zoom in of the crack opening

at failure on the central part of the specimen

(Figure 3.27) concerned the D0.6 case.

D1.2

Figure 3.29: Zoom in of the crack opening

at failure on the central part of the specimen

(Figure 3.27) concerned the D1.2 case.

D2.4

Figure 3.30: Zoom in of the crack opening

at failure on the central part of the specimen

(Figure 3.27) concerned the D2.4 case.

D4.8

Figure 3.31: Zoom in of the crack opening

at failure on the central part of the specimen

(Figure 3.27) concerned the D4.8 case.

By assuming that the fracture process zone FPZ is related to the average

breadth of the crack opening occurred on the samples, one can correlate the FPZ

as a function of the dimension D of the masonry specimens. In the graph of Figure
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Figure 3.32: Zoom in of the crack opening

at failure on the central part of the specimen

(Figure 3.27) concerned the D9.6 case.

D9.6

3.33a, one can observe on the abscissa the value of D; on the ordinate the value

of the FPZ normalized respect of the specimen dimension D. The FPZ/D value

may represent the amount of the damage on the masonry specimen.

For D=0.6 m, one can see that almost 60 % of the specimen is damaged.

The damage amount decreases up to arrive to D=9.8 m where only about 5 %

of the specimen is damaged. This demonstrates again the occurrence of damage

localization, which, ultimately leads to a significant reduction of the ductility.

Figure 3.33b shows the correlation between the measure of the Fracture Process

Zone FPZ and D, which are both normalized respect of the tensile characteristic

length `t. In particular, one can see that the FPZ size first increases and then

slightly decreases for increasing size but its value is always between one to two

times the characteristic length of the material.

Figure 3.33: Correlation

between the measure of the

Fracture Process Zone FPZ

(normalized respect of the

specimen dimension D) as

function of D/D0.

a b
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Definitively, this paragraph has presented a numerical study of the size effect

on the maximum shear stress τ0 of masonry panels. In particular, five size sets

of square masonry specimens were tested under the diagonal compression test by

assuming dimension D of 0.6 m, 1.2 m, 2.4 m, 4.8 m, and 9.6 m. Each mechanical

response computed for the five specimen size were characterized by envelope curves

τ −γ obtained assuming 50 random stone arrangements. Results highlighted that:

• the mechanical response is consistent with the theory of linear elastic fracture

mechanics for specimen sizes smaller than D = 1.2 m (slope of the linear

regression between τ0 and the normalized sample dimension D/D0 in a log-

log scale representation provides an angular coefficient equal to -1/2);

• the maximum shear stress τ0 tended to be almost constant for specimen

larger than 1.2 m. This asymptote corresponds to the elastic limit;

• the mechanical behavior becomes brittle as the specimen size increases due

to the decrease of the Fracture Process Zone (FPZ);

• the larger the specimen size, the lower the data scattering of the results in

the post-peak behavior.

It is worth noting that only randomness solely due to the variable stone dis-

tribution has been introduced. Spatial randomness of material properties and

consequently the resulting statistical size effect are not taken into account. Re-

sults show that the LDPM is able to successfully capture fracture and failure

mechanisms depending on the size effect.
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3.3.3 Effect of the configuration test

Here, the study is focused on a particular aspect that is usually not considered as

relevant in the diagonal compression tests. In particular, both the standard codes

(ASTM and RILEM) for the evaluation of the shear properties through diagonal

compression test are referred to a specific configuration test, in which the panel

is kept in a vertical configuration while the compressive load is applied along the

direction of 90o (see Figure 3.34). However, most of the time, especially for the

URM case, the masonry specimens are usually kept in a horizontal configuration

while the load is applied along an inclined direction of 45o, due to brittleness of

the masonry panels and to reduce the risk of damaging the panels. However, the

correct evaluation of the shear strength of the masonry walls can also be influenced

by boundary conditions that, even if they may be considered as detail aspects,

can affect the propagation of the fracture in the wall panels and, therefore, their

mechanical response.

Figure 3.34: Apparatus for determination of

the shear strength of masonry specimen, ac-

cording to ASTM code.

Here, a LDPM investigation of the effect of the two different configurations

on the evaluation of the mechanical properties of stone masonry is carried out.

Indeed, LDPM is able to successfully capture fracture and failure mechanisms

that would otherwise be difficult to investigate through an experimental campaign

or by numerical modeling based on the FEM. Figure 3.35 shows the two different

configurations, S1 and S2, that are usually adopted for the diagonal compression
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test. These configurations were assumed for the LDPM simulations aiming to

evaluate the mechanical parameters of the masonry wall, namely the shear strength

τ0, the shear modulus G, and the ductility parameter µ.

a bP PThe «S1» configuration The «S2» configuration

Figure 3.35: Two differ-

ent test configurations (S1

and S2) adopted for the

characterization of shear

parameters of the masonry

wall.

For the LDPM simulations, the two steel L-shaped plates (placed at the spec-

imen corners) and the horizontal steel plate (placed at the specimen basement)

were modeled as rigid triangular shell elements. A sliding with ‘stick-slip’ fric-

tion constraint [212] between the corner plates and the masonry particle nodes

was used. and simulating high friction conditions at the L-shape plates-specimen

interfaces by assuming static and dynamic friction coefficient fs = fk = 0.5. More-

over, a contact bond with friction constraint was assigned between the base plate

and the masonry particle to sustain the specimen after the failure occurred. A

static friction coefficient fs = 0.1 and a dynamic friction coefficient fk = 0.0084

were assumed to simulate the low friction conditions at the basement-specimen

interface. The rotations perpendicular to the normal plate directions were fixed

for all particle nodes in contact with the corner plates (L-shape).

Since mechanical responses are highly affected by the arrangement of the stone

in the masonry specimen (see in Section 3.3.1), simulations were carried out for

both the configurations (S1 and S2) by using 10 random stone configurations.

In Figure 3.36a, one can observe the mechanical response of stone masonry

panels under diagonal compression tests. The numerical responses are expressed

by the correlation between the shear strain and shear stress (γ-τ). From that

graph, it is possible to observe the effect of the two different configurations on the

mechanical response of the panels, especially in the post-peak behavior. To better

appreciate the difference in terms of strength and stiffness of the masonry panels

Figure 3.36b shows the zoom-in of the first branch of Figure 3.36a. In particular, no

substantial differences can be observed in terms of the shear strength τ0. Instead,

one can observe a decrease in the shear modulus G of the masonry panels for the

S2 configuration, as compared to the S1 configuration. In particular, a difference

of about 23% is observed by comparing the mean shear modulus computed for the

S1 case (68 MPa) and the mean shear modulus for the S2 case (52 MPa).
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Figure 3.36: a) Numer-

ical responses carried out

for the configurations S1

and S2; b) zoom in of the

results to better observe

the difference in terms of

stiffness between S1 and

S2.

a b

Then, after the achievement of the maximum shear stresses, that occurred

for γ almost equal to 0.001 for both the configurations, one can see a higher

load-bearing capacity for large deformations for the S2 case, as compared to the

S1 case. In particular, after the achievement of that stress, an almost sudden

drop in the shear stress is observed for the S1 case due to the brittleness of the

specimens. Then, a slight re-hardening can be observed. This is may be related

to the rocking phenomenon that occurs between the stones. Hence, for the S1

configuration, 80% of the shear strengths in the post-peak behavior is observed

almost in correspondence of the same γ of the maximum shear stress (γ = 0.001).

Instead, 80% of the shear strengths of the S2 case is observed for almost γ = 0.003.

The difference between the mechanical responses obtained for the two config-

urations can be explained as follows: (i) for the S1 configuration, the fracture

propagation and the damage evolution on the walls occurred exclusively along

the compressed diagonal of the panel leading to an almost sudden failure of the

specimens; (ii) for the S2 configuration, one can have higher confinement of the

specimens due to the bottom basement that supports the walls. Hence, once the

cracks on the specimens occur along the compressed diagonal, the upper portion

of the panels tends to slip along that diagonal increasing the load-bearing capacity

of the panel due to the rocking phenomenon between stones.

Definitely, the results of Figure 3.36 highlighted that the different boundary

conditions regarded the two configurations may affect the evaluation of the duc-

tility of the stone masonry panel.

In addition, one can also observe an increase in the scattering of the results in

the post-peak behavior of the τ − γ plots for the S2 configuration, as compared to

the S1 one.
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Figure 3.37 and Figure 3.38 show the crack opening at failure for three unre-

inforced specimens characterized by different stone arrangement by using the S1

and the S2 configurations, respectively. The failure plots correspond to a value of

the macroscopic shear strain γ equal to 0.01.

In particular, in Figure 3.37 (S1 configuration) one can observe that fracture

mainly propagated along the compressed diagonal of masonry panels. This is due

to the fact that almost pure tension occurs.

On the contrary, in Figure 3.38 (S2 configuration) one can see, apart from the

fracture propagation along the compressed diagonal, also a typical flexural failure

on the side of the specimens. The triggering of additional cracks on the side of the

wall is due to the boundary condition at the basement of the specimens.

w [mm]
0 1

Figure 3.37: Contours of meso-scale crack

opening at failure for three unreinforced ma-

sonry specimens at γ=0.01, by adopting the

S1 configuration (w is the crack opening).
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Figure 3.38: Contours of meso-scale crack

opening at failure for three unreinforced ma-

sonry specimens at γ=0.01, by adopting the

S2 configuration (w is the crack opening).

w [mm]
0 1
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3.4 Simulation of stone masonry walls reinforced

by FRCM system

Despite the scientific interest in chaotic stone constructions, which has significantly

increased in recent years [235, 108, 236, 27, 237], available experimental data is

scattered and a large number of tests would be required to obtain consistent results.

The experimental results, provided in Chapter 2, relevant to stone masonry walls

strengthened by Glass-FRCM (FRCM) with a lime-based mortar and tested under

diagonal compression were simulated by using the computational framework based

on the so-called Lattice Discrete Particle Model (LDPM) [175, 176].

In particular, the experimental and numerical investigations presented here

offer a better understanding of the variables affecting the mechanical behavior

and damage evolution of stone masonry panels reinforced by the FRCM systems,

namely the thickness of the reinforcement, the bond behavior at the FRCM-

masonry interface, the presence or not of fiber anchors and fiber grids in the

strengthening system.

The geometrical characterization of the meso-structure is defined by a set of

parameters reported in Table 3.8. In particular, the stone-mortar ratio a/c =

3.4 which corresponds to the ratio between the volume of the stones (equal to

77.5% of the total volume of the specimen) and the lime mortar volume (equal to

22.5%) used to prepare the masonry specimens in the lab. The water-mortar ratio

w/c = 0.5 was assumed based on the mix design adopted to build the laboratory

specimens. Mortar content parameter c is computed with the goal to obtain a total

mass density ρmasonry equal to 1800.0 kg/m3 (according to [113]) by the following

formula: ρmasonry = c [1 + w/c+ a/c].

Table 3.8: The LDPM mix design parameter values adopted for the simulation of the

stone masonry material.

c [kg/m3] w/c [-] a/c [-] nF [-] di0 [mm] dia [mm] de0 [mm] dea [mm]
367.35 0.5 3.4 0.5 32 64 80 220

For the surface particles, the dimension of the aggregate pieces adopted to

represent the real dimension of the stones are chosen between de0 = 80 mm and

dea = 220 mm by using the particle generation procedure described in Section 3.2.1.

For the internal particles, the particle size adopted to represent the internal

aggregate distribution is chosen within the range di0 = 32 mm to dia = 64 mm in

order to model only the very coarse gravel (pebbles) subclasses [201]. The Fuller

coefficient nF was assumed to 0.6.

The composite nature of the masonry makes it difficult to assign material

properties, which depend on many factors as described above. For this reason,
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the first important part of the project consisted of calibrating the LDPM parame-

ters in order to reproduce the mechanical behavior observed during experimental

tests. In particular, the calibration process consisted of the best fitting of the

τ -γ experimental curves recorded during the diagonal compression tests as well

as the compressive strength of unreinforced samples in the range from 0.8 MPa

to 1.2 MPa chosen on the basis of Standards [113, 238, 239] and experimental

tests [211, 210, 240]. Table 3.9 shows the parameters obtained by the calibration

procedure.

Table 3.9: LDPM mechanical parameter values employed for the stone masonry mate-

rial.

E0 α σt Gt nt σs/σt σc0 σN0 Hc0 µ0

[MPa] [-] [MPa] [N/m] [-] [-] [MPa] [MPa] [-] [-]
1120.0 0.065 0.3 13 0.1 1.35 125 42 0.4 0.2

Figure 3.39 shows the mechanical response, represented by the scattering area

between the lower and the upper responses obtained by using three different stone

arrangements, of the URM specimens under diagonal compression test. One can

see that different stone arrangement leads to higher scattering in terms of softening

response as compared to the strength of the walls. This phenomenon has been

better discussed in the Section 3.3.1. The response of Figure 3.39 have been

obtained by using the geometrical and mechanical parameters listed in Tables 3.8–

3.9, respectively. Moreover, that figure also shows the damage evolution of a URM

specimen for different values of the shear strain γ. One can see that cracks mainly

occur along the compressed diagonal of the panel.

Figure 3.39: Numerical

response of the UnRe-

inforced Masonry (URM)

specimens under diagonal

compression test (on the

left). Cracking evolution

on the specimen for dif-

ferent values of the shear

strain γ (on the right).

ѡ [mm]0 ≥1

URM

As far as the reinforcement mortar employed in the FRCM system is concerned,

the LDPM geometric parameters (Table 3.10) are selected based on the actual

mixture design of the mortar used in the experiments.

Table 3.10: LDPM mix design parameter values adopted for the mortar material.

c [kg/m3] w/c [-] a/c [-] nF [-] d0 [mm] da [mm]

480 0.5 2.25 0.5 4 4.75
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The calibration of the material parameters in LDPM for mortar was obtained

through the best fitting of the experimental curves relevant to 21 three-point flex-

ural tests and to 42 compressive tests carried out at the laboratory of L’Aquila

(Italy) on prismatic mortar specimens in accordance to UNI EN 1015-11 [116]. In

particular, the calibration procedure was carried out to achieve a flexural strength

and compressive strength equal to 4.5 MPa and 17.3 MPa, respectively, which

were the average values experimentally measured (Figure 3.40). The other me-

chanical parameters were assumed based on the characteristics provided by the

vendor Aquilaprem [112]. Figures 3.41a, b show the crack opening at failure for

mortar specimens that occurred in the LDPM simulations for the compression

and three-point bending tests, respectively. Other LDPM parameter values were

assumed according to Pathirage et al. [185] in the absence of specific experimental

data. Table 3.11 shows the mechanical parameters of the reinforcement mortar

employed in the simulations.

Table 3.11: LDPM mechanical parameter values employed for the mortar material.

E0 α σt Gt nt σs/σt σc0 σN0 Hc0 µ0

[MPa] [-] [MPa] [N/m] [-] [-] [MPa] [MPa] [-] [-]
19, 750.0 0.25 3.3 23.4 0.1 1.38 150 600 0.4 0.2

CT

3PBT

17.3

4.5 
Figure 3.40: Numerical responses com-

puted for the mortar samples under the

three-point bending test (3PBT) and the

compression test (CT)

a b

ѡ [mm]0 ≥1

Figure 3.41: contours of

meso-scale crack opening

at failure for mortar sam-

ples at strain value equal to

0.0025 in the compression

test (a) and the three-point

bending test (b).

Hence, the geometry and the mechanical parameters were separately calibrated

for both the masonry specimen and the mortar layer this far. In Figure 3.43 are
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illustrated the responses of the two materials under the diagonal compression test.

The coupling of the stone specimen and the reinforcement mortar layer will lead

to a mechanical response, in terms of the shear strength, comprised between such

responses.

Figure 3.42: Numerical

responses and crack open-

ing at failure computed for

both the masonry and mor-

tar material under diago-

nal test.
ѡ [mm]0 ≥1

Stone masonry

Mortar layer

As far as the fiber grids are concerned, the same mechanical and geometri-

cal properties of the experimental test were used for them. In particular, they

are summarized in Table 3.12. Moreover, both the vertical and horizontal fiber

strands, not constrained to each other, were modeled with elastic beam elements

with equivalent rectangular sections of 0.1 mm × 10 mm. The fiber strands and

the mortar particles were connected via a node-node penalty constraint.

Table 3.12: Geometrical and mechanical properties of the glass fiber used in the FRCM

system (SG is the space gap, ρfib is the density, tfib is the thickness of a fiber strand, Efib

is the fiber Young’s Module, ft,fib is the tensile strength, εu,fib is the ultimate strain).

SG [mm] ρfib [kg/m3] tfib [mm] Efib [MPa] ft,fib [MPa] εu,fib [%]

25 2680.0 0.1 72000.0 1700.0 3.7

Finally, as far as the fiber anchors are concerned, they were modeled with

hexahedral solid elements and assuming elastic mechanical properties (Table 3.12).

The central part of the the anchors was assumed as cylindrical, whereas the ends

of the anchors were modeled as 16 hexahedral elements measuring 14.7 mm in

width, 0.2 mm in thickness, and 150 mm in length. These measures are equivalent

to an ideal circular configuration measuring 0.1 mm in thickness and 150 mm in

radius. The fiber anchors were connected to both the mortar particles and the

stones via a node-node penalty constraint.

Figure 3.43 shows the modeling of the FRCM system applied on the stone

masonry panel for the simulation of the diagonal compression test by LDPM.

In the following are described the other modeling criteria assumed for the

LDPM simulations. Some choices are a consequence of the sensitivity analyses

previously carried out and not reported in the thesis. In particular, the two steel

plates (L-shape), placed at the specimen corners, and the horizontal steel plate,
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Stone 

particles

Mortar

layer

Glass fiber

anchorGlass fiber

grid
0.2

10

10

10

25 25

Figure 3.43: Stone ma-

sonry specimen reinforced

with fiber grids and fiber

anchors (both embedded

in external mortar layers).

On the right is illustrated

in detail the fiber anchor

modeled with hexahedral

solid elements; the geomet-

rical properties of the 16

anchor ends (14.7 mm in

width, 0.2 mm in thick-

ness and 150 mm in length)

are equivalent to an ideal

circular configuration (0.1

mm in thickness and 150

mm in radius).

placed at the specimen basement, were modeled as rigid triangular shell elements.

A sliding with ‘stick-slip’ friction constraint [212] between the corner plates and

the masonry particle nodes was used. This constraint is designed to force a set of

nodes to move over a frictional surface while the constraint perpendicular to the

surface is treated using a master-slave formulation. The simulations used a static

friction coefficient fs = 0.5 and a dynamic friction coefficient fk = 0.5 to simulate

the high friction conditions. A contact bond with friction constraint (fs = 0.1,

fk = 0.0084) was assigned between the base plate and the masonry particle to

sustain the specimen after the failure occurred. The rotations perpendicular to

the normal plate directions were fixed for all particle nodes in contact with the

corner plates (L-shape). The mortar particles were connected to the masonry

sample via a frictional penalty constraint; fk = fs = 0.5 were assumed to simulate

the almost perfect bond (PB) conditions at the masonry-mortar interfaces.

Before reproducing the experimental results, a numerical investigation is pre-
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sented. It offers a better understanding of the variables affecting the mechanical

behavior and damage evolution of stone masonry panels reinforced by the FRCM

systems, namely the thickness of the reinforcement, the bond behavior at the

FRCM-masonry interface, the presence or not of fiber anchors and fiber grids in

the strengthening system.

To investigate the benefit of the reinforcement system on the mechanical prop-

erties of the masonry panel, the reinforcement coefficients kG, kτ0 and kµ are in-

troduced. They are computed by Equation 3.11 to characterize the increase of

the mechanical properties (shear modulus, strength, and load-bearing capacity for

large deformation) of the specimens reinforced with the FRCM system as com-

pared with the unreinforced ones. One can define these coefficients as follows:

kG =
GR
GNR

; kτ0 =
τ0,R
τ0,NR

; kµ =
τ(γ=0.01),R

τ(γ=0.01),NR
(3.11)

in which GR, τ0,R, and τ(γ=0.01),R are the mechanical proprieties (shear strain,

maximum stress, and stress at γ = 0.01) of the reinforced panels and GNR, τ0,NR,

and τ(γ=0.01),NR are the corresponding mechanical properties of the unreinforced

panels.
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3.4.1 Mortar thickness effect

As far as the strengthening obtained only by mortar layers (without both fiber

grids and fiber anchors) is concerned, numerical investigations were performed to

determine the effect of the thickness t of the mortar layers on the mechanical

behavior of the specimens. Values of t equal to 10 mm, 15 mm, 20 mm, 25 mm,

and 30 mm were considered in the LDPM simulations.

Figure 3.44a shows the mechanical responses in terms of τ − γ curves. For

each value of the mortar t, three different stone arrangements were assumed. The

colored areas in the graphs represent the scattering areas between the lower and

the upper response curves measured in the simulations by varying the stone ar-

rangements.

In particular, Figure 3.44a shows an increase of both the stiffness and the

strength by increasing the value of t. At the same time, one can observe a more

brittle behavior by increasing t.

kμ

kG

kτ0

RM-Mt20

RM-Mt15

RM-Mt10

a b

URM

RM-Mt25

RM-Mt30

Figure 3.44: a) Compar-

ison between unreinforced

panels (URM) and panels

reinforced by only mortar

layer (without both fiber

grid and anchors) having

different values of thickness

t: 10 mm, 15 mm, 20 mm,

25 mm and 30 mm; b) rein-

forcement coefficients kG,

kτ0 , and kµ function of t.

Figures 3.44b shows reinforcement coefficient values kG, kτ0 and kµ (equation

3.11) as function of t. In particular, the increase in both kG and kτ0 is almost

linearly proportional to the increase of t. On the contrary, by observing the slope

of the kµ curve one can notice a non-linear trend by increasing the value of t. This

result suggests that the behavior of the reinforcing mortar can be approximately

considered linear up to the achievement of the maximum shear stress τ0.

On the contrary, by observing the slope of both the kµ curve one can notice a

non-linear trend by increasing the value of t. This is because, as already observed

in Figure 3.44a, the higher the t value, the higher the brittle behavior is. Hence,

the benefits of the mortar layer in terms of ductility decrease by increasing the

value of t.

Standard CNR-DT 215/2018 proposes, as a simplification, an amplification

coefficient of 1.5 for the mechanical properties of irregular stone masonry walls

reinforced by FRCM. However, that coefficient, as highlighted in both experiments

and simulations, can be much higher and mainly depends on the thickness of the
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reinforcement mortar rather than the fiber characteristics.

A good correlation between the experimental responses and the simulation in

terms of strength was observed in the case of mortar thickness t=20mm, which was

the average mortar thickness applied as reinforcement on the masonry specimens.

Figures 3.45–3.47 shows the cracking opening at the failure for the masonry

specimen reinforced by only mortar layers having a thickness t equal to 10 mm, 15

mm and 20 mm. No clear differences in the fracture propagation can be noticed

among the cases.

Definitely, once investigated the influence of the thickness value of the mortar

layers, all the following simulations have been carried out assuming t=20mm.

Figure 3.45: Crack open-

ing at failure on both the

masonry and the mortar

layer for γ=0.01, by as-

suming a thickness t of the

strengthening mortar equal

to 10 mm.

RM-Mt10

ѡ [mm]0 ≥1

Figure 3.46: Crack open-

ing at failure on both the

masonry and the mortar

layer for γ=0.01, by as-

suming a thickness t of the

strengthening mortar equal

to 15 mm.

RM-Mt15

ѡ [mm]0 ≥1

Figure 3.47: Crack open-

ing at failure on both the

masonry and the mortar

layer for γ=0.01, by as-

suming a thickness t of the

strengthening mortar equal

to 20 mm.

RM-Mt20

ѡ [mm]0 ≥1
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3.4.2 Bond behavior at the masonry-mortar interfaces

With the aim of investigating the effect of bond behavior at the masonry-mortar

interface on the failure behavior of the panels, analyses (Figure 3.48) were con-

ducted assuming two extreme different hypotheses for the bond behavior. First,

high values of the static and dynamic friction coefficient, fs = fk = 0.5, were

considered to simulate almost perfect bond (PB) condition. Next, small values

of the static and dynamic friction coefficients, fs = 0.03 and fk = 0.0084, were

assumed (according to [176]) to simulate weak bond (WB) conditions.

Figure 3.48a shows the numerical τ -γ curves obtained under both the PB and

WB hypotheses. In particular, one can see that the bond behavior has no effect in

terms of shear modulus G and has a slight effect on the strength τ0. A difference

of about 10% is observed by comparing the strength for the WB case (0.507 MPa)

and the strength for the PB case (0.548 MPa). On the contrary, a big difference in

terms of load-bearing capacity for large deformation is observed between the WB

and the PB cases. Indeed, by measuring τγ=0.01 one can compute a stress decrease

of about 60 % by comparing the PB (0.339 MPa) and WB (0.212 MPa) cases.

PB

WB
a

c

b

a

b

c

P
a b

a

c

b

a
c

b

a

c

b

Figure 3.48: a) Com-

parison between Perfect

Bond (PB) and Weak

Bond (WB) hypotheses

at the masonry-mortar

interfaces in the case of

masonry strengthened

only by mortar layers; b)

bond stress measured on

the three external areas

”a”, ”b” and ”c” of the

specimen.

Figure 3.48b shows the bond stress τad = P/A measured on three different

square areas (called a, b, and c) at the masonry-mortar interface, where P is the

load applied on the top corner of the masonry sample and A is the surface area of

0.4 m × 0.4 m. The simulation is conducted under both the PB hypothesis and the

WB one. In particular, for both the hypotheses one can see that the area closer to

the top corner (the so-called ”a” in the figure) is characterized by the highest τad.

This result highlights the fact that the reinforcing mortar on the upper corner may

be more easily subjected to debonding, as compared to areas far enough from the

boundary. On the other hand, the central area (the so-called ”c” in the figure) is

characterized by the lowest τad. For all the investigated areas, one can see that

a drop in the bond stress was achieved for γ equal to about 0.003, for which the

shear strength of the specimens was achieved. At that point, τad decreases for all
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three areas because of the reduction in strength of the masonry panels.

Moreover, one can see that for the ”a” area, the maximum value of τad is almost

the same for both the cases, whereas the other areas ”b” and ”c” are characterized

by different values of τad by comparing the PB case and the WB case. Finally, the

plot clearly shows that for the PB case the bond stress-bearing is higher for large

deformation, as compared to the WB case.

Figures 3.49–3.50 show the effect of bond behavior on the fracture propagation.

Under the PB hypothesis (Figure 3.49) one can observe a more distributed cracking

on the mortar surface. On the contrary, under the WB hypothesis (Figure 3.49)

damage concentration on the mortar surface is clearly observed.

Figure 3.49: Crack open-

ing at failure (masonry on

the left and mortar on the

right) for γ=0.005, by as-

suming the PB hypotheses.

PB

ѡ
[m

m
]

≥1

0

Figure 3.50: Crack open-

ing at failure (masonry on

the left and mortar on the

right) for γ=0.005, by as-

suming the WB hypothe-

ses.

WB

ѡ
[m

m
]

≥1

0
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3.4.3 Fiber grid effect

The glass grid consisted of vertical and horizontal fiber strands characterized by

equivalent rectangular sections of 0.1 mm × 10 mm. The strands were not con-

strained to each other and, in simplified hypotheses, they were modeled with

elastic beam elements (Efib=720000 MPa and ν = 0.22). The fiber strands and

the mortar particles were connected via a node-node penalty constraint.

To numerically investigate the effect of the fiber grids on the mechanical prop-

erties of the reinforced panels, Figure 3.51a shows the comparison between the

LDPM curves carried out by two different strengthening systems applied to the

masonry specimens: (1) reinforcement with only mortar layers (RM-M) and (2)

reinforcement with both mortar layers and fiber grid (RM-G).

A clear benefit in the ductility of the strengthening system can be attributed

to the fiber grids. The increase in load-bearing capacity for large deformations

(γ = 0.01) can be expressed by reinforcement coefficient kµ: one can compute a

greater value of kµ,RM−G = 0.523/0.084 = 6.23 for the RM-G case as compared

to the value of kµ,RM−M = 0.343/0.084 = 4.08 for the RM-M case. Therefore,

one can have an increase in load-bearing capacity for large deformations of about

150% by embedding the fiber grids into the mortar layers as compared with the

reinforcement system made only by the mortar layers. On the other hand, the

results of Figure 3.51a highlight that fiber grids have no effect in terms of both

stiffness and shear strength of the specimens. This result appears to contrast with

the recommendation of the standards CNR-DT 215/2018 and ACI-549 in which

the contribution of the FRCM on the shear capacity of unreinforced panels is at-

tributed to the characteristics of the fibers (geometry and mechanical properties).

Simulations showed that fibers have the function to carry tensile stresses (duc-

tility), whereas the reinforcing mortar leads to an increase of shear strength and

shear modulus

RM-M

RM-G

URM

a b

Figure 3.51: a) LDPM

responses obtained for the

URM case, the RM-M

case, and the RM-G case

(masonry sample strength-

ened by fiber grids embed-

ded in the mortar layers);

b) axial strain of both the

vertical and the horizontal

gauges Vs shear strain of

the masonry panel of the

RM-G test.
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Figure 3.51b shows the axial strain εs of both the vertical and horizontal strands

of the fiber grids measured during the LDPM simulations. It is worth noting that

the axial strain of the horizontal strands was also investigated in the simulation

unlike the experimental tests, where only the strain along the vertical strands was

measured. In particular, εs is measured in correspondence to the position of the

gauges of the experimental tests. It is worth noting that in Figure 3.51b one can

see that the axial strain of the vertical fiber strands has an initial compressive

trend (negative value) up to the achievement of the maximum shear stress (dotted

line in Figure 3.51b), as already commented in the experimental results.

Figures 3.52a, b show the maximum values of the compressive and tensile axial

strain εs of the vertical and horizontal fiber strands, respectively.

Figure 3.52: Maximum

values of the axial strain

measured along: the ver-

tical fiber strands (a) and

the horizontal fiber strands

(b).
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One can see in Figure 3.52a that both the minimum and the maximum values

of εs measured on the vertical gauges are very similar to the experimental ones. In

particular, the 1-9 gauge IDs, and the 2-10 ones are characterized by the highest

tensile strain values (from about 7 to 9 mm/m). This means that the upper part

of the specimens along its compressed diagonal is subjected to the highest crack

opening due to the boundary effect, leading to the highest tensile strains of the

fiber strands. No strong differences can be instead observed for the compressive

strains measured for the gauges. They are almost equal to - 0.4 mm/m for all the

gauges. Finally, Fig. 3.52b shows that the tensile strains of the horizontal strands

are slightly higher than the ones observed for the vertical strands.

Definitely, one can observe that both the minimum and the maximum values

of εs, measured on the vertical gauges, are really similar to the experimental ones.

Indeed, one can see in Figures 3.53a, b the axial strains measured on the fiber grids

during the experimental tests. In particular, Figures 3.53a, b have been already

shown in Section 2.1.2.3 and are proposed again here for a better comparison with

the numerical results. In particular, grids were instrumented with 16 strain gauges

(8 strain gauges for each side of the specimen) placed along to the compressed

diagonal of the specimen (where the cracking of the panel was expected to take

place). These strain gauges recorded the axial strain only of the vertical strands
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of the grid.

The only differences between numerical (Figures 3.51b) and experimental re-

sponses (Figures 3.53a, b) concerns the way in which the tensile maximum strains

were achieved. Indeed, experimental tests were conducted in load-control, whereas

the simulations were carried out in displacement-control. Hence, once the maxi-

mum resistance of the panel was achieved in the experiments there was an almost

instant collapse of the specimens so that also the maximum value of the axial

strains of the grids instantly occurred. On the contrary, simulations allowed to

obtain similar values of the axial strains, as compared to the experiments, not

instantly.

a b

Figure 3.53: a,b) Ax-

ial strain measured for

the vertical stands of the

fiber grids during the ex-

perimental tests carried

out on two masonry pan-

els strengthened by the

FRCM.

Figure 3.54 shows the crack opening at failure for the reinforced the specimen

reinforced by glass fiber grid embedded in the mortar layer (RM-G). The failure

plots correspond to a value of the macroscopic shear strain γ equal to 0.01. By

comparing that figure with Figure 3.47 one can observe no strong differences in

the fracture propagation. Indeed, the damage that occurred on the masonry wall

seems the same, whereas one can observe a more distributed cracking on the mortar

surface in Figure 3.54, as compared to Figure 3.47. This highlights the benefit of

the grid to reduce crack propagation in masonry panels. That result also explains

the higher load-bearing for the masonry specimen reinforced by both mortar and

grid (the RM-G case) observed in Figure 3.51, as compared to the RM-M case.

RM-G

ѡ [mm]0 ≥1

Figure 3.54: Crack open-

ing at failure on both the

masonry and the mortar

layer for γ=0.01, by em-

ploying the glass fiber grids

embedded in the mortar

layers.
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Finally, Figure 3.55, shows the evolution of the axial strain of the glass fiber

grid measured for different macroscopic shear strain γ equal to 0.005 and 0.01. This

figure highlight that concentration of the deformation occurs along the compressed

diagonal.

Figure 3.55: Axial strain

of the glass fiber grid mea-

sured at γ=0.005 (on the

left) and γ=0.01 (on the

right).

ε 

[mm/m]

≥8

≤-2

RM-G (γ=0.005) RM-G (γ=0.01)

To better understand the effect of the feature fibers on the mechanical pro-

prieties of the mortar panel as well as the fracture propagation on the panel, a

diagonal-compression test was simulated for a 250×250 mm mortar specimen with

20 mm in thickness (see Figure 3.56). Two“L-shaped” steel elements, measuring

31.7 mm in length and height were placed at the specimen corners. It is worth

noting that both the specimen size and the L-shaped plate sizes proportionally

decreased by the factor 3.8 as compared to the sizes suggested by the ASTM stan-

dard code for the diagonal compression test of the masonry walls. The reduced size

of the specimen ensured a lower computational cost of the simulation. In addition,

such a dimension can ensure the chance of spreading this test as an alternative to

the classic direct tensile test that is usually performed for the characterization of

the FRCM stripes.

A particular constrained system was conceived to avoid instability phenomena

for the panel by ensuring an ideal tensile crack along the compressed diagonal

of the mortar specimen. That system consisted of two circular steel plates with

100 mm in radius placed at the external surfaces of the mortar panel and were

modeled as rigid triangular shell elements (see Figure 3.56). A static friction

coefficient fs = 0.1 and a dynamic friction coefficient fk = 0.0084 were assumed

to simulate the low friction conditions at the plates-specimen interfaces.

The two L-shaped plates were modeled as rigid triangular shell elements and a

sliding with ‘stick-slip’ friction constraint between the corner plates and the mortar

particle nodes was used under high bond behavior hypotheses (fs = fk = 0.5).

For this investigation, the mechanical behavior of the fiber strands was charac-

terized by a linear hardening branch up to the fiber strength (equal to 1700 MPa)

followed by a nonlinear softening branch (hardening modulus equal to -5000 MPa)

to simulate accurately the almost brittle failure of the fiber strands when their
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maximum tensile stress is achieved.

100 mm

Figure 3.56: Simulation of the diagonal

compression test for the mortar specimen.

The simulations were performed by assuming different width of the fiber strands

(see Figures 3.57a, b) as well as different space gap (see Figures 3.57a, c, d). In

particular, the case RP-grid25 (Figure 3.57a) was characterized by fiber strands

with 10 mm in width, whereas the case RP-grid25s (Figure 3.57b) was characterized

by fiber strands with 5 mm in width. For these two cases, the thickness of the

fiber strands and the space gap of the grid were assumed equal to 0.1 mm and 25

mm, respectively.

The case RP-grid25 (Figure 3.57a), the case RP-grid50 (Figure 3.57c), and the

case RP-grid100 (Figure 3.57d) were characterized by a space gap of the grid equal

to 25 mm, 50 mm and 100 mm, respectively. For these three cases, the thickness

and the width of the fiber strands were assumed equal to 0.1 mm and 10 mm,

respectively.

a b

c d

RP-grid25 RP-grid25s

RP-grid50 RP-grid100

Figure 3.57: Mortar

square specimen of 250

mm in size and 20 mm

in thickness reinforced by

fiber grid with different

geometrical features: a)

Space gap of 25 mm; b)

space gap of 25 mm and

fiber width of 5 mm; c)

space gap of 50 mm; d)

space gape of 100. For the

cases a, b and c, the fiber

width is equal to 10 mm.
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Figure 3.58a shows the shear strain - shear stress (γ-τ) curves obtained for the

unreinforced panel (URP) and the reinforced panels (RPs). In that figure, the

achievement of the maximum stress is represented by a star marker, whereas the

begin of the re-hardening phase is represented by a circle marker. By observing

the curves of Figure 3.58a, one can see that the fiber strand features affect both

the strength and the load-bearing capacity of the reinforced panel. In particular,

for all the RPs cases an almost sudden drop in the shear stress followed by a re-

hardening phenomenon (re-increase of the shear stress) was observed. The sudden

decrease in the shear is observed when the failure of the mortar occurred (shear

stress almost equal to 2.5 MPa). Only for the RP-grid100 case, the increase in

the shear stress is not so consistent to enhance the shear strength of the panel.

Indeed, in that case, the shear strength of the reinforced panel is the same of the

shear strength computed for the URP case.

Figure 3.58: a) Shear stress–

shear strain plot of fiber-

reinforced mortar panels with

different geometric features of

the fiber strands; b) Zoom in

of the (a) plot.

a b

A zoom-in of the curves of Figure 3.58a is illustrated in Figure 3.58b. From

this figure is clearer the effect of re-hardening of the RPs when the failure of the

mortar occurred. In particular, the RP-grid25 case shows the smaller decrease in

the shear stress before the begin of the re-hardening phase. On the contrary, the

RP-grid100 case shows the higher decrease in the shear stress before the begin of

the re-hardening phase.

Results highlighted the differences related to the fiber content in the mechanical

behavior of the reinforced panels. In general one can conclude that the higher the

fiber content in the FRCM system, the higher the increase in the shear strength

of the panel due to the re-hardening phenomenon associated to the fiber as well as

the higher ultimate shear strain of the reinforced panel. Furthermore, the higher

the fiber content, the lower the drop in the shear stress before the begin of the

re-hardening phase.

Figures 3.59a− d show the axial force of the fiber strands related to the shear

strain of the panel. The axial forces were measured on the vertical strands placed

along the compressed diagonal of the mortar. In particular, for the RP-grid25 case,

one can see that the maximum force of the fiber is obtained in correspondence of
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γ almost equal to 0.1. For the other cases, the the maximum force is achieved for

γ almost equal to 0.05.

a

c

b

d

Figure 3.59: Axial force

measured of the fiber

strands as a function of

the shear strain of the

panel for different cases:

(a) RP-grid25; (b) RP-

grid25s; (c) RP-grid50; (d)

RP-grid100.

Figures 3.60a−d show the strain of the fiber strands related to the shear strain

of the reinforced panel.

a

c

b

d

Figure 3.60: Axial strain

measured of the fiber

strands as a function of

the shear strain of the

panel for different cases:

(a) RP-grid25; (b) RP-

grid25s; (c) RP-grid50; (d)

RP-grid100.
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Figures 3.61a − d illustrate the fracture propagation occurred for the FRCM

panel by assuming the different features of the fiber. The crack patterns cor-

respond to the same displacement imposed to the specimens. In particular, for

all the cases, one can see similar fracture evolution through the mortar, mainly

localized along the compressed diagonal and the corners of the specimens. In par-

ticular, the RP-grid100 shows a more distributed cracking on the mortar surface,

as compared to the other cases. The RP-grid50 and the RP-grid100 cases also

show a clear separation of the two portions of the mortar specimen highlighting

the lower deformability capacity, as compared to the RP-grid25 and RP-grid25s

that are characterized by a lower space gap of the fiber grid (and therefore an

higher distribution of the fibers).

Figure 3.61: Crack open-

ing at the failure of the

mortar panel by assuming

different geometric feature

of the fiber strands: (a)

RP-grid25 case; (b) RP-

grid25s case; (c) RP-grid50

case; (d) RP-grid100 case.

a

c

RP-grid25

b

d

ѡ [mm]0 ≥1

RP-grid25s

RP-grid50 RP-grid100

Finally, Figures 3.62a − d and Figures 3.63a − d show the axial force and the

axial strain of the fiber strands, respectively. One can see that the higher value

of the axial force (1700 MPa) and the axial strain (0.02) of the fiber occur along

the compressed diagonal of the mortar panel. This highlights that the fibers are

tensed (or strained) where crack opening of the mortar take place.
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a

c

RP-grid25

b

d

RP-grid50 RP-grid100

Ns [MPa] ≥17000

RP-grid25s

Figure 3.62: Axial force

of the fiber strands un-

der different geometric fea-

ture assumptions: (a) RP-

grid25 case; (b) RP-grid25s

case; (c) RP-grid50 case;

(d) RP-grid100 case.

a

c

RP-grid25

b

d

RP-grid25s

RP-grid50 RP-grid100

εs [%] ≥ 20

Figure 3.63: Axial strain

of the fiber strands un-

der different geometric fea-

ture assumptions: (a) RP-

grid25 case; (b) RP-grid25s

case; (c) RP-grid50 case;

(d) RP-grid100 case.
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3.4.4 Fiber anchor effect

With the aim to numerically investigate the effect of the fiber anchors on the

mechanical response of the reinforced panels, they have been introduced in the

numerical model. In particular, they were modeled with elastic beam elements

(Table 3.12) with equivalent rectangular sections of 0.1 mm × 10 mm. The fiber

anchors were modeled with hexahedral solid elements (Figure 3.43) assuming elas-

tic mechanical properties (Table 3.12). The ends of each anchor were modeled

by 16 strands measuring 14.7 mm in width, 0.2 mm in thickness and 150 mm

in length. These values were computed by assuming an initial ideal-equivalent

circular configuration measuring 0.1 mm in thickness and 150 mm in radius.

Figure 3.64a shows the LDPM curves obtained for the unreinforced samples

(URM) and the reinforced samples obtained by two different strengthening sys-

tems: (1) fiber grids and fiber anchors, both embedded in the mortar layers (RM-

GC), and (2) only fiber grids embedded in the mortar layers (RM-G). For both

reinforced cases, RM-GC and RM-G, one can clearly observe an increase in terms

of both the stiffness and shear strength as compared to the URM case. Further-

more, the difference in the mechanical responses between the RM-GC (represented

in Figure 3.64a by the average curve of three simulations) and the RM-G cases

(represented in Figure 3.64a by the scattering areas between the lower and the

upper response curves measured in three simulations) highlights that the fiber

anchors have no effect on the mechanical response both in terms of stiffness and

strength. One can observe a small contribution (almost negligible) of the fiber

anchors only in the load-bearing capacity for large deformation of the masonry

sample. This is because fiber anchors are usually introduced in the FRCM system

only to improve the out-of-plane mechanical response and they have no strong

influence on the in-plane behavior.

Figure 3.64: a) Compar-

ison between unreinforced

specimens (URM), rein-

forced panels by both the

fiber grids and anchors em-

bedded in the mortar lay-

ers (RM-GC), and rein-

forced panels without fiber

anchors (RM-G); b) axial

strain of the glass fiber grid

and the fiber anchor mea-

sured at γ=0.005.

RM-G

URM

RM-GC

ε 

[mm/m]

≥8

≤-2

a b
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3.5 Simulation of the innovative fibrous-mortar

In the last decades the material properties as well as the structural behavior of

fiber-reinforced materials have been extensively investigated. In particular, re-

search has expanded in fiber-based composite materials characterized by various

fiber materials, sizes, shapes, and fiber content in association with different con-

crete/mortar compositions, eventually leading to high-performance materials ex-

hibiting strain-hardening behavior accompanied with multiple cracking phenom-

ena at small crack widths [241]. Most of the existing numerical models for the

analyses of fiber-reinforced material consist in modifying the post peak behavior

of inelastic constitutive models to represent the enhanced ductility of that mate-

rial [242], (e.g. [243, 244, 245, 246]). These models include the effect of fibers on

a phenomenological level. Hence, the increasing in the fracture energy of fibrous

material must be determined a priori from experiments resulting in loss of the

capacity to predict the effect of specific fiber properties on the the macroscopic

behavior of fiber-reinforced material.

For a reliable prediction of the mechanical response of fibrous material, the

numerical modeling capabilities should be characterized by the following main

features: (i) a realistic, three-dimensional modeling of mortar/concrete mesostruc-

ture, including a discrete representation of individual fibers randomly distributed

therein; (ii) a multiscale approach in which the effect of embedded fibers on the

structural response is based directly on the micromechanics of the fiber-matrix

interaction. Obviously, true predictive capability of the model should be demon-

strated through a rigorous calibration/validation procedure.

A review of the published literature revealed several notable studies that have

some, but not both, of these features. In particular, a sophisticated micro - me-

chanical model for fiber crack bridging was proposed by Yang [247], who developed

earlier work found in [248]. A finite element multiscale (homogenization) approach

based on the crack-bridging model was proposed by [249]. A model based on

the discretization of fibers, which was randomly distributed in a two-dimensional

finite-element model mesh was proposed in [250]. A random distribution of fibers

in a 3D FEM to simulate the structural response of direct tension specimens was

proposed in [251].

In Schauffert and Cusatis [252, 253], the Lattice Discrete Particle Model was

proposed for fibrous concrete. In that study, the LDPM incorporated the effect of

the fibers as discrete entities within the mesostructure of the concrete, by modeling

individual fibers randomly placed within the framework according to a given fiber

volume fraction and fiber geometry. Then, number and orientation of fibers cross-

ing each facet are computed along with the fiber embedment length on each side of
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the facet. At facet level, fibers and concrete are assumed to be coupled in parallel;

4) the contribution of each fiber to the facet response is formulated on the basis

of the micromechanical analysis that takes into account fiber-matrix debonding,

frictional pull-out, scabbing and spalling effects, as well as fiber rupture [252].

The overall pullout behavior is mainly characterized by the debonding and

frictional slip phenomena that occur at the fiber-mortar matrix interface. The

debonding behavior of fibers strongly affects the properties of fiber-reinforced

composite materials. A transition zone between the elastic bonded region and

the frictional debonded region may exist [254]. In [255] is well described that

the debond mode is determined by the size of this transition zone, in comparison

to fiber-embedment length, and the difference in stress distribution between the

bonded and debonded regions of the interface. The transition zone size mainly

depends on the microstructural size scale of the interphase. Indeed, a material

with relatively coarse microstructure is characterized by a larger transition zone

as compared to the material with fine grain. Moreover, the debond mode varies

with the constituent material involved, such as fibers with different material types

or surface treatments, cement matrix with various water/cement ratios or addi-

tives, and so on.

When a fiber-reinforced composite material is subjected to tensile load and

undergoes fracture failure, the reinforcing fibers may be subjected to various in-

teraction phase with the matrix. First, for a low external load, the fiber-matrix

interphase remains well bonded. Then, when the load increases and overcomes the

critical interfacial bond properties, a partial debonding occurs. In this phase, the

resistance of the applied load comes partly from the elastic bond on the embedded

fiber segment and partly from the frictional bond on the debonded fiber segment.

When the entire embedment length is completely debonded, the fiber may start

to be pulled out. At this final stage, the resistance of the applied load comes

entirely from the frictional stress between fiber and matrix. Definitely, prior to a

purely frictional pullout phase, a fiber segment embedded in a mortar matrix must

completely debond from the surrounding matrix as illustrated in Figure 3.65.

In [255], it was also found that interfacial debonding is dominated by frictional

stress which is not dependent on the fiber diameters but only to the material

features.
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3.5.1 Governing equation of the fiber-mortar interaction

The mechanical behavior of the fiber-mortar interaction is governed by the rela-

tionship between the pullout load P and the slippage ν at the fiber-matrix inter-

face. In the literature, relationships of this nature have been obtained by various

authors, both numerically and analytically, under various simplifying approxima-

tions.

To develop the LDPM for fibrous mortar, Schauffert [252, 253] adopted ana-

lytical, semi-empirical formulation of Yang et al [247]. This formulation is based

on several assumptions, including that the fiber is initially straight, elastic, and

has negligible bending stiffness. The developed model, named LDPM-F, was cal-

ibrated by carrying out numerical simulations of direct tension and three-point

bending tests on fiber reinforced concrete mixes characterized by various fiber

volume ratios and volume types. Individual fibers are inserted into the LDPM

volume with randomly generated positions and orientations. Hence, the occur-

rences of fiber-facet intersection are determined by computing the actual locations

where fibers cross inter-cell facets. The relative orientation between the fiber and

the facet is provided by unit vector nf , whose orientation is based on the local

reference system of the particle facet (n, m, l described in Section 3.2.2).

The debonding phase can be described as a “tunnel-type” cracking process

over the embedment length which is characterized by two fiber-matrix interface

parameters [247], namely the debonding fracture energy Gd and the frictional

stress τb. The slippage has a critical value νd that represents full debonding. For

a generic embedded length Le, νd can be expressed as [248]:

νd =
2τbL

2
e

Efdf
+

(
8GdL

2
c

Efdf

)1/2

(3.12)

where Le is the embedment length and Ef is the modulus of elasticity of the fiber.

For the debonding stage (ν < νd), fiber load Pνd is given as [248]:

P (ν) =

[
π2Efd

3
f

2
(τbν +Gd)

]1/2
(3.13)

After full debonding (ν < νd), the resistance is entirely frictional and the fiber

load Pνd is equal to:

P (ν) = P0

(
1− ν − νd

Le

)[
1 +

β(ν − νd)
df

]
(3.14)

where P0 = πLedfτb.

The relationship between P and ν is schematically illustrated in Figure 3.65b.
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Figure 3.65: Single fiber

pullout: a) partial debond-

ing; b) full debonding

with consequent to fric-

tional slip.

P (υ < υd )
a b

Le Le

υ-υd

P (υ > υd )

partial

debonding

full

debonding

The nature of the frictional interface can vary significantly, and the differences

can be accounted for with the dimensionless parameter β [256]. If the interfacial

friction is independent of slip distance, β has a value of zero, and the fiber load

decays linearly with increasing slippage (see Figure 3.66). When interfacial fric-

tion increase with slippage (i.e. slip-hardening) it can be assumed β > 0. On the

contrary, for smooth fibers, the literature suggests that interfacial friction typi-

cally decreases as pullout progresses (i.e. slip-softening) [257, 258] and it can be

accounted for in a simulation by using β < 0.

Figure 3.66: Typical

load versus slippage re-

lationships for the single

fiber pullout.

P

Debonding with 

fracture energy

Debonding without

fracture energy

P0

β > 0

β = 0

β < 0
υ

υd

Figure 3.67a shows the general situation where the orientation of the embedded

segment and the free (crack-bridging) segment are different. This case can be easily

observed for the randomly dispersed fibers that are arranged therein tortuous crack

paths generated around concrete particles. However, that phenomenon is lower

important to consider for the mortar material due to the absence of aggregates

in the matrix. The deflection angle between the two fiber ends is denoted as ϕf .

At the point where the fiber exits from the matrix and it changes orientation, a

concentration of the stress is created in the matrix.

Here, when this localized stress field reaches a sufficient intensity, localized

fracture and spalling occur with a consequent reduction of the embedment length

of the fiber, denoted as sf that represents the spalling length (see Figure 3.67b).

In that case, the deflection angle between the two fiber segments is reduced to a

value denoted as ϕ′f .
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Pf Pf

sf

φf φf’

PfN

θ n
nf

a b

P
Figure 3.67: Single fiber

pullout: a) initial condi-

tion; b) spalling.

This micromechanism has been well documented in the literature [259], and

various models have been proposed for the definition of spalling length sf [260,

261, 262]. In the LDPM-F formulation, the spalling length is obtained by the

following continuous function of fiber force proposed by [247]:

sf =
PfN sin (θ/2)

kspσtdf cos2 (θ/2)
(3.15)

In LDPM-F, only the normal component PfN of the total force Pf is assumed

to contribute to spalling. The angle θ then denotes the deflection angle between

the embedded fiber segment, with unit orientation vector nf , and the crack face

unit normal vector n, and is given as θ = arccos (nTf n). The mesoscale tensile

strength of the matrix is represented by σt , and ksp is a dimensionless material

parameter that can be calibrated with experimental evidence.

When spalling occur, the crack-bridging fiber segment is collinear with its

associated force Pf (Figure 3.66a). Hence, null shear forces or bending moments

occur for it. The fiber must then be assumed to have no bending stiffness (perfectly

flexible). Zhang and Li [263] note that, in general, the crack-bridging segment is

subject to forces associated with both the pullout resistance of the embedded

segments and the bending of the fiber at the point where it exits the matrix. For

a very flexible fiber, such as the glass one, the effects of bending are negligible,

whereas for fibers that are relatively stiff or brittle, such as steel and carbon fibers,

the additional stress generated on the fiber due to bending, in combination with

the axial stress, cannot be ignored.

At the point where the fiber exits the tunnel crack (which has been shortened

because of spalling), it wraps around the intact matrix in a perfectly flexible

manner, especially in the case of flexible synthetic or glass fibers. This phenomenon

is denoted as snubbing. The summation of all slip-friction and debonding forces

acting parallel to the embedded length is denoted as P . The additional friction

and bearing forces at the exit point imply Pf ≤ P . To quantify this concept, the

relationship expressing the change in tensile load for a flexible tendon being pulled
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around an unyielding circular surface, which can be expressed as [264]:

Pf = P (ν) exp(ksnϕ
′
f ) (3.16)

where the factor ksn is a fiber-matrix interaction parameter termed the snubbing

parameter.

In some studies, the snubbing parameter is described as the basic static co-

efficient of friction (Coulomb theory) between the two materials of the system

[181].

The surface abrasion that may occur along the embedded length during pullout

as well as the fiber wraps around the matrix at the exit point, can create localized

zones of reduced effective cross-sectional area, with a consequent reduction of the

ultimate tensile strength of the fiber. Indeed, single-fiber pullout tests performed

for synthetic fibers showed that the higher the values of ϕ′f , the lower the rupture

loads [259]. The strength reduction relationship adopted for the LDPM-F is ex-

pressed in terms of the axial stress in the crack-bridging segment (σf = 4Pf/πd
2
f )

as follow:

σf ≤ σuf exp(−krupϕ′f ) (3.17)

where krup is a material parameter, σuf is the fiber ultimate tensile strength.

Consider a fiber, with initial orientation nf , subject to a crack opening of vector

w. The tangential component of w is defined as wT = (w2
M + w2

L)1/2. The crack-

bridging segment spans between Points A and B (see Figure 3.68). Assuming

that the spalling length sf is the same on both sides, the vector for the crack-

bridging segment can be computed as w′ = w+2sfnf . Also, the bridging segment

force vector is assumed to be coaxial with the fiber, Pf = Pfnf , where nf =

w′/||w′|| and the symbol in the double vertical bars, used here and subsequently,

represents the Euclidean norm or length of a vector. The frictional pulley model

applies equally to both the shorter and longer ends, with initial lengths Ls and Ll;

relative slippages νs and νl; and pullout resisting forces Ps and Pl, respectively.

Equilibrium of the fiber-bridging segment leads to the following expression:

Pf = exp(ksnϕ
′
f )Ps(νs) = exp(ksnϕ

′
f )Pl(νl) (3.18)

In addition, compatibility between the length of the bridging segment and the

slippages is enforced, which can be expressed as ||w′|| = 2sf + νs + νl.
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Figure 3.68: Crack-bridging fiber with ran-

dom crack opening orientation.
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3.5.2 Calibration procedure

Fiber reinforcing geometry is based on a few primary parameters, namely the fiber

content F , fiber equivalent diameter df , length Lf , and curvature. Fiber curvature

can be a fabrication type, such as a hook or bend at the end of steel fiber, or the

random tortuousness that may occur when low bending resistance fibers are mixed

into the wet mortar. Curvature can be modeled through the assumption that each

fiber consists of multiple straight line segments, each with varying orientation. For

the present study, fibers were assumed straight to reproduce the real geometry of

the two fiber types employed in the experiments (see Figure 2.45).

For the mechanical characterization of the fibers, two fiber material parameters,

namely the ultimate tensile strength σuf and elastic modulus Ef , are required for

the LDPM-F framework. They can be directly assumed from the mechanical

properties of the employed fibers, equal to 1700 MPa and 72 GPa, respectively.

Moreover, other mechanical parameters are required for the LDPM-F framework,

such as the bond fracture energy Gd, bond frictional stress τb, slip hardening

softening parameter β, spalling parameter ksp, snubbing parameter ksn, and fiber

strength decay parameter krup. These parameters must be performed through

indirect parameter identification based on the simulation of the structural response

of the specimens tested in the experimental campaign.

The bond fracture energy Gd between the fiber and matrix can vary widely

and it can be determined by a single fiber pullout test. However, that test is really

difficult to perform and limited researches are available in the literature. The

majority of the experimental test data found in the literature for fiber-reinforced

material is based on steel fiber. In the case of synthetic fibers, Gd is considered to

have relatively high bonding due to chemical adhesion and was estimated ranging

from 4 to 6 N/m [248]. On the contrary, for the steel/mortar interface, some

authors report the bond fracture energy to be relatively low and assume it to

be zero [265, 263], whereas other authors [266] reported a Gd range of 6–12 Nm

for smooth steel wire in a conventional cementitious mortar. Also, other studies

[261, 257] showed the fiber pullout curves with the characteristic sudden drop of

load can be related to a transition from a higher value of debonding friction to a

lower value of basic pullout friction, rather than considering it to be a fracturing

process governed by fracture energy.

Regarding the basic frictional resistance τb the reported range is approximately

1.0–4.5 MPa and 2.0–5.0 MPa for smooth steel fibers and synthetic fibers, respec-

tively [253]. Research [266] showed that pullout resistance increases as the fiber

content of the mortar specimen increases, though in this study it was assumed to

be constant and independent of the fiber content. Also, τb value can depend on
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the uniaxial compression in a direction orthogonal to the pulled fiber. Indeed, a

research [267] showed that the initial value of frictional resistance (i.e., immedi-

ately after debonding) can increase on the order of 1.5 MPa for each 10 MPa of

applied lateral compression. Moreover, another important aspect of the frictional

resistance may be related to the additive content employed for the mix design of

the composite materials. Indeed, the higher the additive content, the higher the

adhesion level at the fiber-mortar interface, and then the higher the τb value. So,

the range of τb reported in the literature may underestimate the value of τb when

a high content of additive is introduced in the mortar paste.

Similar to debonding, the evolution of the frictional pullout β can vary widely.

For synthetic fibers, interfacial friction can increase with slippage; i.e., slip hard-

ening [258]. This is typically attributed to fiber surface abrasion coming into in-

creasing contact with the relatively unyielding surface of the mortar tunnel crack.

Hence, the value of β must be calibrated following the experimental evidence.

Finally, since no rupture of the fiber was observed during the experiments for

both the type of the fibers, the coefficient krup was assumed equal to zero. Fur-

thermore, also the spalling phenomenon was not observed for the mortar specimen

during the experiments, so that also the other coefficients ksp and ksn were as-

sumed equal to zero. This choice was also in line with the main objective of the

present numerical investigation aiming to investigate the main fiber-matrix inter-

action parameters, namely the bond fracture energy Gd, the bond friction stress

τb, and the slip-hardening/softening parameter β.

Aiming to reproduce the experimental results obtained for mortar beams under

three-point bending tests, a notched mortar sample was modeled with the same

geometrical characteristics of the ones tested in the experiments (see Figure 3.69).

6 

Figure 3.69: Notched

mortar specimen modeled

by using LDPM for the

simulation of the exper-

iments performed under

3PBT configuration.

As far as the modeling criteria assumed for the simulations is concerned, the

three steel cylinders were modeled as rigid hexahedral solid elements. A penalty

constraint with low friction constraint (static friction coefficient fs = 0.1 and dy-

namic friction coefficient fk = 0.0084) was used to connect the mortar particles to

the cylinders by also assuming a penalty stiffness parameter equal to 100000 N/m
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to ensure proper contact between materials.

The LDPM mortar parameters were determined by fitting the experimental

response of the unreinforced mortar specimen (fiber content F equal to 0%). These

parameters are listed as follows: E0 = 4000 MPa, α = 0.2, σt = 1.8 MPa, Gt =

100 N/m, nt = 0.1, σs/σt = 1.38, σc0 = 150 MPa, σN0 = 600 MPa, Hc0 =

150 MPa, µ0 = 0.2, κc0 = 1.75, κc1 = 1.0, and κc2 = 5.0 (see Section 3.2.2 for the

description of these LDPM parameters). The values of mortar particle dimension

ranges from d0 = 4 mm to da = 4.75 mm with a Fuller coefficient nF equal to

0.6. For the mix design definition, a aggregate-mortar ratio a/c = 0.2.48, a water-

mortar ratio w/c = 0.4 and an effective binder content parameter c = 160 kg/m3

were assumed. These parameters were kept fixed for all the simulations.

Hence, short fibers were randomly introduced in the mortar sample according

to the given fiber volume ratio and fiber geometry. In particular, the same fiber

contents (F equal to 1.5%, 2.0% and 2.5%) of the experimental cases were assumed

for both the fiber type (the HP24 and the 950Y ones), as illustrated in Figures

3.70 and 3.71. As far as the modeling criteria of the fibers is concerned, they were

modeled by beam elements, with 24 mm and 13 mm in length as well as with

circular equivalent sections of 0.476 mm and 0.316 mm in diameter for the HP24

and the 950Y, respectively.
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HP24 - F=1,5%

HP24 - F=2,0%

HP24 - F=2,5%

Figure 3.70: The HP24

fiber type is chaotically dis-

tributed through the mor-

tar matrix by LDPM to

simulate the experimental

3PBTs. The fiber con-

tent was assumed equal to

1.5%, 2.0% and 2.5%.

950Y - F=1,5%

950Y - F=2,0%

950Y - F=2,5%

Figure 3.71: The 950Y

fiber type is chaotically dis-

tributed through the mor-

tar matrix by LDPM to

simulate the experimental

3PBTs. The fiber con-

tent was assumed equal to

1.5%, 2.0% and 2.5%.
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The first aim of the calibration procedure regarded the investigation of the

effect of the β, Gd, and τb parameters on the behavior of the fibrous specimen

through a sensitivity analyses, as illustrated in Figures 3.72 and 3.73.

In particular, Figure 3.72a shows the mechanical responses obtained for the

HP24 fiber with F=2.0% by assuming two values of Gd (equal to 0 N/m and 10

N/m) and keeping constant the values of τb (8 MPa) and β (null). One can see

that no effect of Gd on the mechanical response can be noted in both the strength

and softening behavior. It worth noting that both the curves of Figure 3.72a were

obtained with β = 0 hypotheses, which leads to high load-bearing capacity even

for a large value of the deflection δ.

Figure 3.72b shows the mechanical responses obtained for the fibrous mortar

with HP24 fibers and F=1.5% by assuming two values for Gd (equal to 0 N/m

and 10 N/m as in the case illustrated in Figure 3.72a) and keeping constant the

values of τb (5 MPa) and β (-0.2). Even in this case, the variation of Gd does

not affect the mechanical response of the fibrous specimen in both the peak and

post-peak behavior. Furthermore, in Figure 3.72b one can observe a higher brittle

behavior, as compared to the β = 0 case (Figure 3.72a). In particular, one can

observe a distinct sudden load drop after the achievement of the flexural strength

by assuming a negative value of β. This trend is very similar to the one observed

in the experiments.

In general, the results lead to the conclusion that the softening behavior of

the fibrous mortar is mainly characterized by the β parameter, since Gd is almost

insensitive to the mechanical response of the sample. This is true in several con-

ditions, namely different β (0 and -0.2), τb (5 and 8 MPa) and fiber content (1.5%

and 2.5%). So that, the value of Gd was kept constant end equal to 4 N/m (arbi-

trary value) for the following simulations. Moreover, since a null value of β leads

to higher load-bearing capacity, as compared to the experiments, only negative

values of β were considered in the simulations.

Figure 3.72: Effect of the

debonding fracture energy

Gd (assumed equal to 0

N/m and 10 N/m) on the

mechanical response of the

fibrous mortar specimen by

assuming: (a) β = 0; (b)

β = −0.2.

HP24 - F=1.5%
(τb=10 MPa; β=0)

HP24 - F=2.5%
(τb=5 MPa; β= -0.2)

a b
N/m

N/m

N/m

N/m
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A further sensitivity analyses on the β parameter is illustrated in Figure 3.73a.

Results refers to the HP24 fibers with F=2.0% by assuming four values for β

(equal to 0, - 0.1, - 0.15 and -0.2) and keeping constant the values of τb (8 MPa)

and G (4 N/m). In particular, Figure 3.73a shows that the parameter β strongly

affect the post-peak behavior and also slightly influence the flexural strength of

the specimen. In particular, the higher the (negative) value of β, the higher the

brittle behavior of the fibrous mortar specimen.

Figure 3.73b shows a sensitivity analyses carried out for the τb parameter.

Results refers to the HP24 fibers with F=2.5% by assuming four different values

for τb (equal to 5, 8, 10, 12 MPa) and keeping constant the values of β (-0.2) and

Gd (4 N/m). The curves show that τb largely affects the strength of the fibrous

mortar specimen. In particular, the strength of the specimen increases more than

proportionally with increasing τb. A slight influence of τb can be also observed for

the load-bearing capacity of the specimen immediately after the achievement of

the flexural strength.

b

b

b

b

a b

HP24 - F=2.0%
(τb=8 MPa; Gd= 4 N/m)

HP24 - F=2.5%
(Gd= 4 N/m; β= -0.2)

Figure 3.73: Effect of the

slip-hardening/softening

parameter β (a) and the

bond friction stress τb

(b) on the mechanical

response of the fiber rein-

forced mortar specimen.

As far as the fiber content F is concerned, Figures 3.74a, b show the effect of

its value on the mechanical response of the fibrous mortar. The curves refers to

fixed values of the LDPM parameters (τb = 8 MPa, β = -0.1, Gd = 4 N/m). In

particular, Figure 3.74a shows the curves relative to the HP24 fiber; Figure 3.74b

shows the curves relative to the 950Y fiber. One can see that the higher the F,

the higher the flexural strength and the load-bearing capacity of the specimen.

This trend can be clearly observed for the two types of fibers (HP24 and 950Y).

Moreover, the curves show that the HP24 fiber, which is characterized by a higher

fiber length as well as a higher aspect ratio than the 950Y one, ensures the best

mechanical performance in terms of both the strength and ductility (fracture en-

ergy ). on the other hand, also the experimental results showed a higher value of

the fracture energy for the HP24. However, in the experiments, the strength mea-

sured for the mortar beam with 950Y fiber was slightly higher than the specimen

reinforced by the HP24 one. This highlights that different values of τ0 and β have

to be separately calibrated to fit the experimental curves.
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Figure 3.74: Effect of the

fiber content F on the me-

chanical response of the fi-

brous mortar specimen for:

(a) the HP24; (b) the

950Y.

950Y 
(τb=8 MPa; β= -0.1; 

Gd =4 N/m)

a b
HP24 
(τb=8 MPa; β= -0.1; 

Gd =4 N/m)

Experimental tests for determining the mechanical behavior of fibrous mortar

specimens were characterized by a substantial scatter, also due to the random

distribution of the fibers into the mortar matrix. Hence, in order to numerically

investigate this phenomenon, a mortar specimen tested under three points bending

configuration was analyzed by randomly varying the position of the fibers therein

the mortar. To this end, five different random sets of fiber arrangements were

employed for the LDPM simulations. Figures 3.75 and 3.76 show the envelopes

of the stress vs. deflection curves obtained for the HP24 and the 950Y fiber,

respectively. One can see that the mortar sample reinforced by the 950Y fiber is

characterized by a lower scattering of the response, as compared to the HP24 one.

This is mainly related to the geometry of the fiber. Indeed, the scattering of the

results also depends on the level of homogeneity of the material. For the same

fiber content, the lower length and aspect ratio of the fiber, the higher the number

of the fibers in the mortar matrix and, therefore, the homogeneity of the material.

However, is not possible to observe a clear dependence of the response scatter to

the fiber content.
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HP24 - F=2.0%
(τb = 8 MPa; β = -0.12; Gd = 4 N/m)

HP24 - F=2.5%
(τb = 8 MPa; β = -0.12; Gd = 4 N/m)

HP24 - F=1.5%
(τb = 8 MPa; β = -0.12; Gd = 4 N/m)

a

cb

Figure 3.75: Variation of

the responses due to the

the distribution of the fiber

through the mortar ma-

trix. Five random dis-

tributions of the HP24

fiber for each fiber content

(F=1.5%, 2.0% and 2.5%)

are considered.

950Y - F=2.0%
(τb = 14 MPa; β = -0.35; Gd = 4 N/m)

a

cb

950Y - F=1.5%
(τb = 14 MPa; β = -0.35; Gd = 4 N/m)

950Y - F=2.5%
(τb = 14 MPa; β = -0.35; Gd = 4 N/m) Figure 3.76: Variation

of the responses due to

the the distribution of the

fiber through the mor-

tar matrix. Five random

distributions of the 950Y

fiber for each fiber content

(F=1.5%, 2.0% and 2.5%)

are considered.
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In general, it is worth noting that LDPM allowed obtaining similar trends of

the experiments by assuming the literature values of the parameters. However, the

parameters τb and β were individually calibrated for the best fitting of the σf − δ

experimental curves based on both the fiber type and fiber content.

It is worth noting that the variability of the experimental responses was in-

evitably affected by several factors, such as misalignment of the samples with

respect to their mid-thickness, small irregularity of the cross-section, the possible

presence of micro-cracks, differences in the thickness of the specimen, incorrect

casting phase of the product, spatial randomness of material properties, and so

on.

On the other hand, for LDPM simulation, only the randomness due to the

distribution of both the mortar particles and short fibers was considered. Indeed,

the best fitting of the experiments was performed by assuming three different

random configurations for both the fiber and mortar particles.

Figures 3.77–3.78 show the comparison between the experimental responses

(represented by their envelope) and the numerical simulation carried out for the

two fiber types (the HP24 and the 950Y) and three fiber contents (F = 1.5%, 2.0%,

and 2.5%). As already mentioned above, numerical curves represent the average

of the responses computed for different arrangements of fiber and mortar particles.

In general, experiments indicated a distinct peak followed by an almost sudden

load drop (especially for the 950Y case). This was possible to be modeled by

assuming a slightly higher value of τ0 and a value of β significantly less than zero.

The calibrated LDPM-F parameters are listed in Table 3.13.

Table 3.13: LDPM-F mechanical parameter values employed for the fiber material.

Case Gd τb β ksp ksn krup σuf Ef
[N/m] [MPa] [-] [-] [-] [-] [MPa] [MPa]

HP24-F = 1.5% 4.0 6.5 -0.10 0.0 0.0 0.0 1700 72000
HP24-F = 2.0% 4.0 8.0 -0.12 0.0 0.0 0.0 1700 72000
HP24-F = 2.5% 4.0 14.0 -0.35 0.0 0.0 0.0 1700 72000
950Y-F = 1.5% 4.0 11.5 -0.35 0.0 0.0 0.0 1700 72000
950Y-F = 2.0% 4.0 15 -0.35 0.0 0.0 0.0 1700 72000
950Y-F = 2.5% 4.0 12 -0.35 0.0 0.0 0.0 1700 72000
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a

cb

HP24 - F=1.5%

HP24 - F=1.5%
(τb = 6.5 MPa; β = -0.10; Gd = 4 N/m)

HP24 - F=2.0%
(τb = 8 MPa; β = -0.12; Gd = 4 N/m)

HP24 - F=2.5%
(τb = 14 MPa; 

β = -0.35; Gd = 4 N/m)

Figure 3.77: Compari-

son between experimental

and numerical responses in

terms of flexural stress σf

Vs. vertical displacement

δ under 3PBT by assum-

ing the HP24 fiber type

with different fiber content

(F=1.5%, 2.0% and 2.5%).

a

cb

950Y - F=2.5%
(τb = 12 MPa; 

β = -0.35; Gd = 4 N/m)

950Y - F=2.0%
(τb = 15 MPa; 

β = -0.35; Gd = 4 N/m)

950Y - F=1.5%
(τb = 11.5 MPa; 

β = -0.35; Gd = 4 N/m)

Figure 3.78: Compari-

son between experimental

and numerical responses in

terms of flexural stress σf

Vs. vertical displacement

δ under 3PBT by assum-

ing the HP24 fiber type

with different fiber content

(F=1.5%, 2.0% and 2.5%).
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The mean error, compared with the experimental results, was only a really

small percentage at the peak (0.3%) and remained less than 10% also for the frac-

ture energy (see Table 3.14). Only for the HP24-F=2.5% case was not easy to

find a proper set of the LDPM parameters to fit the experimental curves. Indeed,

although several set of the LDPM parameters was assumed in the calibration proce-

dure (see Figure 3.79), it was not possible to obtain the same stiffness, strength and

same softening behavior of the experiments. In particular, the softening branch

was characterized by an almost sudden drop in the stress after the peak. This may

suggest that the experimental results for the HP24-F=2.5% case were affected by

an erroneous small difference in the composition of the mix-design of the mortar.

Indeed, experimental results obtained for the HP24-F=2.5% were characterized

by a relatively low scatter, meaning that the anomaly in the experimental result

was systematic and maybe related to the properties of the mortar rather than the

other factors discussed above.

Table 3.14: Comparison between the mean mechanical properties computed for the

mortar specimens under 3PBT by the experiments and the simulations.

Case
Experiments Simulations Error

σf [MPa] Gf [N/mm] σf [MPa] Gf [N/mm] σf [%] Gf [%]
NF 2.9 0.3 2.9 0.3 0.0 0

HP24-F = 1.5% 7.0 5.0 7 4.5 0.0 -10.0
HP24-F = 2.0% 9.2 6.3 9.4 6.5 -2.2 +3.2
HP24-F = 2.5% 15.4 7.1 15.3 7.6 +0.6 +7.0
950Y-F = 1.5% 7.3 1.9 7.4 1.7 +1.4 +10.5
950Y-F = 2.0% 11.0 2.7 11.0 3.0 0.0 +11.1
950Y-F = 2.5% 11.4 2.9 11.6 3.0 -1.7 +3.4

mean = -0.3 +3.6

Figure 3.79: Comparison between experi-

mental and numerical responses in terms of

flexural stress σf Vs. vertical displacement δ

under 3PBT by assuming the HP24 fiber type

with different fiber content (F=1.5%, 2.0%

and 2.5%).
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Figures 3.80a, b show the trend of the τb and β parameters, for both the fiber

types, as a function of the fiber content F. In particular, in Figure 3.80a one can see

that the τb value is ranging from 11.5 MPa to 15 MPa for the 950Y case, without

observing a clear correlation between that parameter and F. On the contrary, one

can see that τb increases for a higher value of F in case of the HP24 fiber. Figure

3.80b shows that the β parameter does not depend on F for the 950Y case. On the

contrary, one can see that β increases their (negative) value for the higher value

of F in the HP24 case.

a b

Figure 3.80: Trend of τb

(a) and β (b) as function of

F for the two different fiber

type (HP24 and 950Y).

Finally, Figures 3.81 and 3.82 shows the crack opening at failure for the fibrous

specimens at different load steps (deflection δ =0.75 mm, 1.5 mm and 4.5 mm).

One can see that the main macroscopic crack developed in the vicinity of the notch

tip of the mortar specimens because of the associated stress concentration. This

crack was the result of a band of mesoscale cracking characterized by a certain

width that increases by increasing the deflection value. This highlights that the

geometry of the fiber influences the micro-cracks propagation even for low levels

of load. Furthermore, one can also see that, for the same fiber type and deflection

value, the crack width decrease by increasing the fiber content.

Again, by comparing the crack opening observed for the two fiber types (Fig-

ures 3.81–3.82), one can see that the fracture is more and more localized for the

950Y fiber, which is characterized by lower length and aspect ratio values, as

compared to the HP24 one.
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Figure 3.81: Mesoscale

crack patterns at differ-

ent values of the deflec-

tion δ (0.75 mm, 1.5 mm

and 4.5 mm) for the mor-

tar specimens reinforced by

the HP24 fiber with differ-

ent fiber content F (1.5%,

2.0% and 2.5%.)
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Figure 3.82: Mesoscale

crack patterns at differ-

ent values of the deflec-

tion δ (0.75 mm, 1.5 mm

and 4.5 mm) for the mor-

tar specimens reinforced by

the 950Y fiber with differ-

ent fiber content F (1.5%,

2.0% and 2.5%.)
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3.6 Comparison between the FRCM and the newly

systems

Previous analyses carried out by LDPM showed that this numerical framework

can successfully capture the fracture and failure mechanisms in both the irregular

stone masonry and mortar as well as coupled construction systems (masonry –

FRCM and mortar-short fibers).

Here, a direct approach aiming to estimate the efficiency of the reinforcement

type on the mechanical proprieties of the mortar panel was first conducted by sim-

ulating the diagonal-compression test for a 250×250 mm mortar specimen with 20

mm in thickness (see Figure 3.56). It is worth noting that a particular constrained

system was conceived to avoid instability phenomena for the panel by ensuring an

ideal tensile crack along the compressed diagonal of the mortar specimen. That

system consisted of two fixed circular steel plates with 100 mm in radius placed

at the external surfaces of the mortar panel and were modeled as rigid triangular

shell elements (see Figure 3.56). A static friction coefficient fs = 0.1 and a dy-

namic friction coefficient fk = 0.0084 were assumed to simulate the low friction

conditions at the plates-specimen interfaces.

Three different cases were numerically analyzed: (i) unreinforced mortar spec-

imen (the URP case, see Figure 3.83a); (ii) mortar specimen reinforced by bidi-

rectional fiber fabric embedded in a mortar layer (the RP-FRCM case, see Figure

3.83b); mortar specimen reinforced by short fibers randomly distributed in a mor-

tar layer. In particular, the for latter case, only the HP24 fiber was assumed in

the simulations with fiber content F equal to 1.5%, 2.0% and 2.5% (respectively

the RP-SF1.5, the RP-SF2.0 and the RP-SF2.5 cases, see Figures 3.83c, d, e); The

950Y fiber was not investigated in this Section since both experimental and nu-

merical results performed by a three-point bending test (see Sections 2.2.2.2 and

3.5.2) highlighted a significant lower ductility for the mortar reinforced by that

type of fiber, as compared to the HP24 one.
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dc

URP

e

ba
RP-FRCM

RP-SF1.5 RP-SF2.0 RP-SF2.5
Figure 3.83: Simulation

of the diagonal com-

pression test performed

on mortar specimen of

250x250 mm for several

cases: a) the URP; b) the

RP-FRCM; c) the RF-

SF1.5; d) the RF-SF2.0; e)

the RF-SF2.5.

It is worth noting that the same mechanical properties of the mortar were

adopted for all the cases. This represented a conservative hypothesis. Indeed,

when short fibers are adopted to improve the mechanical properties of the mortar,

it is unavoidably uses additives to ensure the proper workability of the fibrous

product. These additives also affect the mechanical properties of the product.

The higher the additive content, the higher the tensile and compressive strengths

of the mortar. However, the main aim of these simulations was to investigate

only the effect of the type of reinforcing fiber on the mechanical properties of the

irregular stone masonry. Hence, the same LDPM parameters of the mortar were

assumed in all the cases (the unreinforced and the reinforced cases). In particular,

these LDPM parameters were assumed to be the same as the ones calibrated on

the experimental three-point bending test (see Section 3.5.2).

As far as the RP-FRCM case is concerned, the fiber strands were modeled with

elastic beam elements (Table 3.12) with equivalent rectangular sections of 0.1 mm

× 10 mm. A penalty constraint was used to connect the mortar particles to the

fiber strands. A penalty stiffness parameter k was assumed equal to m/∆2
tp, where

m is nodal mass connected to it and ∆tp is the penalty time step that is selected

to be slightly larger than the simulation minimum time step [268].

Results in Figure 3.84 show the mechanical response of the mortar panels

under diagonal compression tests, expressed by the shear stress-shear strain (τ -γ)

curves. In particular, the RP-FRCM curve represents the case for which the best

performance was observed during the investigation of the features of the fiber mesh
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(space gap of 25 mm and fiber width of 10 mm, see Section 3.4.3).

As far as the SF cases are concerned, in Figure 3.84 one can see an increase

in the shear strength as well as a decrease in the ductile behavior by increasing

the fiber content F. In particular, results show the higher performance obtained in

terms of shear strength for the panel reinforced by short fibers with F=2.5% (the

RP-SF2.5 case). For this case, one can also observe an almost sudden drop of the

shear stress. The mechanical responses of the RP-SF2.0 and the RP-SF1.5 cases

are characterized by a similar slope of the curves in the post-peak behavior.

Figure 3.84: Mechanical responses obtained

for the unreinforced panel (URP) and panel

reinforced by both the FRCM system (RP-

FRCM) and short fibers randomly oriented in

the matrix with different fiber content (RP-

SF1.5, RP-SF2.0, RP-SF2.5).

Definitively, results of diagonal compression test performed on small mortar

panels (250×250×20mm 3) showed the enhancement of the shear strength of the

mortar by introducing short fiber instead of long fiber. However, the load-bearing

capacity of the innovative system is not acceptable if compared to the classic

FRCM.

Hence, a combined system was adopted in the follows and consisted of mortar

panel reinforced by fiber mesh of 100 mm and short fiber with F=2.5%. Results

are depicted in Figure 3.85, showing that, despite the use of the mesh fiber for

which the worse performance was obtained in the study reported in Section 3.4.3

(i.e. space gap of 100 mm), the load-bearing capacity of the combined system

is comparable with the one obtained with only fiber mesh with space gap of 25

mm. Furthermore, by combining short fiber (F=2.5%) and mesh fiber with space

gap of 25 mm, one can obtain excellent performance in both shear strength and

load-bearing capacity. In the combined system, the short fibers mainly determine

the enhancement of the shear strength, whereas the mesh fibers play a role in the

load-bearing capacity for high strain value. Obviously, the combined system will

lead to the loss of the benefit in using only short fibers, such as the easiness and

time application in situ. Furthermore, the cost of the combined reinforcing system

will be much higher than that of the reinforcing system characterized by only mesh

fiber or short fiber. Its applicability is fairly far to be easily applied in the real

cases.
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Figure 3.85: Shear stress-shear strain curves

obtained for the unreinforced panel (URP),

panel reinforced by mesh fiber (RP-grid25)

and panel reinforced by combined system

(short fibers with F=2.5% coupled with mesh

fiber of 25 mm or 100 mm.)

Figure 3.86 shows the crack opening at failure for the unreinforced mortar

panel (URP), the panel reinforced with the FRCM system (RP-FRCM), and the

panel reinforced with short fibers (RP-SF1.5, RP-SF2.0, and RP-SF2.5). It is

worth noting that the failure plots correspond to the same value of the imposed

displacement. Cracks on the unreinforced masonry (Figure 3.86a) occurred along

the compressed diagonal, leading to a separation of the two portions of the spec-

imen along the compressed diagonal. This crack pattern highlighted a brittle

failure mode for the unreinforced mortar panel. In Figure 3.86b one can see the

effect of the fiber mesh on the crack propagation of the specimen. Indeed, band of

mesoscale cracking was characterized by a lower width, as compared to the URP

case. The fiber grid kept together the two portions of the specimen ensuring a

higher load-bearing capacity for the panel. Moreover, the cracks that occurred

for the RP-FRCM case were concentrated along the compressed diagonal of the

panel, as observed for the URP case.

Figures 3.86a, b, c illustrate the fracture propagation occurred for the specimen

reinforced by short fibers. In particular, Figure 3.86a clearly shows a diffuse crack

through the mortar specimen for the RP-SF1.5 case. By increasing the fiber

content, the cracks width became larger and, at the same time, the crack opening

became lower. This trend can be observed by comparing Figures 3.86a, 3.86b and

3.86c obtained for the short fiber reinforcement with F equal to 1.5%, 2.0% and

2.5% (the RP-SF1.5, the RP-SF2.0 and the RP2.5 cases, respectively).

In general, the crack pattern observed for the mortar specimen reinforced by

short fibers randomly oriented in the matrix is much more diffused than the one

observed for the FRCM system. This explains the higher ductility of the innovative

system, as compared to the FRCM case.
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Figure 3.86: Crack open-

ing at the failure ob-

tained at the same imposed

displacement for different

cases: a) the URP; b)

the RP-FRCM; c) the RF-

SF1.5; d) the RF-SF2.0; e)

the RF-SF2.5.
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Finally, a simulation of the diagonal-compression test carried out on the stone

masonry panel coated by mortar reinforced by short fiber or mesh fiber is presented

in the follows. In particular, three different models were analyzed as follows: (i)

unreinforced masonry specimen (the NR case); (ii) masonry specimen reinforced

by bi-directional fiber fabric embedded in a mortar layer (the RM-FRCM case), as

illustrated in Figure 3.87b; masonry specimen reinforced by short fibers randomly

distributed in a mortar layer with fiber content equal to 2% (the RM-SFRM case),

as illustrated in Figure 3.87c. For both the RM and SFRM, two mortar layers,

with 20 mm in thickness, were applied on the surfaces of the masonry specimen.

The reproduction of the diagonal test consisted in the modeling of a square

masonry panel of 1×1×0.3 m3 subjected to compressive load applied along one of

the panel diagonals. As opposed to the diagonal test simulations presented in the

Section 3.3 and Section 3.4, in which the size of the square panels was assumed

equal to 1.2 m, the simulations presented here were carried out on the smaller

panel specimens (i.e. 1 m) due to the high computational effort especially in the

SFRM case. A further difference to the tests simulated in the above-mentioned

Sections concerns the boundary conditions: for all the three cases, the specimen

was assumed to be no supported to a horizontal plate. Indeed, as discussed in

Section 3.3.3, the correct evaluation of the shear properties of the masonry walls,

especially the ductility, can be influenced by boundary conditions that may affect

the propagation of the fracture on the wall and, therefore, its mechanical response.

For the LDPM simulations, the two steel plates (L-shape), placed at the specimen
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corners, and the horizontal steel plate, placed at the specimen basement, were

modeled as rigid triangular shell elements. A sliding with ‘stick-slip’ friction con-

straint [212] between the corner plates and the masonry particle nodes was used.

That friction constraint is designed to force a set of nodes to move over a frictional

surface while the constraint perpendicular to the surface is treated using a master-

slave formulation. The simulations used a static friction coefficient fs = 0.5 and

a dynamic friction coefficient fk = 0.5 to simulate the high friction conditions at

the L-shape plates-specimen interfaces. Assuming fs = fk allowed to prevent the

reduction of the friction once sliding between surfaces appeared. Moreover, the

rotations perpendicular to the normal plate directions were fixed for all particle

nodes in contact with the corner plates (L-shape).

The mortar particles were connected to the masonry sample via a frictional

penalty constraint; fk = fs = 0.5 were assumed to simulate the almost perfect

bond (PB) conditions at the masonry-mortar interfaces. That condition can sim-

plistically be taken into account the effect of the interlock phenomenon between

materials. The interface between stone particles and reinforcement mortar parti-

cles was simplistically assumed to be flat.

In the FRCM case, the fiber strands were modeled with elastic beam elements

(Table 3.12) with equivalent rectangular sections of 0.1 mm × 10 mm. A penalty

constraint was used to connect the mortar particles to the fiber strands. A penalty

stiffness parameter k was assumed equal to m/∆2
tp, where m is nodal mass con-

nected to it and ∆tp is the penalty time step that is selected to be slightly larger

Stone 

particles
Mortar

layer

fiber grid

short fibers

a b

c

L-shaped

plate

Figure 3.87
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than the simulation minimum time step [268].

Furthermore, since results presented in Section 3.4.4 have shown that the influ-

ence of the fiber anchors is negligible in the enhancement of the in-plane mechanical

properties of the walls, they were not introduced in the models.

In Section 3.3.1 have been shown that the mechanical response is highly affected

by the distribution of the stone through the masonry specimen, here the same

arrangement of the stones was assumed for the three cases. Moreover, for the two

reinforced cases, also the arrangement of the mortar particles was fixed.

The mechanical parameters of the masonry, reinforcing mortar and bi-directional

fiber fabric as well as the mechanical parameters of short fibers assumed in the

following simulation have been described in Sections 3.3.1 and 3.5.2, respectively.

It is worth noting that the same mechanical properties of the reinforcing mortar

were adopted for the RM-FRCM and RM-SFRM cases. This represented a con-

servative hypothesis, as already discussed for the simulations of the single mortar

panel of 250x250x20 mm reinforced by a bi-directional fiber fabric and short fibers.

Results in Figure 3.88 show the mechanical response of the unreinforced and

reinforced stone masonry panels under diagonal compression tests, expressed by

the shear stress and shear strain (τ -γ) curves. In particular, one can see that the

shear strength of the masonry increase of about 800% and 530% for the RM-SFRM

and RM-FRCM cases, respectively, as compared to the unreinforced masonry.

Hence, the RM-SFRM ensures a higher shear strength of about 50%, as compared

to the RM-FRCM. This result is in line with previous results carried out on a single

panel of mortar reinforced by bi-directional fabric and short fibers. In that case,

the increment ensured by the short fibers was about 100%. Hence, when the new

mortar is coupled to the masonry reduces his efficiency in terms of shear strength,

as compared to the analyses carried out on the single panels of 250×250×20 mm3.

No difference in terms of the shear modulus G was observed for the two rein-

forcement systems. Indeed, for both the cases G increased of about 2.2 times the

shear modulus computed for the unreinforced masonry.

As far as the ductility is concerned, one can compute the µ80% coefficient equal

Figure 3.88: a) Reinforced stone masonry

specimen tested under diagonal compres-

sion; b) detail of the fiber strands embedded

in the mortar matrix (the RM-FRCM case);

c) detail of the short fibers embedded in the

mortar matrix (the RM-SFRM case).
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to 1.75 and 2.30 for the RM-SFRM and RM-FRCM cases, respectively. Hence,

the FRCM ensures a higher load-bearing capacity than the SFRM. However, this

parameter is not satisfactory to characterize the softening behavior of the rein-

forcements. Indeed, assuming that the fracture energy is proportional to the area

under the τ -γ curves, one can compute an increase of the fracture energy of 35%

for the RM-SFRM, as compared to the RM-FRCM case.

Unfortunately, it was not possible to properly investigate the numerical re-

sponses of both the reinforcement system for larger deformations due to the high

computational cost. It suffices to see that masonry and the reinforcement mor-

tar were discretized in almost 150 and 5800 particles, respectively. Instead, fiber

strands were represented by 1560 beam elements connected to each other along

the direction of the fiber strands. Short fibers were individually represented by

7500 beam elements. Despite the higher number of beams elements generated for

the short fibers, the computation cost required for the FRCM was much higher.

This was due to the continuous interaction between the beam nodes of the fiber

strands and the facets of the mortar particles, for all the duration of the simula-

tion. After the optimization of the analyses (necessary to reduce the time of the

simulation and, at the same time, ensuring the convergence of the analysis) the

simulations of the RM-FRCM case required 48 processors and 120 computational

hours performed by a high performance computing cluster (Quest) of Northwestern

University.

Figure 3.89 shows the crack opening at the failure for the external reinforcing

layer of fibrous mortar. In particular, two steps were plotted and corresponding

to an imposed vertical displacement of 20 mm (γ of about 0.035) and 60 mm (γ of

about 0.06). For large displacements one cannot observe a failure of the specimens,

as instead was expected, since the upper portion of the mortar layer carries the

bottom part. However, despite the effort in trying to understand the reliability of

this behavior, it is not possible to assume with certain that the softening of the

masonry coated by SFRLM is realistic.

a b
Realistic?

ѡ [mm]0 1
dz=20 mm dz=60 mm

Figure 3.89: Crack open-

ing at the failure for the

only coating mortar layer

(F=2.0%) occurred at the

applied vertical displace-

ments dz of 20 mm (a) and

60 mm (b)
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Figure 3.90 shows the crack opening at the failure for the masonry specimen

reinforced by the SFRM system (Figure 3.90a) and the FRCM system (Figure

3.90b). The failure plots correspond to a value of the shear strain γ =0.025, for

which the maximum shear stress was achieved for both the reinforced panels. In

particular, one can see that the masonry panel is slightly more damaged for the

SFRM case rather than the FRCM case. This is because the SFRM is subjected

to higher shear stress (0.77 MPa), as compared to the FRCM case (0.54 MPa).

Furthermore, by comparing the fracture propagation on the mortar panels, one

can see that the crack band for the SFRM is more diffused, as compared to the

FRCM case. In addition, the FRCM leads to a concentration of the damage at

the corners of the panel.

Figure 3.90: Crack

opening at the failure

for stone masonry rein-

forced by: a) the new

fibrous lime-mortar; b) the

FRCM. Plots correspond

to a shear strain γ equal

to 0.025.

a

b

SFRM

FRCM

ѡ [mm]0 ≥1
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3.7 Chapter conclusions

The Fiber Reinforced Cementitious Matrix (FRCM) system consisting of a glass

fiber grid embedded into a lime-based mortar, used for the strengthening of his-

torical stone masonry walls, is investigated in the present work. First, the paper

presents experimental diagonal compression tests carried out on both unreinforced

and reinforced panels. Second, the tests are numerically simulated by the Lattice

Discrete Particle Model (LDPM) which is able to model the heterogeneous char-

acter of masonry walls by modeling stone particles interacting with each other.

In particular, experimental tests show that the FRCM systems applied as a

coating to the masonry walls provide a significant increase both in shear modulus

and shear strength (620% and 390% respectively).

Furthermore, the numerical simulations show that the LDPM can predict the

mechanical response of stone masonry material and it can be useful for studying

the behavior of alternative strengthening systems, especially for the post-peak

mechanical behavior that is usually difficult to investigate by experimental tests. In

particular, by comparing perfect and weak bond behavior at the mortar-masonry

interface, numerical results highlight that bond behavior has a strong effect (up to

60%) on the load-bearing capacity for very large displacements. Instead, the bond

behavior has a slight effect in terms of strength (up to 10%) and no influence in

terms of stiffness.

The numerical results also highlight the need to combine both the mortar

layers and the fiber grids in the strengthening system. Indeed, the strength of the

reinforced masonry specimens is mainly due to the thickness of the mortar layers

applied on the side of the walls: the larger the thickness, the larger the maximum

shear stress. However, the load-bearing capacity for large deformations depends

significantly on the fiber grid embedded in the mortar layers. By comparing the

reinforced panels with the unreinforced ones, one can observe an increase in load-

bearing capacity for very large displacements of up to about 400% for the reinforced

system without fiber grid and 600% for the one with fiber grid.

Only a slight increase in the load-bearing capacity for large displacements

can be obtained by introducing fiber anchors (placed across the thickness of the

masonry wall) in the strengthening system, which are commonly used with the

primary goal of improving the out-plane mechanical response of masonry buildings.

Based on the results discussed in this paper, the conclusion can be made that

the LDPM approach can be reliably employed to help reduce the number of ex-

perimental tests when designing strengthening alternatives for historical masonry.

This leads to a reduction in both cost and investigation time.

Definitively, the good agreement between experimental results and numerical
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predictions confirmed the high reliability of LDPM to simulate the mechanical

behavior of masonry material both for unreinforced and reinforced cases.

Contrarily to most (if not all) computational methods available in the literature

that provide a deterministic numerical prediction of the mechanical performance

of masonry structures, the LDPM-based approach allows stochastic predictions for

the failure of such structures. LDPM simulated the behavior of irregular masonry

structures accurately and captured the effect of different stone size distributions

as well as size effect. Moreover, LDPM captured accurately the initiation and

subsequent localization of damage in irregular masonry structures. More specifi-

cally, it simulated well the evolution of the fracture process zone during fracture

propagation and failure.

Due to the ability to simulate size effect, LDPM predicts the difference between

the strength and ductility of laboratory samples versus actual masonry walls. Re-

sults show that tests on laboratory samples overestimate by 50% the strength of

real structures. Results show also that despite certain ductility shown by lab-

oratory samples, real masonry structures should be considered perfectly brittle.

Hence the customary plastic analysis approach used in many design guidelines is

not warranted. The stone distribution does not influence strongly the strength

and shear modulus (variation within 10% for different stone configurations). On

the contrary, it affects significantly the ductility (up to 40% variation).

The statistical scatter in the LDPM results depends on the level of homogeneity

of the masonry samples: the larger the sample, the lower is the effect of material

heterogeneity leading to a smaller coefficient of variation of the response in terms

of strength and shear modulus. The trend is different for the coefficient of variation

of the ductility due to damage localization and size effect. Furthermore, the scatter

of the predicted ductility depends on the level of stress for which it is computed.

The scatter increases for stress levels deep into the post-peak.

Another important aspect analyzed in the simulation concerned the effect of

different configurations of the diagonal compression test on the evaluation of the

mechanical properties of masonry walls. By keeping the specimen in a horizontal

configuration and using a basement to support it, one can overestimate the duc-

tility of the panel of almost 2 times as well as reduce of about 20% the stiffness

of the wall, as compared to the configuration in which the specimen is rotated of

45o. The latter configuration, although recommended by the standard codes, is

almost never adopted especially in the experimental test carried out in situ (and

also at the laboratory), due to the brittleness of the masonry panels and to reduce

the risk of damaging the panels during the handling.

As far as the simulation of the fibrous mortar material is concerned, reproduced

well the experiments. In particular, a proper investigation of the main fiber-
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matrix interaction parameters (the bond fracture energy, the bond friction stress,

and the slip-hardening/softening coefficient) were carried out for the simulation

of the three-point bending test. In particular, these parameters showed different

sensitivity to the mechanical behavior of the fibrous-mortar. The bond friction

stress mainly affected the flexural strength of the fibrous-mortar specimen and

increases by increasing the fiber content in the case of longer fibers (24 mm), as

compared to the smaller ones (13 mm). The slip-hardening/softening coefficient

strongly affects the post-peak behavior, much more than the bond fracture energy,

and depends on the geometrical feature of the fiber. In particular, for the smaller

fiber (13 mm) the value of that parameter was constant. On the contrary, for

longer fiber (24 mm), it showed an increase in its (negative) value by increasing

the fiber content.

Simulation carried out by LDPM on a 250×250×20 mm fiber-reinforced mortar

specimen tested in diagonal compression showed that the FRCM system can be

affected by the re-hardening phenomena, which ensure higher shear strength of

the composite material, as compared to the strength of the unreinforced panel.

However, that phenomena is sensitive to the features of the fiber strands (space gap

and geometry) as well as the boundary condition of the test. The best performance

of the FRCM system was obtained for the glass fiber grid with 25 mm in space

gap of, 10 mm width and 0.1 mm in thickness. In general, results showed that

the higher fiber fiber content, the higher the shear strength. The same trend

was observed also in terms of the fracture energy, which increases for higher fiber

content. However, for the case of fiber content equal to 1.5%, an almost sudden

drop in the shear stress was observed. This suggests using a minimum fiber content

equal to 2% to ensure ductility properties as well as load-bearing capacity even

for large deformation. By assuming a fiber content equal to 2%, the same stress

reduction (30%) as the case of the unidirectional long fiber of the FRCM was

observed.

A final comparison between the classic reinforcement system (the FRCM) and

the new proposed in this research (the short fiber reinforced mortar SFRM) was

presented at the end of the chapter. In particular, simulation of the diagonal-

compression test carried out on the stone masonry panel was proposed by adopt-

ing the two different reinforcement systems applied as a coating on the masonry

surfaces. Results highlighted that the new composite material enhanced the shear

strength of the masonry about 800% and 50%, as compared to the unreinforced

masonry and the reinforced masonry with FRCM, respectively. Also, promising

results in terms of ductility of the panel were observed for the new strengthen-

ing system. In particular, although the load-bearing capacity of the FRCM was

higher of about 30% than the SFRM case, the fracture energy ensured by the
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FRCM system was about 30% lower than the SFRM case.

The excellent ductility capacity of the new composite material was related

to its fracture propagation that it was more and more diffused, as compared to

the FRCM case. Indeed, the FRCM showed a more localized fracture along the

compressed diagonal as well as a higher concentration of the damage at the corners

of the compressed diagonal of the masonry panel, as compared to the SFRM case.
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Abstract

The present Chapter provides technical information for the char-

acterization of the shear strength of the masonry walls reinforced by

Fiber Reinforced Mortar coating system. Based on the numerical and

experimental results discussed in the present thesis, an analytical for-

mulation was proposed for the estimation of the shear strength of the

reinforced masonry merely based on the properties of the unreinforced

masonry and the reinforcing mortar of the FRM. That formulation was

validated on a consistent number of experimental data, concerning also

tests on stone masonry collected in the literature. Technical indica-

tions on the geometrical features of the fiber are also provided for both

uni/bi-directional fiber and short fibers.





Technical direction

Abstract in italiano

Il seguente capitolo ha lo scopo di fornire alcune indicazioni tecniche

per la caratterizzazione meccanica dei sistemi FRCM o più in generale,

sui sistemi di rinforzo caratterizzati dall’applicazione di uno strato di

malta (rinforzate con fibre lunghe o corte) sulle superfici murarie. In-

fatti, anche se negli ultimi anni l’applicazione dei sistemi FRCM per le

murature storiche è considerevolmente aumentata, il comportamento

meccanico di tale sistema accoppiato a pareti murarie non è ancora

completamente caratterizzato. Questo a causa della mancanza di dati

sperimentali esaustivi e di modelli matematici affidabili. In particolare,

gli studi sull’applicazione degli FRCM sono più numerosi per le strut-

ture in calcestruzzo che per le strutture in muratura. Solo negli ultimi

anni, sono state proposte linee guida e codici per la caratterizzazione

e la progettazione di sistemi FRCM, che nonostante l’enorme lavoro

scientifico, non possono essere definite del tutto complete. I risultati

sperimentali e numerici discussi nei precedenti capitoli hanno permesso

di individuare una semplice formulazione analitica per la stima delle

proprietà meccaniche delle murature rinforzate. Tale formulazione per-

mette di stimare qualitativamente l’efficienza dei sistemi di rinforzo ad

intonaco utilizzando solamente le principali informazioni della muratura

non rinforzata e della malta di rinforzo applicata superficialmente. La

relazione si basa sul fatto che il sistema FRCM, in una configurazione

di compressione, deve il suo incremento prestazionale in termini di re-

sistenza a taglio pricipalmente alle proprietà meccaniche e allo spes-

sore del muro non rinforzato e della malta di rinforzo. Le fibre lunghe

uni- o bi-direzionali disposte nel sistema FRCM hanno invece la prin-

cipale funzione di incrementare la capacità di mantenimento del carico

per grandi spostamenti/deformazioni e non forniscono un contributo

nell’incremento della resistenza a taglio delle murature.
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The knowledge of the mechanical behavior of composite materials is very im-

portant for their use as rehabilitation/strengthening systems. This chapter aims to

provide guidance in technical and content matters for the evaluation of the shear

strength of masonry panel coated by layers of reinforcement mortar. In particular,

a simplified formulation is proposed. That relation can be applied to summarily

compute the enhancement of the FRCM system or, more generally, of coating

(jacketing) systems consisted of mortar/concrete material reinforced by element

with negligible resistance in compression, such as the fiber.

Indeed, although the FRCM began to be widely applied to the masonry con-

struction, its mechanical behavior is still not completely characterized due to a

lack of exhaustive experimental data and reliable mathematical models for the in-

vestigation of the mechanics behind the complex coupled resistance system made

of the masonry wall and the FRCM.

The number of studies on the use of FRCM for masonry is much lower than

the number of studies on concrete structures. Only a few years ago, guidelines and

codes for characterization and design of FRCM systems were proposed. However,

they are limited and not entirely satisfactory to design such a reinforcing system.

Standards CNR-DT 215/2018 and ACI-549 [95] defines that the contribution of

the FRCM on the shear capacity of unreinforced panels is attributed to the char-

acteristics of the fibers (geometry and mechanical properties). Furthermore, Stan-

dard CNR-DT 215/2018 proposes, as a simplification, an amplification coefficient

of 1.5 for the mechanical properties of irregular stone masonry walls reinforced by

FRCM.

However, by observing both experiments and simulations, a general opinion on

the mechanical behavior of the FRCM system has been conceived. In particular,

the efficiency of the FRCM in terms of shear strength is mainly related to the

thickness of the unreinforced masonry wall. The higher the masonry wall thickness,

the lower the efficiency of the FRCM in terms of shear strength, end vice-versa.

Furthermore, has highlighted in the simulations, also the thickness of the re-

inforcement mortar layer strongly affects the shear strength of the reinforced ma-

sonry.

Standards define a specific range value for the mortar layer thickness (5–20

mm). However, during the application of the mortar layer, it is difficult to ensure

a uniform thickness for it due to the asperity of the masonry surface (especially the

irregular one). Standard suggests measuring the mortar thickness from the pro-

truding stones leaving aside to consider the depths mortar joints or the irregularity

of the surface. However, this assumption can strongly affect the enhancement of

the shear behavior of masonry. It suffices to see that the asperity of the surface of

irregular stone masonry is about a few centimeters.
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Hence, the amplification coefficients proposed by Standard CNR-DT 215 and

NTC18 (equal to 1.5 and 2.5, respectively), for the design of the mechanical prop-

erties of stone masonry strengthened by FRCM in absence of experimental inves-

tigation appears not consistent. That coefficient can be much higher (or lower)

and mainly depends on the thickness of both the masonry wall and reinforcement

mortar as well as the boundary condition at the reinforcement mortar-masonry

interface.

Moreover, another incongruity with Standards CNR-DT 215/2018 and ACI-

549 [95] concerns the effect of the fiber on the mechanical behavior of the FRCM.

In particular, Standards define that the contribution of the FRCM on the shear

capacity of unreinforced panels is attributed to the characteristics of the fibers

(geometry and mechanical properties). Simulations showed that, in the case of

compressed FRCM, fibers have only the function to carry tensile stresses (load-

bearing capacity), whereas both the shear strength and shear modulus of the

FRCM are related to the mortar. In particular, for all of the geometrical features

of the fiber grid analyzed in the simulations, the re-hardening phase has not to

lead to an increase in the shear strength of the panel. Indeed, the shear strength

of the FRCM was achieved when the failure of the mortar occurred. After that,

an almost sudden drop in the shear stress followed by a re-hardening phenomenon

(re-increase of the shear stress) was observed. However, the stress increment due

to the re-hardening was not so consistent to enhance the shear strength of the

panel.

Standards may have adopted a relation between shear strength and characteris-

tics of the fibers only based on the mechanical behavior of the FRCM tested under

tensile configuration. Indeed, when a FRCM specimen is subject to a tensile test,

the matrix undergoes a multi-cracking process resulting in the transfer of stresses

from the matrix to the fibers. Then, an increase in the tensile stress (rehardening

phase) of the composite material can be observed up the failure (rupture) of the

fiber fabric. In that case, the tensile strength of the FRCM mainly depends on

the characteristics of the fiber, which is characterized by really high resistance in

the axial direction of the fibers.

However, it is worth noting that fibers present negligible resistance in the

other directions. Hence, when a FRCM-reinforced masonry wall is subjected to

diagonal compression (typical action induced by earthquakes), the overall behavior

of the coupled system, based on the results of the numerical simulations, can be

differentiated in three phases: i) the load is carried mainly by the mortar matrix

until cracking; ii) the matrix undergoes a multi-cracking process resulting in the

transfer of stresses from the matrix to the fibers; iii) the load is carried almost

exclusively by the fabric.
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Collapse mechanics observed for masonry structure during seismic action high-

lights that the tensile test, which represents the main test for the characterization

of the FRCM, may not be representative to characterize the mechanics of the cou-

pled FRCM-masonry system under seismic action. The compressive test may be

more appropriated.

The in-plane shear capacity of strengthened walls can be defined as the sum of

the contribution of masonry (minimum between the shear sliding, shear friction,

diagonal tension, and compression failures) and the FRCM reinforcement, where

the effectiveness of FRCM is considered only after occurrence of masonry cracking

[53, 269, 94, 58, 270]. From ACI 549, the FRCM contribution is calculated as

2nAfLffv , where Af , n, L are the area of the fabric reinforcement by unit width,

the number of layers of fabric, and the length of the masonry, respectively. The

tensile strength of the FRCM (ffv ) is equal to Efεfv, being εfv the FRCM tensile

strain (≤0.004). Indeed, from tests on clay brick masonry reinforced by (i) near-

surface mounted (NSM) glass FRP bars externally bonded, (ii) glass/carbon FRP

laminates, and (iii) glass FRP grid reinforced polyurea [53], it was observed that

the experimental shear strength of the URM increases proportionally to the so-

called “calibrated reinforcement ratio index” (η) computed as η = ρEf/Em, where

ρ is the ratio between the area of reinforcement and net area of URM walls, whereas

Ef and Em are the elastic modulus of cracked reinforcement and URM wall,

respectively. That study concluded that that formulation could be applied for both

the FRCM and FRP strengthening technologies, assumed as similar reinforcing

systems. However, it is worth mentioning that, for the FRCM and differently from

the FRP, recent study [79] experimentally demonstrated the negligible contribution

of the fiber on the RM strength, as confirmed by simulation presented in this thesis.

For the FRCM, the main contribution to the RM strength is mainly given by the

mortar

Hence, an analytical relation needed to be found to estimate the strength of the

reinforced masonry merely based on the mechanical and geometrical properties of

both the unreinforced masonry (URM) and the FRCM.

The behavior of the coupled system composed of stone masonry and FRCM

external layers may be approximately assimilated to the behavior of three-leaf

masonry under compression that is described in [271]. Indeed, for the three-leaves

masonry, the mechanical properties of the external leaves are significantly higher

than that of the internal one (the filling). Therefore, the external leaves carry a

bigger percentage of the applied load. Here, the internal filling and the external

leaves of the three-leaves masonry can be assumed as the FRCM reinforcing layer

and the unreinforced stone masonry, respectively. Indeed, the coating mortar of

the FRCM carries the bigger percentage of the load with respect to URM wall.
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Based on that simplified assumption, the estimated shear strength of the RM

(τ∗0,RM ) can be obtained by the following formulation:

τ∗0,RM = (VURM/V )τ0,URM + (VFRCM/V )ftc,m (4.1)

where (VURM/V ) and (VFRCM/V ) are the volumetric ratios of the URM and

FRCM, respectively. Since the surface area of both the URM and FRCM is the

same (equal to almost 1.2 m×1.2 m for the analyzed cases), Eq. 4.1 can be

simplified as follows:

τ∗0,RM = λb
(tRM − tm) τ0,URM + tm ftc,m

tRM
(4.2)

where tRM and tURM are the thickness of the reinforced and unreinforced ma-

sonry, respectively, whereas tm is the total thickness of the FRCM. The corrective

factor λb was introduced to taking into account the effect of the bond behavior

at the FRCM mortar-masonry interface. Indeed, simulations [84] showed that the

shear strength increases of about 20% by assuming high bond behavior instead of

weak bond (static friction at the reinforcing mortar-masonry interface equal to 0.5

and 0.03, respectively). In that study, the interface between stone particles and

reinforcement mortar particles was simplistically assumed to be flat. For irregular

stone masonry, it is presumable that the effect of the bond behavior could be even

higher of 20% because of the interlocking effect.

To validate that relation, both experimental and numerical results were pro-

cessed. Here, the results derived from other research programs (in addition the

the experiments described in this thesis) are summarized. All of them were per-

formed on irregular stone masonry panels, with single and/or multi-leaf cross

sections, strengthened by FRCM. Only tests performed by diagonal compression

configuration were selected. The benchmark results are presented in detail in

[79, 65, 79, 81, 82, 78] and partially reported here.

Results presented in [78] regards on-site tests performed on four panels 0.48–0.57

mm thick isolated from a historic building located in Umbria (Italy) and five tests

on stone-wall panels of a historic building of L’Aquila made of double-leaf wall

with a thickness between 0.58 m and 0.61 m. The strengthening system com-

prises glass-FRCM 30 mm tick and five connectors consisted of two unidirectional

fiberglass L-shaped bars. These tests are labeled as S2.

In [79] were presented results of different masonry types reinforced by FRP

with various features. Here, only rubble stone masonry was considered for the

comparison. The walls were prepared in laboratory and had a cross-sectional

thickness of 0.40 m and 0.70 m. The strengthening technique consisted of the

application on both faces of glass-FRCM layer of about 30 to 45 mm in thickness
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as well as five L-shaped glass-FRP connectors through the thickness of the walls.

The L2 labels are used for these tests.

From a vast experimental campaign presented in [65], a total of twelve tests on

rubble stones masonry samples (4 URMs and 8 RMs) with 0.4 m in thickness were

considered. The panels were built in laboratory by using two different poor infill

mortar that can be typically found in two-leaf masonry of ancient buildings. Rein-

forcing system consisted of glass FRP meshes (with different features) embedded

in a 30 mm thick mortar coating as well as six L-shaped glass-FRP connectors.

These tests are labeled as L3.

Two tests (1URM and 1RM) were considered from [80]. A further test available

from that research program was not taken into account, as concerned a hybrid

reinforcement (reticolatus and glass-FRCM). The double leaf rouble masonries

had 0.40 m in thickness. The reinforcement consisted of glass-FRCM thick 30 mm

and six L-shaped glass-FRP connectors. Tests are labeled as L4.

From the extensive experimental campaign presented in [81], nine tests (3

URMs and 6 RMs) were considered. Half of the RM specimens were reinforced

only on one side. No anchors were adopted for all the specimens. Tests are labeled

as L5.

Five tests (1 URM and 4 RMs) were considered from [82]. In that research,

limestone masonry panels were built aiming to reproduce the typical existing build-

ing in the area of L’Aquila (Italy). Both basalt-FRCM and glass-FRCM were

adopted without using connectors. Tests are labeled as L6.

Table 4.1 lists the main geometrical and mechanical properties of the URM and

RM walls as well as the FRCM features. In particular, since authors of the different

research programs adopted various criteria to compute the shear strength of the

walls, it was decided to normalize the data by adopting a unique criterion (defined

by the ASTM code, and by re-computing τ0, when necessary, from the peak load

and wall cross-section data. Furthermore, also the tensile strength data of the

reinforcing mortar were computed by authors adopting different methods. Here,

it was decided to normalize them by assuming the tensile strength ftc,m given by

the splitting test instead of the three-points bending test. When necessary, it was

assumed the equation ftc,m = 0.56f0.5c,m (ACI 318/98), being fc,m the compression

strength of the reinforcing mortar.

From the sixty tests reported in Table 4.1 (19 URMs and 41 RMs), one can

compute the mean value of τ0,RM of 0.536 MPa (CoV=0.315) and the mean value

of τ0,URM of 0.202 MPa (CoV=0.596). The mean value of the efficiency β is 3.23

(CoV=0.681). In particular, on-site experiments (S) lab-tests (L) and numerical

tests (N) without reference were presented and commented in Sections 2.1.1-2.1.2

and Section 3.4.1, respectively.
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Finally, Figure 4.1 shows the relation between the real shear strength τ∗0,FRCM

and the estimated shear strength τ0,FRCM , which is evaluated by using the Eq.(4.2)

The predictive formulation highlighted a good agreement with the experimental

data. From Eq. (4.1) it was possible to calibrate the value of λb for which the

estimated and the measured shear were equal to 1.56 (assumed constant for all the

experimental data). For the numerical results, λb = 1.2 was assumed. Obviously,

the proposed analytical formulation is purely indicative and does not aspire to

exactly estimates the shear strength of the masonry reinforced by FRCM, as many

variables can affect its prediction (exact estimation of the thicknesses of the coating

mortar due to the irregularity of the stone masonry surface, intrinsic variability

of the mechanical properties of the URM that are strongly related to the quality

and integrity of the wall, etc.). Anyway, although the simplicity of the proposed

relation, one can have a good estimation of the shear strength of the reinforced

masonry by using Eq. (4.2). Indeed, the best fitting between the measured shear

strengths of the RM (τ0,RM ) and the estimated ones (τ∗0,RM ) was calibrated for

λb equal to 1.56. The efficiency of the predictive analytical formulation can be

observed in Fig. 4.1, in which an almost linear relation was found.
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4 0 TECHNICAL DIRECTION

Table 4.1: Geometrical and mechanical properties of the unreinforced masonry and the

reinforcement mortar (N=Numerical test, S=experimental on-site test, L=experimental

lab-test).

Ref ID tURM τ0,URM tRM tm fc,m ftc,m SG C τ0,RM β
[mm] [MPa] [mm] [mm] [MPa] [MPa] [mm] - [MPa] -

- S1-1 545 0.127 750 40 15.0 2.2 25 C-5 0.280 2.2
S1-2 545 0.127 565 40 15.0 2.2 25 C-5 0.368 2.9

-

L1-1 340 0.138 340 40 15.0 2.2 25 G-4 0.749 5.4
L1-2 340 0.138 340 40 15.0 2.2 25 - 0.513 3.7
L1-3 340 0.138 340 40 15.0 2.2 25 G-4 0.503 3.7
L1-4 340 0.138 340 40 15.0 2.2 25 - 0.569 4.1

-

N-1 340 0.120 340 20 15.0 3.2 25 - 0.320 2.7
N-2 340 0.120 340 30 15.0 3.2 25 - 0.410 3.4
N-3 340 0.120 340 40 15.0 3.2 25 - 0.490 3.8
N-4 340 0.120 340 50 15.0 3.2 25 - 0.560 4.6
N-5 340 0.120 340 60 15.0 3.2 25 - 0.640 5.3

[78]

S2-1 620 0.050 720 60 21.4 2.1 66 G-5 0.177 3.5
S2-2 620 0.050 640 60 21.4 2.1 66 G-5 0.248 4.9
S2-3 620 0.050 640 60 21.4 2.1 66 G-5 0.188 3.7
S2-4 540 0.041 570 60 21.4 2.1 66 G-5 0.345 8.4
S2-5 540 0.041 565 60 21.4 2.1 66 G-5 0.440 10.8
S2-6 540 0.041 700 60 21.4 2.1 66 G-5 0.458 11.2

[79]

L2-1 400 0.364 400 75 4.7 0.8 66 G-5 0.652 1.8
L2-2 400 0.364 400 75 4.7 0.8 66 G-5 0.685 1.9
L2-3 400 0.364 400 75 7.4 1.1 66 G-5 0.708 1.9
L2-4 400 0.364 400 75 7.4 1.1 66 G-5 0.697 1.9
L2-5 400 0.364 400 75 11.7 1.4 66 G-5 0.721 2.0
L2-6 400 0.364 400 75 11.7 1.4 66 G-5 0.614 1.7
L2-7 400 0.180 400 75 7.4 1.1 66 G-5 0.578 3.2
L2-8 400 0.180 400 75 7.4 1.1 66 G-5 0.566 3.1
L2-9 400 0.180 400 75 3.6 0.6 66 G-5 0.941 5.2
L2-10 400 0.180 400 75 3.6 0.6 66 G-5 1.093 6.1
L2-11 700 0.355 700 75 7.4 1.1 66 G-5 0.611 1.7
L2-12 700 0.355 700 75 7.4 1.1 66 G-5 0.653 1.8
L2-13 700 0.355 700 75 11.7 1.4 66 G-5 0.538 1.5
L2-14 700 0.355 700 75 11.7 1.4 66 G-5 0.624 1.8

[65]

L3-1 400 0.200 400 60 6.7 0.8 33 G-6 0.591 3.0
L3-2 400 0.200 400 60 6.7 0.8 33 G-6 0.548 2.7
L3-3 400 0.200 400 60 6.7 0.8 66 G-6 0.506 2.5
L3-4 400 0.200 400 60 6.7 0.8 66 G-6 0.558 2.8
L3-5 400 0.200 400 60 6.7 0.8 66 G-6 0.626 3.1
L3-6 400 0.200 400 60 6.7 0.8 66 G-6 0.607 3.0
L3-7 400 0.177 400 60 6.7 0.8 66 G-6 0.562 3.2
L3-8 400 0.177 400 60 6.7 0.8 66 G-6 0.599 3.4

[80] L4-1 400 0.174 400 60 - 2.0* 66 G-6 0.689 4.0

[81]

L4-1 300 0.351 300 30 14.5 2.1 25 - 0.800 2.3
L4-2 300 0.351 300 30 14.5 2.1 25 - 0.881 2.5
L4-3 300 0.351 300 30 14.5 2.1 25 - 0.734 2.1
L4-4 300 0.351 300 15 14.5 2.1 25 - 0.487 1.4
L4-5 300 0.351 300 15 14.5 2.1 25 - 0.611 1.7
L4-6 300 0.351 300 15 14.5 2.1 25 - 0.525 1.5

[82]

L5-1 250 0.122 250 24 3.5 1.0 22 - 0.319 2.6
L5-2 250 0.122 250 24 3.5 1.0 22 - 0.416 3.4
L5-3 250 0.122 250 24 3.5 1.0 22 - 0.313 2.6
L5-4 250 0.122 250 24 3.5 1.0 22 - 0.287 2.4
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Since numerical simulation showed the effect of the size-effect on the wall size,

a multiplicative parameter αs can be applied to Eq. (4.2) aiming to extend results

of test performed on specimen of a certain size to the actual dimension of the walls

of the real structure. That coefficient can vary from 0.7 (for specimen sizing 0.6

m) to 1 (for wall sizing more than 5 m). and can be estimated by observing the

trend of Figure 4.2. It is worth noting that in the case of specimen sizing 1.2 m,

this coefficient can be assumed equal to 0.9 to extend the results to huge masonry

walls.

In general, the investigation of the geometrical feature of the fiber employed

for the FRCM system can affect the load-bearing capacity of the mortar panel as

well as the fracture propagation. Results showed that the best performance was

obtained for the glass fiber grid with a space gap of 25 mm and a width of 10 mm.

Similar results, in terms of load-bearing capacity for large deformation, was also

observed for fiber grid with space gap of 50 mm and width of 10 mm. However, in

the latter case, it was observed a more localized fracture of the mortar along the

compressed diagonal.

As far as the mechanical behavior of the new composite material is concerned,

results showed that glass fiber with length equal to 13 mm, despite the good

enhancement of the tensile, flexural, and compressive strengths, provided unsatis-

factory ductility for the material. On the other and, glass fiber with length equal

to 24 mm, ensured excellent fracture energy values as well as high load-bearing

capacity. A recommendation on the fiber content almost equal to 2% of the total

weight of the product (1.3% of the total volume of the product) can be provided.

This value may ensure high ductility for the material even for large deformation.

Other recommendations on the mix-design of the fibrous lime-mortar cannot be

provided since representing the know-how of the company Aquilaprem (the indus-

trial partner of the present research) and cannot be revealed to their competitors.
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Abstract

The present Chapter focuses on conclusive critical assessments made

on different fiber-reinforcement systems, based on the results obtained

in both the experiments and numerical simulations (by using the Lat-

tice Discrete Particle Model). The ability of LDPM in capturing the

fracture and failure mechanisms in the quasi-brittle material, combined

with the vast experimental campaign, allowed the understanding of

the mechanics behind the complex behavior of the irregular stone ma-

sonry, the FRCM, and the newly developed fibrous lime-mortar mate-

rial. Hence, a detailed description of the mechanical behavior of the

FRCM system is described, defining the effect of both the fiber and

mortar features on the shear mechanical parameters. Final considera-

tions on the new composite material developed and investigated in this

research are presented.





Conclusions

Abstract in italiano

Il seguente capitolo è incentrato su alcune valutazioni critiche ef-

fettuate sui diversi sistemi di rinforzo in fibra, sulla base dei risultati

ottenuti sia in ambito sperimentale e sia numerico (questi ultimi at-

traverso il framework computazionale Lattice Discrete Particle Model).

In particolare, il capitolo propone un’ampia discussione del comporta-

mento meccanico dei rinforzi FRCM accoppiati a pareti murarie, evi-

denziando la limitazione di alcune indicazioni fornite da codici Norma-

tivi per la stima della resistenza a taglio di tali sistemi compositi. Per

quanto riguarda il materiale innovativo sviluppato in questa ricerca,

basato su una malta a base-calce rinforzata con fibre corte diffuse caot-

icamente nell’impasto, i risultati sperimentali e numerici hanno sotto-

lineato le grandi potenzialità di tale materiale in termini di incremento

di duttilità, trazione e compressione. Tali prestazioni sono essenzial-

mente legate all’effetto di confinamento e di cucitura che le fibre corte

svolgono nei confronti dei grani della malta. Infatti, è stato possibile

osservare come i campioni di materiale composito innovativo sono carat-

terizzati da una propagazione della frattura molto più diffusa rispetto

ai sistemi FRCM, caratterizzati invece da una rottura localizzata. La

capacità di mantenimento del carico per grandi spostamenti del sistema

innovativo rimane ancora non del tutto soddisfacente. Tale aspetto è

quello più critico da analizzare in quanto, rispetto alle fibre lunghe uni-

o bi-direzionali degli FRCM, le fibre corte hanno una inevitabile mag-

giore capacità di scorrimento legata alla lunghezza di ancoraggio con

la malta. Ulteriori sperimentazioni sono quindi necessarie e fibre con

tipologia di forma differente potrebbero essere utilizzate per tale scopo.

Infine, altre importanti considerazioni sono state effettuate sulla vari-

abilità delle proprietà meccaniche dei paramenti murari non rinforzati

in funzione della distribuzione granulometrica delle pietre e dell’effetto

scala dei pannelli. In particolare, si è osservato che i risultati ottenuti

su pannelli di dimensione standard sovrastimano la resistenza di taglio

e duttilità delle reali strutture murarie.
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Here, some general remarks and final observations arising from the experimen-

tal work and numerical analyses are drawn. The research aimed at deepening the

knowledge of the mechanical behavior of existing technology based on the fiber-

reinforced systems. In particular, consistent experimental results were presented

for the mechanical characterization of the Fiber Reinforced Cementitious Matrix

(FRCM) system. That system consisted of a glass fiber grid embedded into a

lime-based mortar applied as a coating to the masonry surface. Furthermore, the

research also regarded the experimental development of new composite material

for the conservation and the retrofitting of the vast historical and architectural

heritage. That material consisted of a lime-based mortar reinforced by randomly

oriented short fibers. All the experiments were interpreted by a sophisticated

numerical framework, based on the Lattice Discrete Particle Model. The ability

of LDPM in capturing the fracture and failure mechanisms in the quasi-brittle

material allowed the understanding of the mechanics behind the complex behav-

ior of the irregular stone masonry, the FRCM, and the newly developed fibrous

lime-mortar material.

The experimental campaign carried out on the FRCM-masonry system con-

sisted of diagonal compression tests performed on both the unreinforced and re-

inforced stone masonry specimens. This test allowed the evaluation of the main

mechanical properties of the masonry, namely the shear strength, the shear mod-

ulus, and the deformability of the panel. Some of the masonry specimens adopted

in the experiments were isolated from the original walls of a historical building of

L’Aquila. Other samples were prepared at the laboratory LPMS of the University

of L’Aquila according to the ancient constructive technique featured in the historic

buildings by using: (i) stone elements taken from the debris of buildings collapsed

during L’Aquila 2009 earthquake; (ii) poor mortar developed with the same fea-

ture of the historical one. The difference between the two conditions regarded the

thickness of the panels. Indeed, while historical panels ranged from 500 mm to

750 mm, the reproduced panels were approximately 340 mm.

Results highlighted that the shear strength obtained for the specimens pre-

pared at the laboratory (0.137 MPa) was almost the same as the one computed

for the panel isolated from the existing building (0.118 MPa). In particular, the

difference between experiments was relatively small (less than 10%). This differ-

ence can be considered negligible, given the nature of the heterogeneous character

and the quasi-brittle behavior of the material. This encouraging result validated

the possibility to obtain reliable results when investigating irregular stone masonry

prepared in the laboratory, at the condition that the latter is strictly built in line
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with features of the existing buildings.

Furthermore, results showed that the FRCM system enhanced the shear strength

of about 240% and 310% for the historical walls and the reproduced walls, respec-

tively. This variance may be mainly related to the difference in the thickness of

the panels. Moreover, the different efficiency of the FRCM was also due to the

inevitably non-uniform thickness of the reinforcement mortar layer given by the

strong asperity of the masonry substrate.

In general, it easy to think that the higher the masonry wall thickness, the

lower the efficiency of the FRCM in terms of shear strength. The higher the rein-

forcing mortar layer, the higher efficiency of the FRCM in terms of shear strength.

This initial hypothesis was then confirmed by the simulations carried out by the

Lattice Discrete Particle Model. Furthermore, the shear capacity of unreinforced

panels cannot be attributed to the characteristics of the fibers (geometry and me-

chanical properties) as fibers have mainly the function to carry tensile stresses

(load-bearing capacity). Shear strength is instead strongly related to the char-

acteristics of the reinforcement mortar (geometry and mechanical properties). In

particular, simulations showed that the re-hardening phase observed for the FRCM

is lower when applied to the masonry wall, differently from the test performed on

individual FRCM sample. Such phenomenon is even null when masonry walls is

supported on a basement in the diagonal compression test configuration (typically

adopted especially for onsite tests).

For the latter case, the shear strength of the FRCM was achieved when the

failure of the mortar occurred. After that, an almost sudden drop in the shear

stress was observed. Then, a re-hardening phenomenon led to an increase in the

shear stress. However, this increment was not so consistent to enhance the shear

strength of the panel.

Hence, based on the results, a simplified analytical formulation aiming to esti-

mate the shear strength of the masonry panel strengthened by the FRCM system

was proposed. In particular, a comparison between predicted ad actual shear

strengths showed a good agreement. The validation of the formulation regarded

also experiments on stone masonry collected in other researches (total number of

60 tests). In that formulation, a corrective factor assumed to depends from the

bond behavior at the masonry-FRCM interfaces was introduced. Also another

corrective factor was proposed aiming to extend the result given from masonry

walls of certain size to that obtainable with the actual size of walls.

In general, the results of the experimental campaign conducted on the FRCM

showed that the reinforcement system is effective in improving the in-plane me-

chanical behavior of the stone masonries in terms of tensile strength, stiffness, and

deformability. Moreover, good bond behavior of the FRCM system was observed
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even for large deformation of the masonry. This result was also related to the

interlocking between materials. Indeed, for stone masonry structures, one can ob-

serve high roughness of the masonry surface that enhances the bond behavior at

the masonry – reinforcing mortar interface.

A key aspect of the experimental campaign conducted in situ highlighted the

propensity of the historical walls of stones to modify their mechanical behavior

during the loading. The result highlighted the “disaggregation” phenomenon con-

cerning the total loss of cohesion between the stone elements. This aspect was also

observed in the numerical simulations. In particular, it was shown that both the

shear modulus and shear strain of the unreinforced panels are strongly reduced

even for a low value of the load. This reduction (especially for the shear modulus)

is less evident for the masonry reinforced by FRCM.

As far as the new fibrous lime-mortar is concerned, experimental results showed

that the contribution of diffuse short fibers greatly increased the mechanical prop-

erties of the mortar as a function of both the geometry and content of the fiber.

In particular, the fracture energy increase up to about 2500% with short-fibers, as

compared to the unreinforced case. Then, the maximum increase in the flexural

strength was about 450%. The maximum increment of the tensile strength values

was about 100%. Finally, the mechanical property less affected by the fiber con-

tribution was the compressive strength. In this case, the maximum increase was

about 50%. In general, results showed that, although the fibers characterized by

a shorter length may lead to slightly higher tensile strength, they are less capable

to ensure proper ductility to the mortar. Indeed, only the fiber characterized by

the longer length (24 mm) led to a significant increase in the fracture energy of

the mortar (up to 2500%). Furthermore, as expected, the higher the fiber content,

the higher the fracture energy . A similar trend was also observed for the other

mechanical properties, namely flexural, tensile, and compressive strengths albeit

they were more scattered as compared to the fracture energy.

Since the long unidirectional fiber strands used in the FRCM system have only

the function to carry tensile stresses and do not improve the tensile strength of

the masonry specimens, the results obtained for the innovative composite material

are important. Indeed, when it is applied to the masonry wall, it can significantly

increase both the strength and ductility of the quasi-brittle masonry specimens.

Moreover, the enhancement in the mechanical properties due to the FRCM system

is strongly related to the direction of the applied force, in contrast to the reinforcing

composite material developed in this thesis.

Simulation carried out by LDPM on a 250×250×20 mm fibrous mortar speci-

men tested in diagonal compression showed that the shear strength of that material

is much higher than the FRCM even for the lower fiber content assumed (1.5%
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of the mortar weight). In particular, the higher the fiber content, the higher the

shear strength. However, despite the benefit in terms of the shear strength for

low fiber content, a minimum fiber content equal to 2% is recommended to ensure

even higher ductility properties, as compared to the FRCM. It is worth noting

that despite short fibers that may be easily subjected to the slippage phenomena,

the new composite material showed the same stress reduction (30%) for large de-

formation (shear strain equal to 0.4), as the case of the unidirectional long fiber

of the FRCM. This was the most important aspect to analyze.

However, the innovative composite material showed higher stress reduction for

large deformation, as compared to the FRCM system. This was due to the slippage

phenomenon that occurs for the short fibers.

A final comparison between the classic reinforcement system (the FRCM) and

the new proposed in this research (the short fiber reinforced mortar SFRM) was

performed by simulating the diagonal-compression test on stone masonry wall

reinforced by the two systems applied as a coating on the masonry surfaces. Results

highlighted that the new composite material enhanced the shear strength of the

masonry about 800% and 50%, as compared to the unreinforced masonry and the

reinforced masonry with FRCM, respectively. Results in terms of ductility should

be better investigated also by experimental tests, which was unfortunately was

possible to perform. The new composite material was characterized by higher

propagation of fracture. By increasing the fiber content, the crack width became

larger and, at the same time, the crack opening became lower. On the other hand,

FRCM showed a more localized fracture along the compressed diagonal. The fiber

grid kept together the two portions of the specimen, ensuring the load-bearing

capacity of the panel.

As mentioned above, the Lattice Discrete Particle Model was employed to

simulate the experimental test performed for: (i) the irregular stone masonry; (ii)

the coupled system masonry-FRCM system; (iii) the fibrous lime-mortar material.

In general, LDPM captures accurately the initiation and subsequent localization

of damage in the materials. More specifically, it simulates well the evolution of

the fracture process zone during fracture propagation and failure.

Furthermore, the numerical model was adopted to investigate the effect of

different stone size distributions as well as the size effect.

In particular, by assuming randomly arrangement of the stones and different

stone size distribution, it was possible to statistically investigate the main me-

chanical properties of masonry panels tested in diagonal compression.

Results showed that the stone distribution does not influence strongly the

strength and the shear modulus, showing a variation within 10% for different

stone configurations. This may suggest that large variation of these mechanical
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properties, typically observed in the experimental tests, is instead due to the large

variability of the mechanical properties of the constituent materials, especially of

the mortar joint material, which mainly governs the failure process in stone ma-

sonry structures. On the contrary, the stone distribution affects significantly the

ductility (up to 40% variation). In particular, the variation in the shear strength

and shear modulus depends on the fact that the granulometric distribution in-

fluences the micro-cracks propagation even for low levels of the load producing

a variation of the wall stiffness. The homogeneity of the masonry samples also

affected the statistical scatter in the strength and shear modulus: the higher the

homogeneity, the lower the scattering of both the mechanical properties. This

trend is true regardless of the size of the specimen.

On the other hand, the level of ductility of stone masonry panels may depend

on the homogeneity level of the stone. For panel sizing 1.2 m, the higher the

homogeneity, the higher the mean value of the ductility and the lower scattering

of the result. Indeed, the higher homogeneity level corresponds to a higher number

of stones generated through the specimen volume and, then, a higher connection

number between stone particles. A number of stones (sizing 50 mm - 250 mm) into

a volume of a square panel of dimension equal to 1.2 m is not very high. Hence,

for a higher range of stone size and/or lower specimen thickness (low homogeneity

level) there is a sudden drop in the load-bearing capacity because the applied

load cannot be redistributed, and vice-versa. However, this trend is not true

(and completely opposed) for larger specimen, as discussed later in the results of

the size-effect of the wall. Hence, the estimation of the ductility value on small

specimens can be inaccurate and it cannot be assumed for huge structures, that

must be considered almost perfectly-brittle.

Moreover, the scatter of the predicted ductility depended on the level of stress

for which it is computed. Indeed, the ductility parameter is defined as the ratio

between the shear strain at the shear strength and the shear strain corresponding

to a certain percentage of the stress (considered in the post-peak behavior). The

variability of the ductility value increases more than proportionally by computing

it in correspondence of the 80%, 70%, or 60% of the maximum shear stress in the

post-peak. In other words, the scatter increases for stress levels deep into the post-

peak. Anyhow, in the general case, the ductility is very low, almost corresponding

to the case of perfectly brittle behavior. Hence the customary plastic analysis

approach used in many design guidelines is not warranted.

Furthermore, since there is a significant lack of information relevant to the stone

masonry size effect, which is the dependence of mechanical properties on structural

size, an LDPM investigation was presented in this research. This was obtained by

simulating the shear behavior of geometrically similar samples of different sizes.
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The simulations demonstrate that increasing structural size leads to a significant

reduction of both structural strength and structural ductility. The magnitude of

the predicted size effect suggested that, contrarily to typical experimental results

on reduced size samples, real irregular masonry structures must be considered as

perfectly brittle. Indeed, results showed that the larger the masonry specimen

size, the more brittle the material behaves and, in particular, for large sizes of the

wall (> 1.2 m) the behavior transitions to purely brittle behavior. Furthermore,

results showed that tests on laboratory samples (1.2 m) may overestimate by 50%

the strength of real structures. As also observed for concrete materials, it is well

known that quasi-brittle structures become more brittle as their size increases.

This phenomenon is related to fracture energy dissipation, which varies with the

width of the Fracture Process Zone (FPZ). By increasing the specimen size, the

dissipated fracture energy decreases due to the decrease of the FPZ.

As far as the the fibrous mortar material is concerned, simulations reproduced

well the experiments. In particular, a proper investigation of the main fiber-

matrix interaction parameters (the bond fracture energy, the bond friction stress,

and the slip-hardening/softening coefficient) were carried out for the simulation

of the three-point bending test. These parameters showed different sensitivity to

the mechanical behavior of the fibrous-mortar. The bond friction stress mainly

affected the flexural strength of the fibrous-mortar specimen and increases by

increasing the fiber content in the case of longer fibers (24 mm), as compared to

the smaller ones (13 mm). The slip-hardening/softening coefficient strongly affects

the post-peak behavior, much more than the bond fracture energy, and depends

on the geometrical feature of the fiber. In particular, for the smaller fiber (13 mm)

the value of that parameter was constant. On the contrary, for longer fiber (24

mm), it showed an increase in its (negative) value by increasing the fiber content.

Definitely, this dissertation validated the efficiency of the new composite ma-

terial for the preservation and the strengthening of historic structures as well as

characterized the complex mechanical behavior of the FRCM coupled to the ma-

sonry structure. Valuable information was also provided for the size-effect of the

wall panel on the main shear mechanical properties as well as the variability of

the results for different stone and size distributions.

This dissertation can be also considered as a starting point for additional re-

searches of several fields. In particular, based on the results obtained, further

development for the new composite material is more than desirable. It will be

interesting to experimentally analyze the enhancement of the mechanical proper-

ties of short-fiber-reinforced masonry panel in both the coating and the structural

repointing technique, also using short-fiber of different natures, geometries, and

shapes aiming to improve the load-bearing capacity of the system.
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Moreover, a delicate aspect related to the efficiency of the fiber-based strength-

ening systems (both the FRCM and the new fibrous lime mortar) for high tem-

peratures will be interesting to analyze. Indeed, it often happens that wildfires

develop as a consequence of seismic actions. Although fibers are embedded in the

mortar matrix, which protects the fibers from direct contact with flames, high tem-

peratures may strongly reduce the mechanical properties of the fiber and therefore

the efficiency of the reinforcement system for large deformations.

Furthermore, it is worth pointing out that this research numerically investi-

gated only the randomness due to the variable stone size and distribution. Spatial

randomness of material properties and consequently the resulting statistical ef-

fects (including size-effect) were not taken into account. These aspects will be

considered in future work.
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B1 Nomenclature

3PBT Three-Point Bending Test

950Y Glass fiber with 13 mm in length and 0.316 mm in diameter

BT Brazilian Test

CT Compression Test

DEM Discrete Element Model

FEM Finite Element Model

FPZ Fracture Propagation Zone

FRCM Fiber Reinforced Cementitious Matrix

HP24 Glass fiber with 24 mm in length and 0.476 mm in diameter

IP In Plane

LDPM Lattice Discrete Particle Model

OOP Out Of Plane

RM Reinforced Masonry

TRC Textile Reinforced Concrete

TRM Textile Reinforced Mortar

URM UnReinforced Masonry

URP UnReinforced mortar Panel
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